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The remains
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receiving tomb at Grove cemetery and later
will be interred in the family lot in the Plains
cemetery at Center Montvilie. The bearers
were Mesers. William H. Hall, Oscar B. Wilkins, Irving T. Dinsmore and John T. Davis.
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Miss Lavinia M. Snow of Rockland died Jan,
13th of pneumonia in St. Petersburg, Florida,

the front.

a dark red.
It is 20 by 30 feet on
ground and high-posted, and has a cement
foundation of sufficient height to give good
light in the basement, which has a cement
floor. There is a platform and steps across
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usual service will be held next Sunday
at the Universalist church, and Sunday school
at

Because of the inclement weather last Sunwere small audiences in all the
churches. In the evening there was a good
Bized audience at the Baptist church when one
woman and four young men were baptized.

day there

heavy 6torm last Sunday no
at the Unitarian church,
and the pastor. Rev. A. E. Wilson, will deliver
Because of the

Sunday
phasis Where
Sunday.
next

held

the
it

sermon ‘'Putting the EmBelongs” announced for last

The annual meeting of the Universalist parish was held Wednesday evening, Jan. 10th
and officers were elected as follows: Clerk*
Charles E. Johnson; treasurer, Giles G. Abbott;
moderator, Frank I. Wilson; standing committee, Selwyn Thompson, W. A. Swift, Charles S.
Bickford, Giles G. Abbott and Frank I. Wilson* |
Tbe treasurer's report was Very encouraging, '<
showing a?l bills paid and a small sum in the

installing officer.
and

Encampment, I. O. 0. F., took
place in their iodge room last Tuesday evening. The officers of Waldo Lodge were installed by Charles A. Rogers, D. D. G. M.,
and J. E. Wentworth, D. D. M., both of SearsPerrin Polk Freeman died Jan. 5th in Cam- port, with Edward F. Littlefield, G. W.; Charles
den. He was born in Camden Nov. 16, 1845, R. Coombs, G. Chap.; L. J. Sanborn, G. S ;
the son of Rev. Edward and Harriet Alice
Henry D. Clough, G, T,; Wm. K MacNeil, I,
Colburn Freeman, and attended the district G., and are as follows: Noble grand, Otis W.
school and one term at the College Prepara- Ellis; vice grand, Leslie C. Follett; R. S., Samtory school taught by his father. In February, j uel Adams; F. S, Wilbur A. Maccmber; treas1863, he enlisted in the First Maine Cavalry urer, Ralph H. Howes; agent, John Parker.
and served till the end of the war, the greater | The Encampment officers were installed by Dr.
part of that time doing duty as a hospital at- Frederick B Peabody, G. P. of G. E., assisttendant, and was honorably discharged August ed by Mr. Ludwig, G. J. W., both of Richmond,
1, 1865. Mr. Freeman was twice married. In and Edward F Littlefield, G. S W.; Orrin J.
February, 1871, he married Miss MaryO. Mun- Dickey, G. H. P; M. C. Mutch, G. Scribe;
Henry D. Clough, G. T.; J. K. Dennett, G. Senroe of l.incolnville and of this union four chil%
The officers are: M. O. Dickey, C P.;
dren were born—one son, Charles P., who died tinel.
W. K. MacNeil, H. P ; Albert W. Morse, S, W.;
in 1898, and three daughters, Mrs. Blanche A
Messer of Attleboro, Mass.; Mrs. Harriet C. Samuel Adams, Scribe; Wilbur A. Macomber,
F. S.; Ralph H. Howes, Treas.; Edwin S. BowArnold of Belfast, Me.; and Mrs. Nellie B.
Vallette of Attleboro, Mass. Mrs. Freeman ker, J. W. During the installati m.and for the
died in 1906. In the late autumn of the fol- dance following, music was furnished by McKatherine E. Brier and
lowing year, he married Mrs. Ida C. Munroe Keen’s orchestra.
of Camden, who with his three daughters sur- Arlhur N. Johnson rendered vocal solos and
Vocal sevive him. He lived on his farm on the shore W, S. Creamer a trombone solo.
road until two years ago, when fading health lections were also rendered by a sextette,
induced him to sell it and move to Camden Miss Brier, Mrs. M. O. Dickey, Mrs. Bessie
village. He was a man of sterling qualities of Keyes, Messrs. E. S. Pitcher, John Parker and
character, a good neighbor, ready always to do Mr. Johnson. The Wildey Day Anniversary
exercises were omitted.
an act of kindness to any in need, and was
respected by all and loved by his friendB. He
The officers of Aurora Rebek&h Lodge were
was a member of the Chestnut Street Baptist
installed Tuesday evening, Jan. 9th, by Mrs.
church, over which his father was at one time Cora Bowker, District
Deputy President, and
pastor, and a member of King David Lodge of Mrs, Gertude P. Bowker, Grand
Marshal, asLincolnville and Keystone Chapter of Masons. sisted
by the following past grands of Aurora
The funeral service was held at hia late home
lodge: Mrs. Annie Dennett, who acted as deJan. 7th, his pastor. Rev. S. E. Frohcck, offiputy grand warden; Mrs. Annie Patterson as
The
interment
was in Mt. Battie
ciating.
deputy grand secretary; Miss Grace Walton as
Cemetery.
deputy grand treasurer; Miss Isabel Ginn as
Alfred K. Paul of Boston and Searsmont deputy grand chaplain; Mrs. Carrie Murcb, dedied at 3.30 a. m. Jan. 17th at the Windsor puty grand guardian; Mrs. Lizzie Clarey, deHotel in Belfast, where he had been ill for the puty grand outside guardian. Miss Louise
past two weeks under the care of his niece, Dennett acted as pianiBt. The officers elected
Mrs. Grace Mears Thompson of Brookline, for the ensuing year were installed as follows:
Mass. He was born in Rockland, April 26,1845. Noble Grand, Mrs. Charlotte T. Pottle; vice
grand, Mrs. Mildred C. Neal; recording secrea son of the late Capt. Iddo K. and Susan E.
(Sanborn) Paul and his early life was spent in tary, Mrs. Annie K. Adams; financial secretary,
Mrs. Effie M. Harrison; treasurer, Mrs. Abbie
Searsmont. When a young man he enlisted
in Company A. of the First Maine Heavy Ar- Cook. Tbe appointed officers installed were:
tillery and later was transferred to the Second. warden, Miss Etta Whitehead; conductor, Mrs.
Rena White; chaplain, Mrs. Esther Hartshorn;
The greater part of his life was spent in Boston, where he was a public accountant with a right supporter of noble grand, Miss Grace
system of his own, used principally on depart- Walton; left supporter of noble grand, Miss
ment store books.
He and his assistants were Ruth Macomber; right supporter of vice grand,
Miss Phoebe Cross; left supporter of vice grand,
on regular routes in New England, New York
and Montreal. The system was so perfect Miss Lucinda Ide; inside guardian, MLs Sara
that he could tell within half of one percent Preston; outside guardian, Eugene L, Cook.
the firm's standing. He was made a Mason in Tbe installation exercises were interspersed
Belfast many years ago and was a member of with selections by McKeen’s Orchestra and a
Portland Commandery, K. T. He was well vocal solo by Katherine E. Brier, each number
known here as the owner of the Paul ranch in being heartily encored. A delicious banquet
Searsmont comprising hundreds of acres and was served at 6 o'clock by the gentlemen of
where be carried on general
farming.including the lodge, the committee including Samuel
the raising of grade cattle. He is survived by Adams, William K. Keene, Albert Clarey,
Edwin S. Bowker, Thomas E. bowker, E. E.
two daughters and one son, Mrs. Lewis J.
Pierce of Wollaston, Mass., Mrs. Wallace S. Pitcher, Harry and Fred Townsend, Charles
Mitchell of Portland and George B. Paul of Sherman, Melvin A, Dickey, J. K. Dennett, E.
Boston; by two brothers and one sister, S. W. L. Cook and Wilbur Macomber. Tne menu
and Bertram Paul, both of Searsmont and Mra. consisted of baked beans, hot rolls, salads, cold
Clara Mears of Lynn, Maas. The funeral will meats, pickles, whipped cream pie, cake-and
take place in Searsmont at 10 a. m, tomorrow, coffee. The entertainment was in charge of
the incoming officers. Tbe regular meeting of
Friday.
Aurora Lodge, was called to order at 7.30 by
Preston A. Goodale died Jan. 10th at hia tbe noble grand, Mrs. Sara Guthrie, and was
home in Bucksport from the effect* of an ap- closed at 8 to
open tbe installation program to
oplectic shock. He was born in Bucksport and Rebekah families and guests. After the meethad spent the greater part of his life there. ing tbe guests were ushered into the dance
For nanny yeara he was the local agent of the hall where an informal dance was
enjoyed,
Americap Express Co and resigned to come to music for wbic|» was furnished by McKeen's
Belfast and enter the employ of the Duplex orchestra.
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treasury.
Methodist church next Sunday mornHorace B. Sellers will preach on
‘‘Sinai Law—The Birth of Morality,” followAt the

ing Rev.

ing a seimonette for the boys and girls. Sunday school at 12 m. Preaching in the chapel
at East .Northport at 2.30 p. m.
At 7 30 p. m
Mr. Sellers will give the second in his series of i
practical sermons to young men—“The Young J
Man, His Business or Profession.” This, j

Thursday, evening at 7.15, prayer meeting.*
followed at 8 by the teachers’ training class
Friday at 7.30 p. m. a rehearsal of “Our
Folks
Tuesday, at 7.30 p. m. the Bible class
Will meet to discuss tbe 4th and 5lh chapters
of

;

Revelation.

The Ladies’ Sewing Circle of the Universalist church held their annual meeting in the
vestry Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 10th, and
elected officers for the ensuing year as fol-

■

lows:
President, Mrs. Fred Rackliff; vice
presidents, Mrs A. L. Tha er and Mrs. Chas.
H. Crosby; secretary and treasurer, Mits

Frances A Hodsdon. The treasurer’s report !
the Circle had earned and paid

showed that
into

the church

A picnic
treasury $221.95.
o’clock and was attended by the men of the parish. The following
committees have been appointed: For work,
Mrs. Sarah J. Knight, Mrs. Guy L. Peavey,
Mrs. Charles E. Johnson; calling, Mrs. Charles
H. Crosby, Mra. George E. Johnson and Mrs.
Frances H, Murch; flower, Mrs. Sarah B. Dinasupper

was

served at 6

more ana uisb j. a.
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First
son,

Wiggin.

1

Northport

the matter of

an

which is 19

by 19 feet, with an
The doors and
wainscotting

building

arched

Schools. The postponed December
meeting of the school committee was held
last Monday evening. It was voted to
employ
Mrs. W, T. Faulkner as assistant in the
High
school for the last half of the
present school
year at the rate of $600 a year. This is made
necessary by the crowded condition in several
of the classes. It was voted
to pay the actual
cost of horse
hire, $85, for Mrs. E. S. Pitcher,
the music teacher in the rural school
districts,
from Sept., M6 to June, T7. It was voted to
pay Asa Cobb 60 cents per
day for transporting his children to the Northport avenue school
team, and Mrs. Leon Armstrong 10 cents
per
day per pupil ror transporting her children to
the Pitcher school. This rate includes
only
such days as the children
actually attend
school. The matter of selecting a teacher for
the Brick school to succeed
Raphnel Leavitt,
resigned, was left with .Superintendent W. B.

appropriation

Letters.
The. following letremained unclaimed in the Belfast past
office for the week ending Jan. 16th: Ladies—
Mrs. M. Bryant, Mrs. Myrtle Pumroy, Mrs.
Hazel Robins, Mrs. Louise Wright. Gentlemen—W. A. Sturtevant, Box 189.
Advertised

through-

are

ters

of cypress, and

a. u..

repairs. Later,
ship carpenters
be secured, they may build here.
They
will need a crew of 12 or 15 men in
making

The cotillion party in Memorial hall last
Friday night had a smaller attendance than

held

Friday evening at the Parsonage
purpose of reckoning up the pledges
years work.
Everything points to the

can

usual but was very enjoyable. The next will the repairs on the F. C. Pendleton, but in
our
be held tomorrow, Friday night, when re- building a new vessel would require from 25 to
f«ct that we shall reach the goal at which we
freshments will be served, after which no 50- we doubt if the men can be had.
George
aimed. Should anyone connected with the more will be held until Feb.
9th, owing to the : A. Gilchrest gave up the marine railway here
church have been unsolicited
some years ago because he found it
by any over- j ball of Washington Hose company Jan.*26th.
difficult to
sight, will they please communicate the fact
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua ! get men to do repair work, and for the same
as lt is our aim to
reason
give everyone an opportun- i Circle will be held Monday afternoon, Jan.
declined to take charge of the marine
ity of supporting the church, no matter how
at Camden. The old ship carpenters
22nd, at the Peirce school building. The les- railway
or
small
large
may be the offering they are
and joiners, calkers and riggers, long since
son will be from chapter two of the C. L. S. C.
able to bring. Choir rehearsal on
Saturday in book, “France Under the Republic.” Roll-call, passed away and left no successors. Lanor
the church at 7.30 p, m. Be on hand
sharp for current events from “The Independent.” All cannot be had from the Provinces, as many of
work. Last Sunday the choir did
the men have gone to the front and those who
exceptionally members are requested to be present.
well and our regret was that the weather
remain are in demand for
preshipbuilding at home.
of
a
hundred
rohero
Hamilton
Revelie,
vented so many from enjoying such
The Pendleton Bro’s are now
splendid ! mantic
engaged in shiproles, and Marguerite Snow, in “Half
work.
in
building
Connecticut. They recently bought
Million Bribe,” will be the Metro feature to be
a shipyard in
Mystic, and at their yard in No; shown at the Colonial Theatre this, Thursday, ank nave an auxiliary, an
oil-burner, on the
afternoon and evening. This is a sensational stocks
which .they expect to launch about the
based
five
acts
solved
in
enthralling
mystery
first^of March. The new vessels they are to
The Budget Hearings.
upon William Hamilton Osborne's great novel build are four-masted schooners of about
1,000
Governor Carl E. Miiliken Jan. 11th outlined “The Red Mouse.”
tons, and we hope it may be possible to secure
#
the first definite program of
Augustus Gove & Son of Calais have bought the necessary help to have one or more of
budget hearings
in the new budget system which he
is in- the garage at the foot of Main street of the them built here.
augurating. at a conference of the committee International Garage Co., Edward J. Tilley,
on appropriations an«
financial affairs. The president, and taken possession. They are to
hearings began Friday in the Senate chamber bring their household goods here from Dixwhen the heads of the several
State depart- mont and will live in the Hoag house on BayMiss Ethel L. Frost was a recent gu^st of
has no definite plans
ments appeared and stated to the
committee view street- Mt. Tilley
relatives in Waterville.
and the Governor and Council how much
but will remain here this winter.
money at present,
i- .needed in their departments for
Miss Idella D. Knowlton went to Wilton last
the next
The Travellers Club will meet with Mrs.
two years.
The hearings on the Slate-aid inFriday for a few weeks’ visit with friends.
John R. Dunton and Miss Margaret A. Dunton
atitutions will be heard this week,
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott has returned from
beginning Tuesday Jan. 23d. Program: Paper, “Impres
Wednesday, and will he hi Id today and F. iday sions of'Japanese Architecture,” by Miss Mar- a three-weeks’ visit in New York and
Boston,
in either the Senate or House chambers
at 2 p.
garet A. Dunton; reading, “Cheerfulness and
Miss Louise C. Innes went to Portland last
m.
There will be hearings
tomorrow, Friday, ladustry in Japan,” by Mrs. R. F. Dunton;
Saturday to visit her brother, Robert B. Innes.
on two local institutions;
Children's Aid So- read.ng, “The Hokkaids,” by Miss Aunie L
Clement W’ Wescott, president of (tie
ciety of Maine (Girl’s Home), and Home for Bari.
City
{
National Bank, went to Boston
Women.
Tuesday on
Ag:d
The North Church Guild met Monday even- businees
Committee Assignments.
ing with Mrs. Bernes O. Norton, Mrs. Leroy
Miss Gladys S. Ramsdell of Milo spent SunThe assignments of the members
W. Strout and Miss Maude B. Steward assist- day in Belfast with her
of the
sirter, Miss Htzd E.
Waldo County delegation on the
was
35
It
voted
to
with
about
present.
joint stand- ing,
Ramsdc-11.
ing committees of the legislature are as fol- contribute $50 towards the deficit of the
Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. Perkins of Northlows: Senator Conant is chairman of the com- church. The next meeting will be held in the
went to Boston last Monday to spcr..i the
mittee on agriculture, a position he held in the vestry Monday evening, Jan. 29th, and a picnic port
remainder of the winter.
last legislature, chairman of the committee on supper will be served, with Miss Anne M. KitRegina Cash has returned to Castine after
ways and bridges, and next the chairman on tridge, Miss Marguerite H. Owen, Mrs. Grace
spending a month in Belfast with he: grandthe committee on salaries and fees.
Mrs.
Fred
B
Mrs.
Holmes.
C.
Clyde
Pillsbury,
Clement
mother, Mrs. George Ward well.
of Montvilie is on the pension
committee and R. Poor and Mrs. Elon B Gilcbrest hostesses.
the committee on Indian
Misses Hazel Doak and Belle Keating wen1
affairs; Holbrook of
Mrs. Amos Clement, chairman of the com
to Rockland Monday for a week’s visit with
Brooks is on the commerce cc mmittee and
mittee of the Woman’s Club on relief work
Miss Doak’s aunt, Mrs. Haskell.
committee on railroads and expresses; Buzzell
for the French wounded, wishes all who are
M-o
P
of Belfast is on the legal affairs
committee: interested in this worn to send old gloves, bits
Ames of Stockton Springs is on the committee
Bucksport last week, called there by the death
of fur, old fur linings of cloaks, old leather,
on sea and shore fisheries; Boynton of
Liberty such as pocket books, mats, etc to Carle & of her father, Preston A. Goodale.
on the committee on townB.
Buzzell of Bel- Jones’ store for the
Miss Anne M. Kittredge returned
present. These materials
Friday
fast is chairman of the House committee on
from a few days’ visit in Rocklan i, the guest
are used to make waterproof waistcoats and
and
elections,
Boynton of Liberty a member warm garments for men at the front, anti the of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Howard.
of the House committee on county estimates.
committee will forward them to the Brookline
Mrs A. C. Batchelder has returned from a
M ass., office.
Appointments.
visit, with h**r daughter,Miss Abbie Batchelder,
The Friday Country Club and other relatives in Boston and vicinity.
State Penaion Clerk—John Harper of LewisWest Belfast
toD. succeeds Charles E. English of Lewiston. met with Mrs. George B. Dyer J u. 12lli. The
Mrs. Lewis Atwood has been quite seri
usly
Superintendent of Public Buildings—Claries afternoon was spent in doing fancy work and ill at her home on Washington street
during
S. Brown of Bath, succeeds Harry A. Plummer music by Mrs. Raymond Dyer. Chicken salad, the past several weeks. Miss
Nellie Ray is
of Rath.
hot rolls, cake and coffee were served by the the trained nurse in attendance.
Fas.port
Lewis E. Winship of Augusta succeeds War- hostess, assisted by Mrs. Abbie Toothaker.... Sentinel.
ren D. Trask as deputy State treasurer.
Howell and Alice Banker,who are sioa with the
Mrs. Nellie Foss of Pittsfield was called to
Ex-Senator John B. E. Tartre of Biddeford whooping cough, are much better at this writBelfast Monday by the critical illness of her
succeeds Brooks New bert of Augusta as wild ing.... F. L Toothaker has been receiving
brother, Charles H. Sargent, who died Wedneslands clerk in the office of the State Treasurer. j daily through the mails inquiries about his
day morning.
Franklin Foster of Lewiston, assistant attor- ( brcwntail moth picker. All seem to think it
Mr. and Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton have reis a good article.
ney general.
I ceived word of the critical illness of their sonCheckers, me Belfast Checker Club had ! in-law, Sidney P. Young of
The Shoe Situation.
Greenville, who
Six has
an interesting session last Monday night.
pneumonia.
|
Owing to uncertainty as to future conditions, of the North Belfast members played a like
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine left 1
footwear producers are not desirous of booking
uesday
of the city members, each ut of town
additional important contracts and largely on number
morning for Boston, where Mr. Hazeitme will
of
“down
member
#ach
member
the
this account new demands are moderate. Replaying
enter the Dr. Reynolds
Hospital in Dartmouth
tailers are not yet displaying spring goods and towners,” making 36 games in all.
The latter
street for an operation.
much conservatism iB displayed in purchasing
won 18 games, lost 13 and 5 were drawn.
The
novelties for women’s wear, though these
Miss Frances A. Sargent, a teacher in
the
fancy lines are not usually ordered much in feature of the evening was the fine playing of
was
advance. The lull in leather, which set in Howard Hatch, a High school boy, who was public schools of North Conway, N. H
about a week before the holidays, is still ap- well
called
home
last
Saturday by the serious illup with the older players, having a score
parent, though some large Boston tanners reof 2 won, 3 lost and 1 drawn. Eugene L. ness of ner father, Charles H. Sargent.
port more inquiries for stock than they are disMatthew W. Welch was called to
posed to sell. Prices are virtually unchanged, Pearson, went to Lewiston Tuesday to play in I
Malden,
I Mass., last week by the death of
notwithstanding that the undertone in hides the State tournament.
his sister,
continues weak,'with trading still generally
Mrs. Mary Welch Kilday, and remained for a
slaw.—Dun’s Review, Jan. 13th.
South Belfast. The Ladies Aid of West
short visit with his
daughter, Mrs Fred
Northport, was very pleasantly entertained Colley, in Boston.
Jan. 9th at the home of Mrs. J. R. Hurd. The
State of Trade.
Mrs. Frederick Graham of
hostess served coffee, cake and confectionery,
Greenville, who
Quiet. Holiday dullness passing away. and a Victrola furnished some fine music while is Bpending a few weeks with her parents, Mr.
Price and peace uncertainties make for conand Mrs. Marshall O.
Knowlton, returned
servatism in new buying. Shipments on spring the ladies were busy sewing. It was voted to
Wednesday from a brief visit ;in Waterville
account being advanced on requests for early hold the next meeting with Mra. Mabel Black,
with
Mrs. Charles Thompson.
shipments. Retail trade good, helped by cool ....Mr*. Orlando Herrick is on the sick list. |
wave.
Car shortages still bold down lumber, She
is attended by Dr. Elmer Small....Mrs,
Capt. Ernest O, Patterson having finished
coal, coke and iron trades. Industry active,
though many furnaces are idle, Record-steel James Knights of Beech Hill is spending the the boat he was building at Annapolis, Md.,
orders on books. Collections good.—Brad- winter with Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Stevens.... was ordered to
Washington, D. C., Jan. 10th,
streets’ Jan. 13th.
Mr. Lewis Pitcher of Northport, met with a Mrs. Patterson writes
that they had a depainful accident last week. One of hijp horses, lightful stay in Annapolia and were
Mrs. Guy O. Vickery returned to Augusta
really
which waa sharp shod, stepped on his foot, sorry to lekvs.
Friday evening from Belmont, wbere. she was
They do not know how long
called by the illness and death of her mother, cutting a deep gaah. Dr. Carl Stevens was they will be
kept in Washington, but a few
Mrs. J. C. Gray.—Kennebec Journal.
called and found it necessary to take four month* at letffet.

Legislative Notes.

PERSONAL.

-*

Baptist church, Rev. J. Wibor Richard-

minister, residence,

on

10

|

noon.

services

the

will be

Tbe

The following officers of Felicity lodge. No.
18, F. and A. M., of Bucksport, have been installed for the ensuing year. Harry C. Page,
W. M.; William R. Beazley, S. W.; John Wells,
J. W,; Archie L White, chaplain; Edward L.
Warren, secretary; DeForest Snowman, treasurer; Leland P. Lowell. S. D.; Harlow Atwood,
J. D; Nash McKay, S. S; William C. Grindle, J.
S.; George Allen, tyler; William Ft. Beazley*

•

the left opens into
which is a closet

for

Rev, Arthur A. Blair, District Deputy Grand
Master, will go to Islesboro to-day, Thursday,
to instal the officers of Island Lodge, F. & A.
M. Miss Alice E. Simmons will read at the
social hour following the installation.

joint installation of Waldo Lodge

on

room, in

The Churcnes.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

A

The door

superintendent’s

for records.

was

part

was a

the

hearing

take piace at his late home, today, Thurs-

The

Late reports from Mrs. Ezra Talbot, who is
a hospital in Boston because of injuries received in an accident on the elevated railway,
followed by pneumonia, are more encouraging
and friends here have hopes of her recovery.

green

the

Bicknell of

will

day, at

light
and the ceilings pearl color.
In the
chapel is a desk and chair for the officiating
G. B. Marsano has bought of A. A. Howes
clergyman and chape] chairs. The chapel is
lighted by tiiple windows on eacli side, us the building on Main street formerly occupied
shown in the accompanying
the Riggs bakery and later by Ed ward Hogan
illustration, with by
as a bakery and restaurant and will thoroughlarge panes below and smalt
Woodbury. The Head of the Tide and the
above, set with
cathedral glass, a blending of green and white. ly repair the store, putting in a new front, Union schools have been closed on
account of
The building and
etc. Mr. Marsano went to Boston Monday on
epidemics of colds in those districts and the
furnishings cost $2,200,
business.
and $310 is reeded, in addition to the
matter
of
re-opening them was left with Mr.
contributions already received. The
Rev. and Mrs. Hoi ace B, Sellers entertained
Woodbury. It was voted to make the dates of
largest contributors were Charles F.
the
winter term from Jan 1st to March 16th,
Swift, $1,000, W. A. the members of the Epworth League at,a soSwift, $300, and Mrs. Louise J. Pratt, for her- ciable at the parsonage last Monday evening. and the spring term from April 2nd to June
self and other members of
the Edward John- There was a large attendance and the evening 15th. The regular January meeting will be
son family,
$100, and there were several gifts was spent with games, etc. Assorted sand- passed unless called for some special business
of $50 and $25. Mrs.
Spencer W. Mathews has wiches, cake, confectionery and coffee were
vt vJnK
TO BE RESUMED IN THE PENDLETON
given a Bible for the chapei, and Mr.
Charles served.
Shipyard. Fields S. Pendleton of New York
K. Coombs has given-a
The Belfast Woman s Club will meet tomor- was here Saturday and
specially made book in
Capt. G. D. Pendleton
which is to be kept a record of all
funerals row, Friday, at 2.30 p. m., with Mrs. James S. of Islesboro came Monday. Both are memoers
held there, the name of the
read
will
Mrs.
Stevens
etc.
Harriman.
L.
of
At
the big shipping firm of Pendleton Bro'a
deceased,
Eugene
this writing one funeral had been
held in the the paper on Salem which she gav*> before and they cFme to look
overtljpir shipyard here
chapel.
the Unitarian Alliance last week. All members
as one of their
schooners, the F. C. Pendleton,
The half-tone is from a
copyrighted photo- are cordially invited. A silver collection will now at Portland, is to be brought to Belfast
graph by Mr. C. A. Townsend.
be taken.
for general
if

desirable lot between the old

new

Rockland and George E.
Meriden, Conn., Mrs. Hattie Bar
bour and Mrs. Flora Mitchell, both of Boston.
The remains will be brought here for burial.
Charles E. Bicknell of

employed in Levant, and by one daughter,
Mrs. Gladys Lowe of Frankfort. The funeral

superintendent

in

the floors
of hard pine, all finished in the
natural color.
The wails above tne
wainscotting are a

parts of the cemetery set apart for
this purpose.
Then an architect’s plans were
obtained and placed on exhibition in the window of Mr. Coombs’ undertaking rooms on
Main street and subscriptions were called for.
It was understood that one person, whose

1

a

the

agitating

and

of

for the Home.

tix years ago Mr. Charles R.
of the trustees of Grove Cemundertaker, became impressed

which they could be taken, and bethe matter, in which be had the
earnest eo-operation of Mr Charles F. Swift,
a brother trustee.
As a preliminary step the

Hampden Monday and the

in West

five

with the need for

homes

son

Hon. Robert F. Dunton, attorney for the
Belfast Home for Aged Women, and its vice
president, will go to Augusta Friday to attend

Chapel in Grove Cemetery, Belfast.

which services could be held when bodies were
brought here from away arid there were no

held at his

was

The New

tery, and

gan

the young

of schools W, B.#Wocdbury, is a very little better. The child has been suffering with bronchitis and at one time pneumonia was feared.

Hampden, aged 81 years. He is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Adelma Robinson of
Bangor, Misses Rena and Sophronia Hopkins
of Brooklyn, N- Y., and by :ne sister and one
brother, Mrs. Lucinda Loud and Hiram Hopkins, both of Hampden Highlands. Capt. Hopkins was a commander for the Red„ Line of
Socn«
steamships, sailing between New York and Coombs,

New York

who watched over her did not realize
that the end had come. She had several or:.,e Grange were installed
v
Herbert Smith, Past ganic troubles which were aggravated by a reg
•vest Grange, and are a6 cent severe cold. She was bom in North SesrsShorey; Overseer, Carl mont, the daughter of the late Ansel and HarMi' Augustus Sprague; riet Spring Hook, and was the last of their
r'cekins; Secretary, Miss family. When a young woman she married
Mrs. Will Shorey; John Thompson of Searsmont. They came to
nona,
•.ickard; Flora, Mrs. L. N, Belfast about ten years ago and lived for a
Lawrence Simmons; As- time at No. 23 Cedar street. Later they bought
-Aar:
the S. A. Howes house on Congress street,
cer JNeal; Gatekeeper Lawhere Mr. Thompson and their son, Wilbur
M. Thompson of Taunton, Mass., died several
.".-man of Augusta, assisted
She was devoted to her home and
entworth Pease, installed years ago.
its interests and rarely left it for outside pleas-iisham Grange last week, as
She is survived by a daughter, Lou M.,
ures.
Mudgett, master; A. C.
wife of Virgil L. Hall, who lived with her
Perry, lecturer; Preston
and during her illness gave her unceasing
W.

it

they

car-

12th at her

There

members.

2nd

it

j

in the

served the

two

Grange is

.Vluntville

new

g

1,....

were

by
grandchildren, Adelia and William
well known vet
Dr. Ralph E Freeman, a
The meeting
tax.
Cook, now living in the Sargent home; by two
Jan. 14th at his home, 106 Highdied
erinarian,
and dinner will be
sisters, Mrs. Mattie S. Haskell of Portland, ;
land street, Bangor, after an illness of about
members of Seaside and Mrs. Nellie S. Fuss of
Pittsfield, and by
name was
made public, was ready to confour weeks,
one half-sister, Mrs. Wilma
a^ed 42 years. He was born in tribute not and
Bergquist of Alls
$1,00J.
attended the public schools,
although a sufficient amount
The funeral will take plsce at his Belfast, where he
ton. Mass.
from the Ontario Veterinary College to complete the building had not been subAdams, and are as late residence tomorrow, Friday, at X p. m.t graduated
in Toronto in 1902 and practiced in Dexter un- scribed work was begun last fall, with Mr. J.
Howes; W. 0., Geo. Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson of the Baptist
til going to Bangor five years ago. He is sur- G. Aborn as builder. The building was comGertie
church
S..
Causey; W,
officiating. The remains will be placed
vived by his wife and a son and daughter, Carl pleted some weeks ago, but the furniture was
Cure; W. S., Hollis Jack- in the receiving tomb and later interred in the
Freeman and Miss June Freeman; and by four delayed and was not received and installed
laekson; W. C., James family lot in Grove Cemetery.
The building is shingled,
brothers and two sisters: Hiram Freeman of until last week.
Davis; Flora, Hattie
roof and walls, the latter stained a light green
Sherman Freeman of New Haven,
Bertha Dinslow; L. A.
Mrs. Mary E, Thompson died at 3 a. m. Jan. Michigan,

.]

c-

Hooper and Daniel DeCoursey. The lemain6
brought to Belfast Monday and placed

Belfast,

the company’s mail

ing for her father, and Frances A., a teacher in
the public schools of North Conway, N H.;

Seaside grange,

uf

time

his health

has been

f welcome will be

the

Gordale of Bucksport.
The funeral
held at his late home Saturday, Rev. Wm.
Forsythe officiating. The bearers were Theodore Smith, DeForest Snowman, Stinson

tax collector in 1908 9
He was a memSouth American ports, for 27 years. At the
ber of Waldo Lodge, I. O O. F., of Penobscot !
outbreak of the war with Spain he volunteered
Encamprm nt, of Canton Pallas, Patriarch his
service as an experienced officer and was
Militants, and of the Ancient Order of United j
commissioned a lieutenant, serving on board
Workmen, Mr. and Mrs Sargent had looked !
the U. S. transport Panther throughout the
forward to observing their golden wedding |
He was a member of Mystic lodge, A.
war.
anniversary in March 1917. He is survived
F. and A. M. of Hampden, and also held memby his wife and their two daughters, Florence
bership in the Marine Society for Sailors in
S., wife of W. L. Cook of Billings, Mont., who I

will be in-

•range

stationed at the

Belfast.

ot

; stitches. The many friends of Mr. Pitcher
1
wish him a speedy recovery.
Mrs Elmer A.'Sherman entertained friends
A Fatal Accident, a sad accident occurat a card party last Friday afternoon at her j
red in Swarville at 4 p. m., Jan.
16th, when
home on Church street, two tables being filled.
Herbert T. Moore lost his life. He had been
One wing of the new Islesboro Inn is
to
West
already |
Winterport for a load of wood and
up and several plumbers employe^ by A. P
was on his way home, and in
coming down the
Goodhue of this city have gone over to begin Walker hill his horses became
unmanageable
work.
and threw him from the load,
causing his
Miss Delia Cook went to Unity Friday to death. He was the son of James F. and Eleanor
witness the presentation of “The Elopment of J. "Moore of Swanville, and was caring for
Ellen.” by local talent, in which her cousin them in their declining years. His wife,
took part.
•
formerly Miss Susie Curtis of Frankfort, died
about nine years ago. He is survived
Miss Lillian Knowlton has accepted a
by their
posi- j
two sons, Irving, who has been in the United
tion in the office of the cutting room at the
States
army and stationed at the Panama
Leonard & Barrows’ factory, succeeding Mrs
Canal for about four years, and
Marian Hayes Heald, resigned.
Harold, who is

Harry

carrier, and later drew a pension for the serFor a time he was engaged in the
bleachery business in what is now the Woman's Club room. In March, 1867, he married
Miss Adeiia A. Carter of Belfast, and later
they moved to Newport, where he engaged in
the grocery business. In 1874 they returned
to Belfast and Mr. Sargent opened a
grocery
store in what is now the Direct Importing
Co’s, store, moving later to the Opera House
block, in what is now the Whitten grocery
store. Although not a church member heattended the services in the BaDtist church as

<n

1,,

during that

The News

was

vice.

Belfast,

f

was

and

TOMBeFT

1917.

Bushing Uo. When that company went
out of business be returned to Buctssport and
opened a general repair shop. He was a good
citizen, an honorable, upright man, and made
many friends during his residence in Belfast.
He is survived by his wife, two daughters and
one son—Mrs. Ruby G. Waltz of
Amesbury,
Mass., Mrs. Adrian C. Tuttle of Belfast and

port and his mother of Sangerville.
When fs.
youth he lived in Dover and attended the Foxcroft Academy.
He enlisted in Company A.
of the Maine Coast Guards in the Civil War
and

THURSDAY, JANUARY 18,

Holler

Charles H. Sargent, who had been in failing
health for many months, died at 3 a. m Jan.
17th at his home. No. 46 Cedar street.
He
was born in Garland, Me., Oct. 15, 1841, the
son of the late William and
Dolly Mansfield
Sargent. His father was formerly of Sears-

rsonal.

w_

avenue

telephone 212-3. Sunday morning preaching
Minister’s topic: “The
I service at 10.45.
I Church—either a revival or
dry-rot,” some
things for religious people to consider. At 12,
noon, the Bible class convenes in the main auditonum. A large attendance, much enthusi|
| a6m, good teachers, classes for every age. A
welcome extended to all visitors. Young Peoples’ Cbristian Endeavor meeting at 6 30; all
young people invited. Sunday evening preaching service at 7 30; minister’s topic, “The
Three Crosses: or a Gospel Resourceful
Enough to Save the Guiltiest Sinner on the

|
|

_1

—

j

Spot.” Preaching at the Northport Baptist
church next Sunday at 2.30. Young peoples’
rehearsal on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evenings. This, Thursday, evening at 7.30
o’clock prayer and praise^service in the vestry,
to which
the public is cordially invited.
Please read the 21st chapter of Revelation.
The ybung people are making extensive preparations tor the production of their play the
first part of February
A new stage has been
built and appropriate scenery is being prepared. They will give a delightful rendering of
the play, “The Finger of Scorn.”
Service will be held at the Congregational
church next Sunday morning at 10 45. The I
subject of the sermon will be, as announced
for last Sunday, “Through darkness to light.” a
further study in the development of the !
character of Jacob. The choir will render !
special music under the direction of Mr. E. S.
Pitcher. Sunday school will meet at noon and 1
we extend a cordial invitation to all
young
people to join one of our classes. Tonight, ;
Thursday, the minister will continue his stud-* j
ies in tbe Gospel of John; topic, “The noble- |
man’s son,” A joint meeting of tbe trustees 1
and tbe businessmen's csnvssing committee

j

j

j

j

j

j

Washington

it

as

Today

is

To be Depicted by Mrs. Vesta/Davis Higgins
Her Visit to New York En Koutte o the
National Capital.
Now that the holidays have slipped
into the past, and

everything

reverts to

made
its normal condition, the promise
home
our dear Journal editor on leaving
on rerises persistently before me; when
the
ceiving his congratulations on having

spending the winter it
city in the world"

of

portunitv

“the most beautiful
as

expressed it—which certainly

he

added

keener zest to the anticipated pleasure
1 then and there registered the promise
the con
to endeavor to picture some of
a

—

ditions of Washington as 1 see them
since his
the present time, many years
must
residence here; for changes there
ones since that
be, great and important
at

time.
our Capital will also be of
in
less interest to other friends,
of one
home town. The request
that I will
to me at this moment,

Glimpses of
more

the

or

comes
use

ing

for their benefit durmy ears well
discussions in the sessions of the
and of Senate, which wish causes

House

with grave doubts
me to shake my head
on” the “nut
to
"pass
as to my ability
meat” of any of these-at times very

stirring—arguments, in
tertain and enlighten.

a

HIS HEART BADLY1
AFFECTED

manner to en-

En route to Washington, after spendte
some
days in Massachusetts

ing

York city
cities, 1 stopped over in New
as it
two days, just merely aggravating
of that
were my desire to see more
fascinating city. Through untoward cirall
cumstances I had never yet, during
travels of past years, seen anything
near
of New York, knowing less of.it,
of the
home as it is, than of any cities
far away Pacific coast. Those two days
our

“sight-

I had but small pity
seeing” feet, pushing

on

my poor
them onward until
inthey fairly howled, but gratifying my
tense desire to see—tor one tiling—every
inch of the world famous Fifth avenue

"Frult-a-tines” Soon RoM
This Dangerous Condition
632 Gerhard St. East, Toronto.
“For two years, I was a victim of
Acute Indigestion and Gas In The
Stomach. It afterwards attacked my
Heart and I had pains all over my body,
so that I could hardly move around.
I tried all kinds of Medicine but none
of them did me any good. At last, I
decided to try “Fruit-a-tives”. I
bought the first box last June, and
now I am well, after using only three
boxes. I recommend “Fruit-a-tives”
to anyone suffering from Indigestion”,
FRED J. CAVEEN.
60c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At all dealers or sent postpaid by Fruita-tives Limited, Ogdeusburg, N.Y.

and

ing in prayer for a few moments
conpassing out. In noting the almost
the
of
out
and
in
softly
stant passing
moving figures, I pondered on the idea;
wondering how many of our I rotestant
churches are thus occupied hourly by religious souls dropping in for a moment’s
respite from worldly strife while breathing

little prayer in the restful atmos-

a

phere.

There is always something rather wonderful to me in the hold the Catholic re-

the waiting room is the passenger
concourse, 760 feet in length; the largest
the world under one roof. An
room in
army of 50,000 can stand on its floor. At

of

the southern end of the concourse, an
doorway leads to the President’s

or

less

sparsely occupied.

church.
Near the gates of Central Park, while
standing in the plaza, 1 noted imposing
hotels: the Netherland, Savoy, La Plaza.
testant

on returning down the left side,;we
entered the 5th Avenue Presbyterian
church where the tamous Dr. Jowett

Then,

born

February 25,1805.

1794 he took up a farm on the east side
of Georges pond, land now owned by
Will Greely, and built his log cabin and

arched

On the front of

waiting room.

moved his wife and daughter there the
Ezekiel Knowlton was born
next spring.
in 1765, the son of Jeremiah Knowlton,
born in 1747, son of Andrew Knowlton,
born

all.”

William Knowlton,
land.

farm; best home of the family: main
source of natural wealth: foundation of civilized society: the natural Providence."
"The

“The old mechanic arts, controlling new
forces, build new highways for goods and men,

Waldo

of

!

light and power, de- ;

letters, all tools, vessels, and shelters
every art and trade. All philosophy and poetry,
and all politics.
The truth shall make you free."

and

“He that would bring home the wealth of
the Indies, must carry the wealth of the Indies with him. so it is in traveling: a man
must carry knowledge with him if he would
bring home knowledge."

hour this morning in
front of the station, leaning on the rail
of the Columbus Memorial studying and
I

stood for

copying

an

these noble

words,

carved

deep-

in

|

grange.

county

Waldo County Pomona Grange held its
regular meeting Jan. 2nd with Honesty
Grange, Morrill. The weather and traveling were good and the attendance large.

Past Master Edw. Brewster was called
Other vacant offices were
to the chair.
follows: Del.

Paul, Overseer;
Mrs. M. 0. Wilson, L. A. Steward; Mrs.
Del. Paul, Pomona; Mrs. Carrie Murch,
Flora. After the opening exercises a

filled

as

clasB of six

was

degree. Several
then disposed of

instructed in the fifth
business matters were
and the noon recess de-

The patrons did justice
to the fine dinner.
When the

clared.

as

usual

nnn

evening

hourB.

Entering

of the Grand Central 1 immediately asked the matron to send a Travlers Aid to me, and on one being looked

ing

room

up—there are two lady representatives
assigned to this station—my suit case
was taken from my tired hands, and all

my shoulders as the capable young person briskly led me a short walk to their
lodging house, putting me in the care of

pleasant proprietor,

1

was

also di-

rected to suitable restaurants in the vi-

cinity; inquiries

were

made

as

to

my des-

tination, and when I would leave the

city,

and

on

being informed

I would leave

from another terminal, at some distance
across the city, the Pennsylvania, the
offer

was

made to call and accompany me
appointed hour, which was

there at the

done,

all at no expense to me. As I said,
this system makes it perfectly safe for
both voung and old, if with no experi-

traveling, to
necessary, applying

ence

in us

parti

ui

several

acres

is

mostly

in

start out alone when

It

laid out with trees, drives and
but a portion yet has the remains of the
old brick or wooden buildings, more re-

past year, and another year will doubt-

complete the grounds in this section.
Rapid strides in improvement are being made lately all over the city, so I am
told by the residents. Immense sums
of money have been appropriated by the
Government, and being used in an extensive system of parklands, and government grounds. Whole blocks of shabby negro quarters, pressing close against
the finest modern government buildings
in the beBt sections of the city, have
been bought up, tenants ousted, buildless

was

installation of

walks, meeting.

cently vacated, in different stages of
demolition. This land was bought by
and responsibilities dropped from the Government and cleared
during the

care

the

mittee.

MDIV.”

Tne

voted

officers

Jgrange

postpone the
until the next
then closed.

to

and

now

many of those squares

are

dry

has

|

Coal has been

P

|

All who

are

Then quench

drawn

by

The papers say
is over.

|
|

Go

I

I
|
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cants
on

for

their

the

worth of coal is about half
III a atuuit

covenant.

Bruises

or

Sore Muscles

Liniment quickly penesoothes ‘without
rubbing. Cleaner than mussy
plasters or ointments, does not
stain the skin.
Have a bottle handy for emergency,
rheumatic aches and pains, neuralgia, lumbago, gout, strains, sprains and lame back,
yield to Sloan’s Liniment.
At nil druggists, 25c. 50c. and $1.00.

Sloan’s

trates and

scuttle-full—and there’s

Get out your old oil heater, or order
One today. See that the grocer
delivers Socony Kerosene and noother,
because Socony is the Standard Oil
Company’s best grade of refined
Look for the Socony Sign in
oil.
his window.

Senator Fernald

I

I

STANDARD OIL CO. of NEW YORK

I

N e\v Yt rk

^

(Principal Offices)

Albany

Buffalo

Boston

K

such measure shall be

no

I

I

given consideration until claimant ha
exhausted every hope through the regular channels of the Bureau of Pensions.

.”d

It is necessary for each applicant to file
four sworn statements, as follows: His
own, giving date of enlistment and dis.
charge, company and regiment of which
he was a member—if a widow, these

concerning

facts

Sleep All Night

You

husband’s service must

..

nO

be furnished—nature of disease contract-

V/e&k,

lame

Mr.

11

back)

1

SOLD

EVERY

*

R.R. 3.

“For ten years I've been unable?
all night without getting up. ItrieJ K,i.
Pills
and after taking one bottie H :
ney
I sleep soundly a.;
am entirely cured.

..' I

knowledge of hie service;
of physician as to physical

Pill?

Foley Kidney

H.T.Straynge, Gainesville, Ga..

H
1

cep

says:

No risinc
^ at night.
Mo backache or lumbago

ed or wounds

S y,

WHER~E

dition and their
statement

condition and whether due to disease
tracted

or

ot

case

wound received in service.

a

widow

this

In

last statement

should say if death of husband was due
a disease, wound or injury contracted

or

suffered while in the service, and
physical condition.”

claimant’s

There is

one

SWANV1LLE.

Sheriff’s Sale.

con-

to

other feature of theBe

rules by the committees and the laws covering granting of pensions through the
bureau which ought to be generally understood.
They make it unlawful for
anyone to collect a fee for aiding in
securing a pension for any veteran or
veteran’s widow. It is legal for the
notary public or justice of the peace to
charge the customary fee for administering oaths required to certify the four
sworn statements.
This fee is usually
f.-om 26 cents to $1 for each paper.

*

child cries out in sleep, is nervous,
and listless, he may be a victim of worms.

If your
puny

Begin

treatment at

once

with

Kickapoo

Worm

Killer. This candy laxative in tablet form
kills the worm and removes it quickly and
easily, Don’t permit your child’s development
to be retarded by the continued draining ol his

Causes Bad Skin.

A dull and pimply skin ie due to a sluggish
bowel movement. Correct thiB condition and
clear your complexion with Dr. King's New
bife Pills. ThiB mild laxative taken at bedtime
will BBBure you a full, free, non-griping movement in the morning. Drive out the dull, list*688 feeling resulting from overloaded intestines and sluggish liver. Get a bottle to-day.
At all Druggists, 25c.
A

Risky But Paying Venture.

It is stated that the merchant submarine Deutschland’s profits on her first
trip across the Atlantic were practically
300 per cent, as including the cost of
construction, expenses of operation,
overhead charges,’ cost of cargo and administrations, the total cost of this venThe cargo brought
ture was $1,000,000.
on this side about $3,300,000, leaving a
The percentage
net profit of $2,300,000.
of profit on the cargo alone is placed at
500 per cent.—The Marine Journal.

County of waldo ss.

Miss Annie Nickerson is teaching in i
the Porter district, Searsport.
Nickerson & Damm have Messrs. Heand Norman Bachelder employed
putting in their ice.
man

Miss Bernice Damm went to Old Town,
Jan. 8th to spend the remainder of the
winter with her aunt, Dr. Laura Preble,
and attend the High school.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson and Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Robertson entertained Mr.
and Mrs. David Moody, Mr. and Mrs. A.
D. Moody and two children and Mr. and
Mrs E. E. Clements and sons, Charles
and Smith and daughter Fannie, New
Year’s day.
The students and teacher who had been
at home for the holidays have all returned: Wm. McKinley Damm to Dartmouth,
Miss Ruby Gray to Pittsfield, Miss Fannie Brown to Brooks, Miss Julia Chase
to Everett, Mass., and Miss Doris Nickerson to Stonington.

Worms Make Children Fretful.

Constipation

Don’t Rub It On

a

uivov

a new

tences demanded.
I shall stand on my own feet and run
my own business, and will pursue the
same policy the last as the first month of
my administration.

oc-

wai

But the furnace stays in the cellar,
up the dollars.

“The

these is that

cents

CUIIIIUI

steadily burning

the part of appliwould expedite action
says

KjEROSENE

A Perfection is on when you need it
and off when the weather turns mild.
You carry it upstairs and downstairs,
wherever you want it.

on

pensions
claims,”

coal—burn

days.

PENSION CLAIMANTS.
care

15

or

small

SUGGESTIONS TO

little

on

the winter

A gallon of Socony Kerosene costs from 10 to 15 cents.
Burned in a Perfection Oil Heater itwill warm any ordinhours.
ary room for 10 full

—

A

light

same

going up—and up!
it may jump still higher before

SOCONY

Do you not feel
not the spirit;

put not off the day of thy

stayed the

Signs Of Good Health.
Bright eyes, clear skins, alert brains, and
energetic movements are signs of good health.
You don't have them when digestion is impaired and fermenting, decaying food clogs the
intestines. Foley Cathartic Tablets set you
right. Act without pain, griping or nausea.
Too-stout persons welcome the light feeling
they briDg. Sold Everywhere.

The committee for assigning the meetings have made a little change in the list
since the meeting and the next meeting
Get
vitality by worms.
Kickapoo Worm
will be with Seaside Grange, Belfast,
Killer at your Druggist, 25c.
February 6th, with the following proPUBLIC BEQUESTS BY CYRUS GREELY
of welcome by Mrs.
gram: Address
MEANS
SHERIFF
WESCOTT
BUSINESS.
Elij ih Ritchie; response by Nettie Marriner; topic, "Mill Tax vs. Bond Issue,”
Cyrus Greeley, late of Lewiston, has
Ward W. Wescott, Bheriff of Hancock left by will about $50,000 to various
Dy Edward Evans; paper, “Review of
1916 m notable public events,” by Lucy county, makes the following announce- philanthropic and benevolent institutions
A. Cochran; installation of officers; re- ment in the Ellsworth American:
of Maine, chiefly in Lewiston. The will
In order that there may be no mis- was dated nearly five years ago and dismainder of program by host Grange.
understanding in regard to the matter, poses of an estate of approximately
I wish to announce to the people of Han- $200,000. The public bequests are $1,000
cock county that 1 stand for the enforce- to the Pine Street Congregational church
ment of law.
of Lewiston, $5,000 to the Women’s
Rum-shops and gambling houses will Christian Association of Lewiston,
be closed up. There will be no ups and Maine, for the benefit of the Young
downs or playing of politics with the Women’s Home; $5,000 to the Central
liquor issues. Where there is evidence Maine General hospital, Lewiston; $1,000
to warrant it, no matter where it hits,
to the Maine Methodist church, East
prosecutions will be made and jail sen- Readfield, Maine; $5,000 to the Lewiston

ings torn down, land filled in and graded,

cupied by beautiful monuments and founto the matron at the
tains, cemented walks and shrubbery.
waiting room in all cities, and all anxiety Col. W. W. Harts, U. S. Engineer Corps,
as to making trains, hotels, etc,! is rethe Superintendent of Public Buildings
moved by the capable people representand Grounds of ‘the Distinct of Columing the society of Travelers Aid, and bia, is the
Engineer officer who is in
also by the Young Women’s Christian
charge during this administration of all
Association.
these plans of the work, as devised by
One of the most pleasing features
the McMillan Commission. The scope
which welcomes a visitor to Washington,
of this commission’s plans will require a
especially one coming for the first time, hundred
years to complete.
is the beauty of the Union Station. This
While the present government has
is
one
the
of
most
beautiful
building
run us into debt to the tune of $300,000,specimens of architecture of its kind in
000, that modest little sum having been
the world. Of magnificent proportions,
expended over and above the income of
even
our
in
exceeding
Capitol dimensions, the
government to date, a portion of it,
with a length of 760 feet of colonnade
at least, is going into our own glorious
and a high vaulted roof, the building
capital, that all we good Americans may
proper running back some 343 feet. It
have cause to feel pride in, among the
was designed by Daniel H.
Burnham, nations of the world.
the architect of the Chicago World’s
Vesta Davis Higgins.
Fair, and the exterior is of white granite
from Bethel, Vermont, the architect
OMiaroii
having found his inspiration in the great
.FOR FLETCHERS
arches
of
The
Rome.
main
triumphal
waiting room is 220 by 130 feet in area,
CASTORIA

j

suffered, and present state
The master was absent on account of
of health, whether a pensioner and if so
sickness in the family and the meeting amount
received; statements of two diswas called to order by the chaplain, and
interested witnesses as to claimant’s con-

from Birmingham, England preaches. ly in the granite: words that should live
Grange
Then the Gotham hotel, University club, forever in our hearts as well. Close in reconvened a fine address of welcome was
church of St. Thomas, a new edifice front of the colonnade is packed some given by Margaret Wentworth and the
built all of stone two years ago, the fifty or seventy-five taxicabs, limous- response by Caroline Shorey. The eleccollegiate church of St. Nicholas, Scotch, ines, and huge “sight-seeing” autos; tion of officers for the ensuing year was
and other interesting places claimed my back of them is the electric car line, next in order and officers were elected as
attention for the day until returning to then an immense paved plaza, encircling follows: C. H. Wood, master; B. L.
my room on Lexington Avenue, and this the magnificent fountain, and statue of Aborn, overseer; Annie Aborn, lecturer;
reminds me of something else: One can- Columbus, the symbolic globe, the In- Fred Marriner, steward; George Hartsnot speak too highly of the system in- dian, and
primeval man. Columbus with horn, assistant steward; Frank Clement,
augurated of late years in all our large folded arms stands looking acro3S the treasurer; C. A. Levaneeller, secretary;
terminals for the care and protection of park to the capitol building. On this C. W Achorn, gatekeeper; Grace Wood,
travelers, whether experienced or un- statue is graven: “In memory of Chris- Pomona; Nettie Marriner, Ceres; Ida
sophisticated. One is apt to feel like a topher Columbus, whose high faith, and Jackson, Flora; Cora Hartshofn, lady
“cat in a strange garret” on arriving in indomitable courage gave to mankind a assistant steward; B. F. Foster, Del.
libo Mom; Vorb
n 11 v in the
Born MCDXXXVI. Died Paul and M. 0. Wilson, executive comnew world.
the ladies’ wait-

the cail?

Eng- of Maine.

“winter cough,”
grippe cough,
cough, aBthmatic cough, and racking,
painful cough to raiee choking phlegm. Enos
Halbert, Paoli. Ind writes: “I coughed continually, could hardly sleep. Foley'B Honey
and Tar relieved me,curing my cough entirely.”
Sold Everywhere.

and thought.”

carrier

born

bronchial

“Sweetner of hut and of hall, Bringer of life
out of naught,
Freedom, fairest o.‘ all the daughters of time

“Electricity:

senior,

nothing.

Knowlton,

cough,”

and make the very ether

carry human thought.
The desert shall rejoice and blossom like the
rose."

“Fire, greatest of discoveries, enabling man
to live in various climates, use many foods and
compel the forces ot nature to do his work.”

While Your Coal-Hod has
been shrinking KEROSENE

|
\

pension committees of
both branches of Congress,” continues
the Senator, “have adopted rules govDifferent Kinds Of Coughs.
erning the handling of all claims cdrning
Colds lead to different kinds of coughs—"dryunder the head of special acts. One of
la

own."

ocean,

1720,

of John

born in 1670, son of John Knowlton, senior, born in 1644, son of William
Knowlton, junior, born in 1615, son of

Let all the ends thou aimst at be thy countries, thy Gods, and Truths. Be noble, and the
nobleness that lies in other men, sleeping but
never dead, will rise in majesty to meet thine

overide the

in

son

loose

father I will receive.”

junior,

4

has on its devotees. Another no- vourer of time and space, bearer of human
over land and sea, greatest servant of
ticeable feature; go where you will the speech
man, itself unknown.
Catholic church is always filled to overThou has put all things under his feet.”
flowing, while the Protestant all of
“Man’s imagination has conceived all numbers
them—are more

Stevens,

you feel that you are unworthy? It was
Ezekiel Knowlton, the father of Mrs. lor the unworthy that Christ died. “And
j
Ephraim Stevens, junior, was the sec- | this is the Father's will that sent me,
ond Settler in the town of Liberty. In j that of all he hath give
me, I should

ligion

Well, however it may he, one certainly
feels better after resting a bit in such an
atmosphere, whether in Catholic or Pro-

sekmon.

SEAKSPORT

A

I

no more.
Murmuring at these
Hubbard Stevens,born August 31,180'. hunger
Metcalf S.evens, born August 31,1807. strange words the multitude leaves Him.
women of today
.they
Mr. Stevens married, second, Sally Like the men and
their work and pleasGoodwin, born in Albany, New Hamp- are content with
ures and have but little concern for their
shire, April 2, 1798, daughter of DownAnd what is this salvaown salvation.
ing and Mary Goodwin.
tion that we are refusing? It is first
in
Montdied
Sr.,
Stevens,
Ephraim
His second new birth, the feeding of the soul upon
ville September 21, 1847.
wife, Sally Stevens, died in Troy, M. ine, the bread that perishes not, and life
be ours we must see
August 16, 1856, aged 58 years while eternal. If it is to
visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary Whitten. Calvary, His body broken, His blood
shed, and accept this atonement in His
Ephraim Stevens, junior, born June ordained way by saying, “I take Jesus
for my Saviour,” and partaking of the
6, 1802, son of Ephraim Stevens, senior,
and wife Sarah, married Miss Amy symbolic bread and wine in remembrance
of Ezekiel and Polly of Him. “He came to His own and they
A circular Knowlton, daughter
wi'h a height of 120 feet.
born in Liberty, Maine, Jan. knew Him not.” Sorrowing, He asks
Knowlton,
window in each end is 75 feet in diameter,
1806. They had six children, and of the faithful twelve, “Will ye also go
and in alcove windows at equal distances 30,
away?” They answer, “To whom shall
others, as follows.
perhaps
around the room are white marble statues
To
A. Stevens, died April 18, 1836, we go? Thou only hast eternal life.
John
of heroic s z ■, illuminated in a soft glow
!
2 years and 1 month; Abigail Stev- whom then shall we go? Read the
aeed
back
of them.
by electric lights placed
! ens died Feb. 19, 1847, aged 19 years and world’s literature and you will find no
The large retiring room for the accomother hand to unlock heaven. The siftEllen E. Stevens, died May
modation of women and children could i 9 months;
5 years, 5 months and 2 ing goes o ’, thousands hear—a few heed.
I
8,
aged
1847,
with
its
comfortnul be improved upon,
In the dark hours men call upon Him, to
Stevens died Oct. 3, 1850,
able lounging room, its shoeshine alcove, days;'Emihe
forget Him in their prosperity. Thus
Isaac
Stevand
1
17 years
month;
quiet "rest” nook, where one may recline aged
salvation is not universal, though God
ens died when a young man.
leather couches in seclusion,
on roomy
Dan- would have it so. Jesus comes today
married
Millard
Abbie
Stevens
its toilets, baths, private dressing rooms
and with as many as will receive Him,
who died a few years ago. She
and all modern accommodations in charge iels,
He will remain. For those who come in
now resides
at Head of Tide, Belfast.
of a white-gowned matron. At the back
humility the sacrament is prepared. Do
Main*.

welcome in them

at the rear, eyes
sunshine strainbrilliant
the
from
coming
ing into the dim hushed light filtering
one
everywhere through stained glass,
kneeldevout
ihere
figures
and
here
saw

1

Summary of Rev. T. H. Martin’s serEphraim Stevens, senior, married mon delivered Sunday, Jan. 7th, in prepSarah Brown and with their six children aration for the sacrament: Text, John
settled in Montville about 1806. Twin 6:67, “Will ye too go away?” Jehus has
sons were born soon after.
They took fed the five thousand, but the result is
up a farm of. 100 acres of land where not what he desires, for the multitude
Thornes R. Pentecost now lives. Their sees in Him only a wonder worker and
wishes to make of Him a political ruler.
eight children were born as follows:
Stevens, born February 5, 1794. And bo He interprets the miracle. The
* ■Betsy
Deborah Stevens, born August 11, 1797. food that I have given
^ou will not satPatty Stevens, born October 15, 1800.
will again hunger. I am
Ephraim Stevens, Jr., born June 6, isfy, soon you
the bread of life, if any man eat he shall
1802.
Sarah Stevens, born April 3, 1804.
have eternal life. Eat of this bread and

[Written for The Jotmal by Allen Goodwin.)

Enoch

private
and the Central Park.
In traversing the Avemfl? I entered
for all to read, combining with heroic
several public buildings for a “look see.”
size mediaeval figures.
the
the
grand
on
right,
Among them,
“Welcome the coming, speed the parting
French cathedral with its beautiful vault- guest. Virtue alone is sweet society. It keeps
and
architecture
statuary
its
the
key to all heroic hearts, and opens you a
ed dome,
beyond description.
Slipping into a seat

STEVENS FAMILY OF MONTVILLE.

December 20, 1916.
Taken this twentieth day of December, 1916,
an execution dated the sixth day of October, 1916, issued on a judgment rendered hy
the Supreme Judicial Court for the County of
;1 Waldo, at a term thereof begun and held at
Belfast, in said County’oflWaldo, on the fourth
Tuesday of September, 1916, in favor of Florence N
Perry of Burnham, in said County of
Waldo, againsL Rufus Reynolds of said Burnfor
four hundred dollars, debt or damage,
ham,
! and thirty dollars and thirty-three cents, costs
! of suit, and will be sold at public auction at
the postoffice in said Burnham Village to the
highest bidder, on the twenty-fifth day of Janj uary, 1917, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the
j following described real estate and all the
right, title and interest which the said Rufus
Reynolds has or had in same on this 20th day 1
of December, 1916, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the time when same was seized by me
on this execution, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land, together
with the buildings thereon, situated in Burnham, in said County of Waldo, and bounded
and described as follows: Commencing at the
east end of the bridge crossing the Sebasticook river at Burnham Village; thence running
in an easterly direction on the north line of the
road leading from Burnham Village to Troy to
land now or formerly occupied by Charles E.
Sherman; thence northerly on land of said
Charles E. Sherman to the Sebasticook river; i
thence in a southwesterly dirt ction along said I
Sebasticook river to the first mentioned bound; j
!
being the same premises conveyed to the said
Rufus Reynolds by Eri D. Bickford by deed
dated January 19, 1909, and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 293, Page 251.
W. L. GRAY,
4w62
Deputy Sheriff
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WRITTEN SO YOU C/»(
All the Great F
Engineering an 1 i
the World, are do^«
ing manner, as tlv

the shop, and how

0

Amateur Mechanics

ShaPNa,a*

STATE uf MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO,

(

>

Edith B. Greely of Needham,
Mass., and Caroline S. Denton of Readfield are made residuary legatees of his

estate.

^'j

FOR SALE BY

less.”
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage
given by H. A. Clark to Maria A. Curtis of
said Frankfort, recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deedo, Book 318, Page 55, on which
there is said to be due $1200.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
3wl
Deputy Sheriff.

Sloan’s Liniment is first thought of mothers
for bumps, bruises and sprains that

continually happening to children. It
quickly penetrates and Boothes without rubbing. Cleaner and more effective than muatadr
platters or ointments. For rheumatic aches,
neuralgia pain and that grippy soreness after
colds, Sloan’s Liniment gives prompt relief.
Have a bottle handy for bruises, strains, sprains
and all external pain. For the thousands
whose work calls them outdoors, the pains and
aches following exposure are relieved by
Sloan’s Liniment. At all druggists, 25c.
are

Ask your dealer to show
to news stand, send $1 6ior fifteen cents for curCatalogue of Mechanical K

fa
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not
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37 Main Sheet.

Female Help Want]

Do you want a place that
pleasant, year-round worK

start—and a chance for rea
you make good? If you hav
mar school education we c.v »'
once as clerk in our aubser
and a chance to rise. I'
school education or better
the same start and an even
the future. We teach our en
stencil cutting, advertisement
ing, proof reading, etc. This *"
bitious ones either a chance 1
on a bonus basis or else to ne<
for some of the good exeeu 11'
chance of this sort interests
fully about yourself to VV

!

j
|
|
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R. J.

August
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Years Old.

H. H. Adams, Springfield, Mo, writes: “I
had a severe attack of kidney trouble. I am
getting old, 87 years. I tried different treatments, but none did me so much good as Foley
Kidney Pills.” Foley Kidney Pills build up
weakened kidneys, help rid the blood of acids
and poisons, and relieve bladder troubles.
Sold Everywhere.
i

4fvv-

Popular Mechanics vf
employs

Inc.,

Eighty-Seven

i

35,000
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more or

Pain.

J

how to build boat*
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December 27, 1916.
Taken on execution, wherein W. D HutciiinB
of Augusta, in the County of Kennebec and
State of Maine, is plaintiff, and H. A. Clark of
Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, is defendant, and will be sold by public auction on
the thirtieth day of January, A. D. 1917, at 10
o’clock in the forenoon, at the office of Walter
A. Cowan, in Winterport, in said County of
Waldo, all the right in equity which H. A
Clark of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo,
had on the sevenceeth day of June, 1916, at 10
o’clock and fifteeen minutes in the forenoon,
when the same was attached on the original
writ, to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate, situated in Frankfort, in
said County of Waldo, to wit:
“The following described lots or parcels of
land with the buildings thereon, situated in
said Frankfort, to wit:
The first parcel is bounded on the east by
land of Joel Lane; on the north by land of
Horace Lane and ianJ formerly of John liobbs;
on the west by land of Fred Coffin, Wilmot
Hamilton, E. P. Treat and land formerly of
Frank Batchelder and land formerly of Fred B.
Hall; on the south by the highway, containing
148 acres, more or less.
The second parcel joins the above described
parcel, and is bounded as follows, viz: Commencing at stake and stones at corner of land
of the late A. B. Curtis (deceased); thence
westerly sixty rods to brook; thence northerly
by said brook;about twenty-five rods to stake
and stones; thence easterly parallel with first
mentioned line about sixty rods to stake and
stones; thence southerly twonty-five rods to
first mentioned bounds, containing nine acres,

Eublic
ewiston,

|

to.

sports and play l.nr.

1

does

SHERIFF S SALE.

j

readers each month.

St*

j

Home for Aged Women; $10,000 to the
Maine Wesleyan Seminary of Readfield,
to be known as the Cyrus Greely fund;
$10,000 to Bates College, the principal of
said sum to be safely invested and to be
known as the Cyrus Greely fund; $1,000
to the Rabboni Lodge of Masons, Lewiston, Maine. Mr. Greely in his will also
expressed the desire to give the sum of
$5,000 for the establishment of a Home
for Aged Men at Lewiston, and also the
sum of $5,000 toward the erection of a
building at Lewiston for the Young
Men's Christian Association. After the
payment of the specific legacies and the
bequests, Sarah C. Benson of

Sloan’s Liniment Eases

^360
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NOTICE
I wish to inform the publu
particular that I am at my
Masonic ;Temple during 1
will be pleased to welcome
lml
DR. ERNEST

3
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Its chief attraction is beautiful
Bay
oiscayne, whose annual mid-winter speed
boat races attract
great crowds. The
bay is filled with yachts and the most
fascinating house boats.
An added charm to the
city are the
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to

birds, and the posout-ot-doors.
|,mud it after leav-

very cold morning
roads of ola were
Kt.rnal City, now all
Jacksonville* From
the east coast or the
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rather tell you of
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Daytona

between
us.

!■

Sunday, and

r

were

Hotel where we
iuld be a band con-

attractive buildgiven by a Mr.

DRIVING OUT CATARRH
If people knew how the presence
catarrh is a constant menace,
they would have none of it It
infests some part of the delicately
adjusted body and makes it useless,
thus throwing on the other organs
more than their share of work.
It
affords a carefully prepared seedbed for the germs of colds,
grip,
tuberculosis and pneumonia. It so
disarranges Nature’s delicate plans
as to make possible
asthma, hay
fever and other respiratory disorders. It spreads until it becomes
systemic, thus involving many organs and debilitating the entire
System with serious results.
Chtarrh is easily neglected, and
It rarely gets well of itself.
It
needs proper medicinal correction.
For almost half a century many
thousands have found help in Peruna, a valuable tonic Witn special
efficacy in catarrhal conditions.
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dancing.
en-

consisted

Tonight,”

ami many others,
,lmg, with “The
1 was glad to
> gave all this was
the pleasure he
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people.

I

25c.

♦

r;s, and other
eh are free.

"No, mam, 1 don’t think so They
I don’t gei out mostly till afternoon.”
That settled it
I was satisfied to let
some one'tell me about the
jungl-.
Mrs. Sprague asked me lo call with
her on friends who have an attractive
home in Palm Beach, Mr. Mrs. and Miss
Stowers.
When I was introduced, Mrs.
Stowers said,
Your name is Very fan iiiar to me.
My home is in Searsport, and my name

a to Palm Beach
was McGilvery.
h of the way of
They had spent tne previous summer
of
fields
pine- at the William McGilvery home in Sears,1 oleanders tall as
port.
the track loadThe Stowers took us in their auto to
k blossoms.
It call on friends of theirs who had a fine
for I had never estate.
the
They too; us through
vpt growing in a i grounds and insisted that we should take
minded of one my anything we wisned. After I had
pickn by many years
ed from the ground under a cocoanut
g t eat height ot perpalm a cocoanut, and had picked a grapere was always a
fruit, an orange and a lemon, I felt that
m its
branches, 1 I hau my share. Then our hostess noticI locked at ing our
.-on.
apparent modesty, neg..n cutting
x, but not one had a flowers, the most gorgeous hibiscus, with
account for their
scarlet
blossoms and such lovely
bright
pink ones. When our pleasant call was
•:
Beach late in the ended we left with the car loaded with
ought everybody was with fruit and flowers.
erued we were misEthel Barrymore’s husband. Mr. Rusj isr as big a crowd sell Colt, was staying at the Royal Poin
-.-idle to make reser- ciana with their
children, and gave a
r
hotels, out we were Valentine party for them in the cocoar room as well as in
nut grove.
The children were in fancy
v\ here
we were seated
and looked charming.
costumes
The
> ladies.
One of them colored orchestra made jolly music with
rsaiion, introducing the pianos, banjos and tamborines.
ague of Massachu- They played the same games our chil[said we were from dren
play. The game they most enjoyed
I happened to know was called ‘‘Musical Chairs.” You will
Belfast, i told her I remember the chairs are
placed in a cirThen she
"ir home.
cle, there being one less chair than chil: ranees
Whitman. I dren. Then the music plays and they I
:
to be one of the
all march around the chairs, and wnen
ever left Belfast, and
Mr. Colt would clap his hands as a signal
v her to be
that
just
for the music to stop, the children would
and she and the Whit- dart for the chairs and the one who did
friends. From that not
get a chair was out of the game, one
Palm Beach we were of the chairs being removed. This went
>ther, and she added on until there was only one chair, one
.sure as she had spent
lovely little girl and a very handsome
'here.
little boy. Tne onlookers were greatly
uated on a narrow excited.
Mr. Colt happened to he walk- j
and between Lake
ing toward us, and it was easy to see
-an.
There are thou- that he was as excited as
everyone else.
ut
palms, due to the The march had been long, hut Ihere was
oh brig Provedencia
the lime man’s mind hut
no doubt in
ing of cocoanuts, what he wuuld he the victor. He kept
iny years ago.
his yes on Mr. Colt, hut the little girl
acme of ail that is
she kept her eyes on the chair.
When
del ightful.
Its the
signal was given for the music to
the “Royal Poinstop he made his rush for the cnair and
Breakers" have, they found the dearliltle
girl was there beany country on the fore him!
Then to th< utter amazement,
although the act was received with
.".ana” is six stories shouts of
laughter, he stepped up anti
ieilow with green slapped her face. The little girl seemed
ousand feet across to submit to the
supremacy of man, hut
the entrance
g at
as at
that moment refreshments were
to
the
through
op- announced in the Japanese Tea Garden,
Trough the vista of all else was forgotten.
and bay trees set in
The greatest pleasure c ime at the end
»ks miles and miles,
\ ^ onue along this corattend service at the Poinciana
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The church is non-sectarian and

Chapel

was

the

being joint idea of Mr. and Mrs. Henry M.
demand.
Flagler, they feeling that Palm Beach
k' Lake
Worth, and needed a church where persons of all
garden of wonderful faiths could
worship.
is rare in
ng that
The pastor is Mr. George Morgan
shrubs grows here,
Ward, who was Mr. Flagler’s pastor for
eing the Royal Poin- twenty years, and was like a son to him
for its brilliant blos- the last
years ot his life. Mr. Flagler
this

■

tree

the

hotel

Lake Worth. There
tiiul cocoanut palms
Looking through the
he gardens that is inre is the
fascinating
e, the cocoanut grove
and other parties
ad this, especially in
I with colored electric

"Ved,

R

fairyland,

t

he tower.
The view
grounds of the hotel,
of Lake Worth, out
es, and on the other
lue waters of the Atay powers of descrtphas a commandthe ocean. It is on
of The Breakers that
to watcn the bathers.
able beach chairs to be
is

■'

g

:

of palms three"■"g that connects the
i The Breakers.
No
-s or autos are allowThe popular means
at is called the Afro
I chair fitted with a
■r ue

!

and propelled by a
guide and also has a
information. These
willow, with cushions,
a

d
■

■

u

!«
i
-’

ip,I,.

tmiable,

a

one

may ride through the
I tee from noise and
hundreds of these
UBe, and with the men
111 white and with the
ds
and sunshades it
'Iactive picture, and at
are lighted
by electric

1 ls

i.

in which

we

t'tilhant.
took

a

ride to

see

the

The road runs along
ice,...*»«• Worth, past handsome
''
beautiful grounds.
t, lj(lv
°* Eplen has a
I of
great var’■ one of
the most interestfctj, I

Up;

traveler’s

This
't*6 a fan, opened from
Up,,
II
always grows north and
Bat
,reeB> or rubber trees,
p
'I'r°w out smaller limbs
<1,
n '’own
to the earttf and
ildo,
a
v’'ry curious sight. This
a
JUiem ”■ *.° the public, but 1 reprivilege was abused to
v.
'nat the owner was oblig11 w,th an
iron fence.
18
another place one should
?u
8 t0
fe
The boy suethere. I was afraid ]
see
aan»ke. He said

tis,h.„

lin-.t/an

*ir:px',;

in/

tikL
ijlK
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Palm.

left an endowment to support the chapel,
also for Mr. Ward’s salary, so he is perfectly independent and expresses himself as he feels.
We were given seats well down front,
and listened first to a h It hour of music,
the organ, violin and piano.
It was warm and there were many
flowers around the altar.
1 said I did
There was such
not think I could stay.
a pretty pink and w.hlte lady had the end
seat who, overhearing my remark, offered to change seats with me which
brought me near the open window.
The door back of the altar opened and
Mr. Ward came in. He is a very handsome man, his hair just turning gray,
fine eyes and such a pleasant smile.
He
wore robes which gave him an air of distinction.
After the anthem, followed by a prayer he began by saying, “I came with a
Bword.

Then he went on.
He did not seem to
be preaching. It was more like thinking aloud. His talk was on the war. He
called the ore whom he considered
responsible a murderer and a profligate.
He leaned on the desk and looked out
where the soft, cool green of the trees
shaded the windows, which were wide
ih air was heavy with the fraopen,
grance of the oleander trees which blossomed close by, and the mocking birds
singing ir their branches filled the chapel
wilh their sweet music.
Mr. Ward as
he talked seemed to see beyond all this
loveliness, and his pleasant smile changed to one of contempt as he spoke of the
one who had plunged the world into this
horrible war.
At ihe end of the sermon the plates
were passed,
and they were Ailed high
with bills.
The money all goes for charas
Mr.
Ward
thinks best.
ity,
When the service was over I thanked
the lovely pink and white lady for her

charming hospita ity.

She said, “Why,

it is a pleasure to have you here.”
Then when I spoke of how much I had
enjoyed Mr. Ward, she said, “He is one
of God’s angels.
I am a communicant
at the church, and he is everything to
We
us, especially in times of trouble.
all love him. Come when you can, everyone is welcome here.”
We left Palm Beach with many regrets, and a promise that if we did not
like Miami we would come back.
The wonderful growth of Miami haB
caused it to be called the “Magic City.”
for only twenty years ago it was an Indian trading post, while today it is one
of the handsomest cities in the new
south. It has 19,000 inhabitants, and
last winter they claimed to have entertained 60,000 visitors.

a

Sea of Fire.

If we place a thermometer Into a
phial containing a minute quantity of
radium bromide it will indicate a temperature 2.7 degrees hotter than the
temperature outside of the phial.
What the temperature would be if we
substituted radium for radium bromide
we have no means of knowing, for science has not as yet produced pure radium, although the lay world prefers
to think so.
Our closest approach to
radium so far has been radium bromide, which if pure consists roughly of
three-fifths by weight of the element
radium and two-fifths of the element

bromine.

Turning back to our thermometer, we
also make the discovery that the heat
radiated from our speck of radium
bromide does not grow less as tlie days
and months—nay, years and centuries—
roll by.
The mysterious element continues to furnish prodigious amounts of
I energy, with never a let up or at least
! not until it has “worked” for 2,500
! years, this being the present calculated
age of radium.
In order to better comprehend what
this means let us compare it with coal.
This is what we find:
According to Professor Soddy, a
gram of pure radium evolves 133 calorics of heat an hour.
In one year
(8,700 hours) the same gram of radium
My interest in them was aroused, and evolves 1,100,000 calories. In 2,500
after the introduction the man said ‘We years—the length of time radium will
evolve
are Menonites.”
energy—2,900,000,000 calories
We were at that time reading Helen j will be developed. Now, one gram of
Martin’s story, “Ostracised,” a story of ! c°al wbon burned evolves 2,200 net
the Menonites,
who are Pennsylvania i calories of heat.
Consequently the enDutch, a most fascinating people to me, ergy
developed by radium is more than
and I felt as though two of her characa million times that furnished from the
ters had stepped out of the story and
combustion of coal.
were standing before me,
commercial rauium salts are at presThe next morning I was sitting on the
ent obtained by working the Austrian
veranda of the hotel reading when my
Menonite friends came out.
I hoped pitchblende and lately from the Amerithey would join me. The woman did. can carnotite found iu Colorado. These
After some conversation she said she are
practically the only commercial
would not stay away longer, and asked sources known
today.
should she bring the Reverend over to
But radium is by no means as scarce
sit with us. I said, certainly. You reas'most i>eople believe. Radium emamember in their stories they always speak
nations have been found in springs, in
of the minister as the “Reverend”.
They told me of their community life, the air, in rocks, etc., and this has
their tine farms and dairies, but were given rise to an extraordinary theory
more interested in our part of the counregarding the evolution of the worlds.
try, which seem, d far away to them.
When the famous Swiss-Italian SimWhen I spoke of H-len Martin’s stories plon tunnel was constructed
some years
and how much I enjoyed them, the lady
ago totally unforeseen circumstances
laughed, and said,
arose which made the work most diffi“Yes, she seems to love to write about cult.
Although this tunnel is far above
us.
We don’t mind, hut others do.”
When I left them they told me they sea level, the heat became unendurable
as the work progressed. Artificial coolwere glad to have met me, and the Reverend said,
ing had to be resorted to in order to al“Yes, it is pleasant to meet the world’s low the workmen to proceed with their
peopie—sometimes. We are not as quick work. Professor Joly then made the
in thought and speech, but we have no*,
astounding discovery that the rocks of
had the same advantages.”
the Simplon contained radium, which
me
cards
and
asked
their
They gave
accounted for the unexpected high temme to comn sometime to Mechanicsburg,
their home, where there is a large colony perature within the mountain.
From this Joly has built up a new
of Menonitesj and 9ee how they lived, an
theory of evolution, and, while revoluexperience I would greatly enjoy.
A most interesting event
was Riley
tionary in the extreme, it is most plauDay, a beauiitul triouie of the children sible ami gains more adherents each
to James Whitcomb
Riley, whose winter year.
home was in Miami. Children irom all
Lord Kelvin already deduced that if
the schools marched 10 Royal Pal n park,
the earth contained only two parts of
where the txercises were held.
Mr. radium
per million million—and a great
Riley arrived a the park in his au.omo- deal more is
actually found in the
biie, accompanied by his physician. So
feeble was the poet tha he had to be as- rocks and crust of our globe—this minsisted to the piattprm.
He was intro- ute quantity would raise the temperaduced as the “Greatest songster of all ture of the earth’s core 1.800 degrees
times/'
It was necessary to assist him
C. in 100,000.000 years. There being no
lo his feet, and ne maoe I.is w<*y slowly
escape for the imprisoned heat—the
to tne front o: the piaiu rm, and stood
earth’s crust being an exceedingly bad
for a moment looking out over the crowd
heat conductor—Professor Joly conof children in from *if him
He spoke
vinces us that as the ages roll by the
or ly a tew won s. bu
i w s a message
interior of the earth must become hotfrom the childr r/ frien *.
H<- said.
ter and hotter.
Finally, after the end
j
of millions of millions of years the
crust must give way to this tremendous heat from within and the bursting earth must go up in flames, becomWorse than a badly cooked dinner is
a dinner that you can’t digest.
Do you
ing a burning gas ball, just as we see
know what it is to turn away from the
our sun today.
best food, ill-humored and without apThis will be the “incandescent age."
petite, though you knowthat it is dinner
a title Suggested by Professor
Soddy
time and that you need food to sustain
After another ten million years the
you? This is nature’s way of telling
incandescent
earth
will
;
have expended
you ths(t your digestion is out of order.
all of its heat into space by radiation
Your stomach is not in a fit state to
and it gradually will cool. A new crust
absorb food if you eat it, or your blood
able to carry the necessary nourishment
then begins to form anew.
This is
brain
and
muscles.
to your nerves,
what we see at present on the planets
First of all, put off eating until you are
Jupiter and Saturn, worlds just beginhungry. If you eat when you are not
ning to cool after emerging from their
hungry you can’t digest the food.
incandescent age.
To put your blood in the right state
Thus we find that worlds do not die.
to derive good from yourfood, take Dr. |
They slowly pass from one stage to
Williams’ Pink Pills.
Without any
purgative or weakening effect they \ another, in a long and interminable
purify your blood and enrich it, sothat I cycle. It is more than probable from
you not only have an excellent appetite ! the above that the earth must have
for food, but are able to digest it compassed many times through this cycle.
fortably and get benefit from it.
Probably every time the world went
So many dyspeptics have been helped
up in flames man was at his highest
by this simple treatment that every sufpoint of civilization, infinitely further
ferer from stomach trouble should try it.
advanced than we are today.
In an
A diet book, “What to Eat and How
to Eat’’ will be sent free on request by
Instant every living soul had perished,
the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenand for millions of years his like was
ectady, N. Y. Your own druggist sells
not to tread again on the hardened
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills or a box will
earth crust.
be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of
inis is me new ana greater gospel
fifty cents.
of radium, the element which will
emancipate man and which will de“I have just arrived from Indiana,
stroy him and his all later.—H. GernsShere 30,000 school children bid me bring
baoh in Electrical Experimenter.
their greetings to the children of Miami,
and its a big pleasure for me to be here,”
this being the second time he had ever
One of Jerrold’s Retorts.
spoken in public.
Very tart was Douglas Jerrold’s reHe was assisted to his chair by the tort to a would be wit who, having
Hon. William Jennings Bryan. Then fired off all his stale Jokes with no efthe children, beginning with the little
fect, exclaimed:
tots from the kindergarden, weniupinto
“Why, you never laugh when 1 say
the band stand and piled arm-load after
arm-load of beautiful flowers at the feet a good thing!”
“Don't I?" said Jerrold.
“Only try
of Mr. Riley. The tears stood in his eyes,
me with out!"
and he said “God bless you, everyone”.
j
Roses, bunch after bunch of them,
poinsettias, sc<rlet hibiscus, oleanders,
You caunot dream yourself into a
were placed about him until he was nearcharacter; you must hammer and forge
ly covered, and only his happy face could yourself one.—James
Anthony Eroude.
be seen.
As the fl >wers were being
placed about the poet, the other children
The Supreme Court Decision.
3ang the songs of childhood.
His love for children is shown in his
“It is decided that Congress had the
poems, and it seemed sad that none had
power under the Constitution to adopt
come to make his life brighter.
We left Miami, the bright, gay city, the Webb-Kenyon law. If is, therefore,
with the hope that we might repeat our decided that since the enactment of the
visit there. We went across the State Webb-Kenyon law the channels of into the west coast, but we have spent bo 'erstate commerce mav not be used to
much time in Florida, I won’t take you convey liquor into a State against the
through Fruitland Park, St. Petersburg, prohibitions of its laws or to use interthe sunshine city, and Tampa, on the state commerce as the ba-tis for a right
Gulf of Mexico with its wonderful Tampa to receive, possess, sell or in any manner
Bay Hotel, costing upward of $3,000,000. use liquor contrary to the State prohibition.”—From supreme court decision on
Deaconess,

the uniform of the order, a white muslin cap
with the crisp strings tied in a bow under
her chin, and a white shoulder cape.
She
was one of the dearest
women I ever
met.
Her broad, good-natured face suggested such strength that one felt that
she was equal to any em-rgency.
There were two other people in the
h use. They, too, were drtssed in an
unusual manner. The man wore the dress
of a priest. The woman, who was slight,
wore a very plain dress of black material,
The skirt was short and Scant, with high
neck and long sleeves, and a small black
si.k bonnet not unlike those worn by the
Quakers. 1 could see her hair was cui
snort under her little bonnet which she
never appeared
without, even iri the
a

and

______

Curator Jamea of the State Museum

at

Augusta is much pleased with a curio recently presented by Percy Edgecomb, the
deputy State sealer of weights and measures.
It is the “Clothing Record” of
Co. B, 26th Maine Volunteer Militia, and
was found by Mr.»Edgepomb in a pile of

rubbish beside the road near Belfast.
He thought it a shame for the book to be
thrown away, so brought it to Augu9ta
and gave it to the museum.
It ia of the regulation size of the old
army record books, bound in leather and
excellently preserved, every word of the
writing being legible. Each man of the
company has a page, on which is inscribed his name, rank, company, regiment,
home, and the amount of clothing rec ived.
His signature, with that of a
witness also appear.
The company was recruited from the
towns of Appleton, Belmont, Knox, Liberty, Montville and Searsmont. The
first page belonged to William H. Woodcock, who enlisted on Sept. 10, 1862, in
Searsmont, and an interesting fact in
connection with his name is that with the
book was the parchment bearing his appointment as first sergeant of the company, signed by N. H. Hubbard as colonel
commanding and D. S. Simpson adjutant
of the regiment.
It ib very likely that if any relative of
Sergeant Woodcock should care to have
the same as a memento, the matter could
be very easily arranged with the Curator.

wore
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His Works In

spare a room to send their name s
them to help relieve the
situation, for
there were such crowds
coming in on
every train that it was difficult to take
care of them.
After we had registered we were taken
to the house next to the
hotel, just the
garden between, where we had a tine
large room, hut were assured by Mrs.
Graham, the wife of the proprietor, that
we were guests of the hotel, should use
the verandas, have five o’clock tea in the
garden and play bridge in the evening.
This was more like a house party than
living in a hotel.
We were met by the woman who owned
the house, Miss Ingar-,whose last
name 1 cannot pronounce, she coming
fiom Holland.

The Peruna Co
folnmbug, Q,

you.”
....

10c,

World.

This Wonderful Element, It Is Claimed,
Will Fire* Emancipate Man and Then
Later on Pot an End to Him and All

to

She is

the

TO DIE IN A BURST OF FLAME.

possibly

ant effects
and do not
form a hab-

Force Destined to

we

1 couid pay them.
1 he Chamber of Commerce had a notice
in the
papers asking everyone who could

unpleas-

May Be the
Destroy

arrived at our hotel about
our in the afternoon the
parlors wgre
uhed with ladieB in
dainty summer atiifc. There was a bridge
party on,given
by one of the guests.
1 said “This looks
dke home,
the very highest compliment

tonic.
have

They

It

arrow.

When

Peruna.
In tablet form it is
pleasant to
take and easy to administer.
Manalin
Tablets are
the ideal
laxative and

wide,
for

as an

The aim is to clean out waste matter, to dispel the catarrhal inflammation, and tone up the whole system*
Its users willingly testify
that it has done all this and even
more for catarrhal sufferers. What
it has done is the best, proof of
what it will do.
You may rely on

loved and did
Over the entrance
inline:

I

cocoanut palms, and the
palms that are
rightly called "The Royal Palms,” which
to
grow
great height and are as straight

4
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POWER OFMDIUM

A CIVIL. WAR RECORD.

*

Webn-Kenyon )aw.

KIDNEYlmS
FOLEY
CLACDER
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS
A. D

THE PROBATE COURT.

hollowing
term

is

report of the

January
County Probate Court,
Bangs of Searsport pre-

a

of the Waldo

Judge Harry
siding.
Wills

E.

were

presented in estates of

Lydia A. Hatch, late of Belfast; Dean
ivl. Braley, late of Burnham.

Petition for administration was presented in estate of Selden P.
Clark, late
of Prospect.
Petition in regard to the collateral inheritance tax was presented in estate of
Mary Maude Miiliken, late of Belfast.
Accounts were presented in estates of
Prudence N. Park, late of Searsport
first and final; Lucius F.
McDonald, late
o
Belfast, first and final; Philena F.
Bagley of Waldo, guardian’s first and
final; Grover C. Gray of Troy, guardian's
first: Aaron B. Ripley, late of Searsmont, second and final; Julia A, Young,
late of Lincolnville, first and
final; Isaa’c
B. Young, late of Lincolnville, first and
final; Wellington Chase, late of Winterport, first ami final; Mary Maud Miiliken,
late of Belfast, first and final.
Petition for confirmation of trustee
was presented in estate of
Mary Maude
Miiliken, late of Belfast.
Petition for distribution was presented in estate of Luetta E. Harding, late
of Troy.
Petition for conservator was presented
in estate of Austin Beckwith of Swanville.
Petition fur license to sell real estate
was presented in estate of Silas M. Pendleton, late of Unity.
Petitions for probate of wills were allowed in estates of Jane Stevens, late of
Unity; Lydia S. Ferguson, late of Belfast; Philena F. Bagley, late of Waldo.
Petitions for guardian were allowed in
estates of Byron B. Clark, late of Prospect; Annie R. Call, et als., of Troy.
Petition for allowance was allowed in
estate of Lindley H. Mosher,
late of

II
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THE “PERFECTION”
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Why allow that cold wind
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A Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater will
warm cold rooms in a hurry.
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Ever ready for duty
wherever you need it.
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A Perfection Heater cuts down your coal
bill. It saves building a furnace fire when
the days are merely chilly. It gives you all
the extra heat
^you want even on zero days.
It is clean—quick—odorless.
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You will find the Perfection Heater at department and hardware stores everywhere.
Descriptive booklet mailed free on request.
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Unity.

Petition for

confirmation of trustee
allowed in estate of Aurilla Baker,
late of Belfast.
Accounts were allowed in estates of
Carrie E. Jones, late of Brooks, first
and final; George D. Marden, late of
Winterport, first and final; Leroy S.
Knight, late of Unity, first and final;
William S. Brannagan, late of Belfast,
trustee’s fifth; Roger S. Randlett, late
of Winterport, first and final; Charles G.
G'idden, late of Winterport, first and
final; Frances L Robertson, late of
Monroe, first and final.
Warrants arid inventories were returned in estates of Flavilla D. Witham, late
of Burnham; Dolly J. Bryant, late of
Freedom; Mary E. Ward, late of Thorndike; John R Sparrow, late of Knox.

11
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CLIMBED STAIBS
ON HER HINDS
Too 111 to Walk Upright. Operation
! Advised. Saved by Lydia E.

Standard Oil Company of N. Y.

Stove

Sewer Construction.
WHEREAS, The City of Belfast, j„ the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
a common sewer in said ci;y, the location of which

has constructed and completed
is as follows, to wit:

First Seciion

thought I should
an operation,

have
and

friends

my

thought I would not
live to

move

into

house. My
daughter asked me
to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound as she had taken it with good
our new

I did so,

my weakness disappeared, I gained in strength, moved
into our new home, did all kinds of
garden work, shoveled dirt, did building and cement work, and raised hundreds of chickens and ducks. I cannot say enough in praise of Lydia E.
results.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
if these facts are useful you may publish them for the benefit of other
women.”—Mrs. M. O. Johnston,Route
D, Box 190, Richmond, Ind.

Glasses Fitted.

Eyes Examined.
Frank F.

Graves,

Registered Optometrist,

on

Ray Vi.w

Street.

the shore about 25 feet below high water mark on fhe J^rry
Commencing
Hayes property; thence westerly on the Kayes property to a manhole on Bay View
street; thence northerly on Bay View st et 10 a dead end opposite the house of
Wiliard A. Johnson; thence southerly fro n the above named manhole to tne junction of Harbor and Bay View streets.
on

Second Section

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
This woman now raises chickens and
does manual labor.
Read her story:
Richmond, Ind.—“For two years I
was so sick and weak with troubles
from my age that
when going up
stairs I had to go
very slowly with
my hands on the
steps, then sit down
at the top to rest.
The doctor said he

If
11

50 Congress Street, Boston

Dept.

Commencing
thtnce nirtherly

at
on

on

I ourt

Street,

th- manhole at rh- intersection of Court and Grove streets;
said street to a dead end opposite the house ot Eltzaoetn Page.

Third Section

on

Church find Market Streets.

Commencing at a pipe drain at the intersection of High and Market streets;
thence wesietly on Market street to a manhole at tht intersection of Cnurcti and
Market Btreets; thence southerly on C"U eh street to a dead end opposite The Republican Journal building, so-called, owned by the heirs ot Oitve Cotourn.
A

profile description

of the ah

ctions of common

»ve sr

sewers

made

by Hiram

Farrovy, civil engineer, in charge ot the construction of said sewers
herewith; and whereas, the expense of cons racing and completing said e
P.

hundred

d

].-

tiled

t

nto.i

ninety

dollars ($lb90); and whereas c. i.aiu
lots and parcels ol land have been ben, fitted bv said common sewer,
Now we, the undersigned, municipal officers or said City of B.-lfas:. do d 'ermine that the several lo's at opat ceis to hmu described in the following schedule are
benefitted by said common sewer to t e amount set opposite each lot or parcel of
land, and do hereby estimate and ass, s-t upon such hits and parcels oi tanu and
against the owner thereof or person in possession or against whom tne taxc are
assessed the sum set opposite nts name in the following schedule toward ,Llt„yiog
the exoense of c( instructing and completing such common sewer, to wit:
sewers amounts to

eighteen

■

Day

vkw

sireet.

Willard A. Johnson.Lor marked Johnson on plan.$30 00
30 00
Ira Thurston Clough.Lot limned Clough on plan.
30 00
Francis X Pendleton.,.Luc marked Pendleton on plan.
Iota marked Gray on plan. 5500
Georgia M
C. Howard... Lot marked Howard on plan
;,o 00

Gray.2

Elijah

Joan U. Leary. .Lot marked Leary on plan.
Heirs of Robert Skay. .Lot marked Skay on plan.
Mrs Sarah M. Hopkins.Lot marked Hu kins on plan.
.Lot m-irk.d Ridley on plan..
Hoy Ridley.
Heirs of David S. CreBsey .Lot marked Cressey on plan.
Walter L. Varnum .Lot marked Varnum on plan
M R. Knowltnn.2 lo.s niaike.i K.iuwltonon plan
:
!.
Benjamin L. Tuttle.. Lo‘ marked Tuttle on plan
Arviila S. Webber....Lot marked Webber on plan.

30 00
30 0J
ou 00
30 00
30 00
30 00
50 00
30 00
30 00

Court Street.'
murked Page on plan.
Buzzell.Lot marked Buzzell on plan.
marked Cunningham on plan.
.Let
Cornelius C. Cunningham
mnraed Prentiss on plan
Harry M. Prentiss.L*u
lou>
aiuiiied Cnaae on plan.
Heirs of Hiram Cnase.2
Elizabeth

Page.Lot

Nellie M.

tnurcn ana

Belfast, Me., I O. O. F. Bldg

narKei

Mreets.

marked Thompson on plan.
Selwyn
.Lot marked Stickney on plan..
Caro B. Stickney.
...L"t
marked Hilton on plan.
C
Hilton.
Heirs of Enoch
Henrietta A. Marsh...Lot marked Marsh on plan.
marked
Marshall on plan.
William R. Marshall. ;Lot
Heirs of Olive Colburn.Lot marked Colburn on plan.
Heirs of G. R. and W. C. Williamson..Lot marled Williamson on plan.

Thompson.Lot

GEU. L. JOHNSON,

Attorney

at Law

Belfast. January 4, 1917.

WI' LIAM K
c. w

BELFAST. MAINE.
Practice in ail Courts.
a

specialty.

40 Ou
&U 00
D5 CO
40 0(>
^0 00

40
*5
25
05
35
35
35

00
oo
00
00
00
00

OO

KEENE

.,

RALPH I MORSE,
WM L. HALL,
of the City of

Probate practki
2ft

Municipal Officers
City

of

Belfast.

Belfast, January 4,1917

IN BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

Hr Frtrict 8. Sveetsor
OF NEW

LONDON,

Will receive pupils in Piano Technic and Interpretation, Organ, also coaching for oratorio
and opera, after Jan. 1st. Address

Searsport, Me P. 0. Box No. 114.
4wlp

assessment it is hereby ordered that a hearing be had on
Saturday.
the Aldermans Room in said city, and that
the City
February 10.1917, at 7 o’clock p. m.,at
Clerk give notice to each person interested as required by Section 6, Chapter 21 of the Revised

Upon the foregoing

WILLIAM K, KEENE,
C. W WESCOTT.
Ralph i. morse,
WM L HALL.
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast.
Order
the
of
the
of
and
Municipal Officers thereon.
A true copy of the assessment
CARLETON DOAK, City Clerk.
3w2
t

Statutes.

The dairymen justly feel that the institutions they help to support should not
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WHEN THE WAR ENDS.

European

war,

however it

that

a

a

~

Many people who need a good tonic,
immediate uplift, of pure blood and
strength—get wonderful help, perfect
satisfaction, in a course of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills.
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is especially
recommended for conditions that are
radically or characteristically scrofulous or dependent on impure blood.
Peptiron Pills are recommended for
conditions that are radically or characteristically anemic and nervous.
This combination is of such a character that all the ingredients work together in perfect harmony, and are
absolutely harmless. No opiates, no
heart-depressants, no habit-forming
drugs. At druggists’. 200 doses $2.

decided improvement in

the

villa

uau

uiauc

aiu

border, killing a number of
and destroying property,

zens

was sent

ing

1110

a

citi-

force

into Mexico under Gen Persh-

Villa, dead or
pursuit of the elusive bandit
was fruitless, part of our forces were
led into ambush and shot down by the
with orders to take

alive.

business and it is
many lines of work and
in most of their
continue
will
predicted

The

The general restric- troops of Carranza, who used machine
intoxicating liquors as guns and munitions furnished from this
will, it is believed, ensure country during an embargo that was only

occupations.

tion in the
war

use

measure

of

In New York

City.

DURING THE PANIC

OF 1837.

Short Crops and High Prices Added to
the Terrors of the Financial Disaster,
and Warehouses We re Wrecked by
the Frenzied Populace.
The panic of 1Stl7 was one of the
most severe this country has ever experienced. Owing to tiie scarcity of
i

by American Press Association.

Photo

Federai attorney meeting in New York to find tue causes of the high cost of living.
Boston, in charge of the Investigation, is seated third from the right.

Russia s operative
against Huerta. Since then
greater sobriety in the future.
MUNKUfc.
it Villa’s
whereabouts have been reported
cutting off the sale of vodka, of which
deit
which
*had a monopoly and from
daily in -the newspapers, his capturing
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Parker have been ill
rived a large revenue, resulted in. such and looting of towns, etc., but no movewith severe colds.
in
her
in
workmen,
ment has been made to kill or capture
increased efficiency
The* officers of the Maccabee lodge were indeposits in the banks, and ir. the general him. The Mexican commission, after a
stalled on Friday evening, Jan. 12th.
the
of
Kingsbury
people,
and
session of several months, agreed upon a
welfare
prosperity
City park.
boat for Boston where she will visit her daughsale and
Harold Moody has bought a fine young horse
that further restrictions on the
protocol, but Carranza refused to accept
On the appointed afternoon some
to replace the one he lost by an accident Dec
ter, Mrs. Raymond Young.
follow. The it,
that
demanded
from
the
first
use of liquor are likely to
having
5,000 persons, mostly foreigners, gath29th.
Edward Howe, assistant keeper of Saddle- I
ered in front of the city hall.
Moses
Russian peasants, who have been little our troops should be removed from Mexa few days last week with
back
Light,
spent
drink-sodden ico, a demand that this government is
Miss S. A. Mansur has been ill during the
Jacques was chosen chairman, hut tiie
more than serfs or slaves,
his wife at the Commercial House.
crowd was quickly parted into groups
past week as the result of continued hemorand degraded, have had their manhood about to accede to. Meanwhile CarThe Junior class of the W. H. S. will present
and addressed by several speakers.
rhages of the nose.
aroused and are assured greater freedom ranza’s strength is said to be rapidly the
comedy drama, “Lost, a Chaperone” at Conspicuous among the orators was
industrial
The
activity
and
all
that
maintains
in
his
him
Ezra Beales and George Evans have returned
future
waning
the
in
Union Hall, Friday evening Jan. 19th.
Alexander Ming, .Tr., many times n \
s
from Carmel, where they were employed in a
and the development of Russia great position is the recognition given him by
for
recorder.
candidate
He
closed
city
The family of Patrick Neville of Frankfort
umbering camp.
The situation is denatural resources which will follow the the administration.
his harangue by offering a sot of resohave moved into the rent on Main street reensure
scribed
in
verse
as
follows:
in
capital,
foreign
lutions to be presented to the legisla
The remains of Charles Elwell, a former
war will bring
cently vacated by Dr. and Mrs. Adlington.
and Un the top of a vane sat Prexy Woodrow
tnre and praying for a law prohibiting
resident of Monroe, were brought here from
profitable employment to the people,
Mrs. L. E. White and Mrs. F. T. Kussey of
“Villa!
Get Villa!! Get Villa!!!"
Chirping,
of hank notes under
Clinton Jan. 11th tor interment.
in a comparatively few years make up Ho we sent.every soldier we had who could go, West Winterport attended the meeting of the circulation
?100. They we're adopted, and Ming
Russia is des- To get Villa, get Villa, get Villa,
for the losses of the war.
A fatal accident occurred late Monday afterPomona in North Searsport Jan.
Waldo
North
But Carranza has put our commission to rout,
was carried off on the. shoulders of his
tined to become a powerful and prosper- And the boys who marched in have been asked 10th.
noon, Jan. 15th, by which Herbert L. Moore
admirers.
in her rehabiliment
lost his life.
to march out.
Not long before five o’clock he
ous nation, and
The nasKet oan game at umuu uau niuay
line
(Ul
Ami still Prexy'does not know what he’s about.
drove past his daughter’s home, standing on a
Brooks H. S. and the M, E,
between
American men, money and machinery But, nit Villa,
another*
of
dressing
evening
listeners
group
nit Vida, nit Villa!
load of lumber; and when afterward his horses
resulted in a victory for the visiting and, carried away by the denunciation
will figure largely.
“Was it Whiskers Carranzr, oh, Prexy?” 1 Seniors,
were stopped after having run away, drivera noticehas
Been
there
of
team.
tile holders of flour, exclaimed: “FelIn England
cried
less, down what is known as the Charles Ualklow' citizens, Mr. Hart has now 53,000
Mrs. Stephen Foley arrived on Wednesday’s
able leveling of class distinctions. Prince “Proved a pretty tough worm in your patent
er hill, search was made for him.
He was
inside?”
will
barrels of flour in his store. Let us go
(
and pauper fight side by side in the With a shake of his pedagogue head he re- boat from Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Foley
found lying beside the road unconscious, with
hint
a
Mrs.
and
offer
and
if
he
Main
owned
$8
barrel,
on
street
the
rent
by
canteen
the
same
occupy
plied:
a cut on his head, and in a few minutes extrenches, drink from
j
does
not tTTke it”—here somebody
A. A Barden for the present,
Ofli- ‘‘Quit Villa! Quit Villa!! Quit Villa!!!”
and are literally brothers in arms.
pired. The roads are icy, and it is supposed
|
him
on the shoulder—“we shall
touched
Friends of Jaqaes Freeman are glad to know
classes have in
that the sled slewed, throwing him to the
‘‘I alone had the courage to offer
cers from the working
j
from
him
in
depart
peace.”
that he is resting comfortably since his fall a
and starting the horses.
ground,
their commands men of wealthjind title, j peace,” says the Kaiser in a letter to the
was
The hint
enough, and his hearers
! week ago, at which time he injured but did
and in the hos- , German
set on in a body for the warehouse of
In the munition factories
The farm buildings owned by Miss Geneva
Chancellor, and he says further not fracture his hip as was feared at first,
and wealth tend that with
Eli Hart & Co., in Washington street.
Grant were entirely destroyed by fire early
God’s aid he took steps to free
pitals women of rank
The senior boys of the M. E. Sunday school
The clerks, on the approach of the
last Tuesday morning.
The flames startthe machines or minister to the sick and | the world. His taking the Belgians from j
j entertained their girl friends in the M. E
wounded side by side with.those of hum- their homes to make slaves of them, and | vestry, Thursday evening. A social evening mob, hastened to shut the doors, but id in the eil, presumably about the
one was burst in and barrels of flour
chimney, as there had been a hot fire in the
bler walks in life, and between them resorting to starvation to
compel them was enjoyed, and refreshments were served.
were rolled into the street and opened.
kitchen stove late the previous night; and when
there is mutual regaid and self respect. to work, is of course one of his steps for !
left fo
Harold Rowe of Hartford, Conn
Mr. Hart, with a few police, now
Miss Grant rose in the morning that part of
Many have a very erroneous idea of the freeing the world.
home Monday Jan. 15th, accompanied by his
arrived on the scene, but they were atthe house was burning
fiercely. Unable to
who will spend
Mrs.
British aristocracy. Royalty is a thing
Haley,
Mary
grandmother,
tacked with staves and stones and drivreach her telephone she ran to the home of
The reply of the Allies, and Belgium,
around by convenwith her daugh- en from the scene. Barrels of flour and
is
It
the
winter
of
hedged
the
remainder
apart.
Charles Knight, a near neighbor, and help was
President Wilson’s note, of which a ter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. William Rowe.
sacks of wheat meantime had been
tions which date back for many genera- to
called, isothing, however, could be done to
is
given on another page, serves
The officers of Cushing Chapter, O. E. S.f thrown from the window by scores,
tions, and which are no doubt often found synopsis
and on y Miss Grant’s
save the buildings,
to reveal the more clearly the insincerity
and the flour eagerly gathered up by
were installed Wednesday evening, Jan. 10th.
irksome, but cannot be transgressed. As
trunk and one or two pieces of furniture were
thousand
and
nuts
women
and
children.
A
and
fruit
of
the
Kaiser’s
An
not
trickery
oyster stew, confectionary,
arrogant, mendacity
to the nobility they are
saved. These buildings were thoroughly reThere will bushels of wheat and 500 barrels of
were served after the installation.
paired and improved a few years ago when
purse-proud or inhuman as so often por proposal.
flour
said
to
been
are
have
destroyed.
be work in the degrees at the next meeting
they were bought by Miss Grant and her father,
trayed. Generally speaking it may be DK. AND MRS. NEVIL MONROE HOP- Jan. 24th.
While the mob was thus engaged the
the former owner being .Forrest Grantv No
said of them that the higher the rank
Meech!” was raised, and
KINS
The Burr Club supper last Thursday even- I cry “Meech,
stock had been kept on the place for some time
and
democratic
more
unassuming.
the
a party went off toward the East rivand the loss was mainly that of the buildings.
ing had a small attendance on account of the
Observe Their China Wedding Anniver- 1
The war will not lower their distinction,
er to attack the warehouse of Meech &
storm. The matrons for the evening were
The joint installation of Monroe Lodge of
Co., but stopped on the way and sackhut will raise the standard of citizenship
sary with a Dinner and Dance.
! Mrs. J. H. Thayer, Mrs. G. H. Clements, Mrs.
Odd Fellows and Loyal Lodge of Rebekahs
and tend to promote the general welfare.
! E. 6. Neally, Mr3. Clifton Coggins and Mrs. R. ed the warehouse of Herrick & Co.,
[The Washington Post, Jan. 6th.[
took place last Friday evening with many inand destroyed thirty barrels.
Increased activity in all industrial and
One of the most unique and original L Clements. Mrs. J. H. Thayer, chairman of
vited guests present. The officers of Loyal
In a card published In the newspafollow
the
will
that
Union
entertainment
coihmittee
war,
reported
agricultural pursuits
parties of the year was the dinner-dance
Hart & Co. remarked that the im-- Lodge are as follows; N. G., Elia Lincoln; V,
pers
of
the
no
for
will
harbor
Hail hid been engaged
an
evening
and London
longer
and China wedding anniversary party
G., Abbie Clark; Rec. Sec., Bertha Nealley;
pression prevailed that they were moEaster Monday.
The growing
army of unemployed.
Fin. Sec, Alice Palmer; Treas., Mary A
given last night by Dr. and Mr3. Nevil
nopolizing flour. The truth was, all
scarcity of food has brought home the Monroe Hopkins in their home in Ban- !
flour in the city was the property of
Twombly; Chap,, Sadie Cunningham; W., Maude
APPLETOM.
the millers and was held under the
necessity of raising more crops, espec- croft place. It was in celebration of the
Cooper; Con., Jessie Massuer; ft. S. N, G., Theo
E. Dickey; L. S'. N. G., Grace Ritchie; R. S. V.
ially of potatoes; and it is found tiiat twentieth anniversary of their marriage | Mrs, B, H. Keller is visiting Mrs Grace Sher- control of the owners. It was needless

REAL ESTAT#

j

vxii

mihi

lector of Taxes at 9
of his office

1

and was also for their debutante daugh- man Bliss and other friends in Boston,
emter. Miss Anne Hopkins. There were 60 i T. W. Pease of Thomaaton left for home
ployment to maimed victims of the war. guests at dinner and a number of the Wednesday after a visit with Dr. B. H. Keller
asked for the dancing. The ball I and
There will be less extravagant living. In guests
family.
was a yellow
ball, also a Chinese balk
this country as well as England, where The house was
Miss Evelyn Berry, who is spending the
lighted throughout with
meat has been so high, other food has yellow Chinese lanterns, and yellow rose : winter in St. Louis, Mo., with her aunt, Mrs.
been substituted with beneficial results, jonquils and chrysanthemums were the Fred Davidson, recently underwent a successflowers used. Yellow balloons were used ful operation for appendicitis.
so that the consumption of meat is liketo carry out the decorations and the atSeveral two and four horse teams are haul,
lessened
in
the
future.
to
be
greatly
tendants were ‘all in Chinese costumes.
ly
this place to Union, to
France has nothing to learn in the way The dinner was served in Dr. Hopkins’ ing ship timber through
worderful library on the first floor, an go by G. V. R. R. and M. C. R. R. to Thomasof household economy or intensive cultiimprovised bar was arranged, with bar- ton. The timber was cut in Montville.
vation. It has often been said that a tenders in Chinese
costumes, and tickets
Golden Rod Rebek&b Lodge held its annual
French family would live well on what were handed the guests which were used
installation of officers Wednesday evening,Jan.
for the delectable drinks served. During
an American family wastes.
10th. The following were inducted into office
the dinner a prize of an ancient Chinese
This country, though not in the war,
for the current year by District Deputy presiwas given for
print,
framed,
artistically
is paying a “war tax” and the prices of the most
humorous, two-minute speech, dent Lucy M. Simmons, with Lela Haskell as
the necessities of life are as high, or all the 'guests entering into the contest. Marshal; Lina Burkett, Grand Warden and Sechigher, than in the war zone. Certain The places were marked by yellow bal- retary, Mina Fuller, Grand Treasurer and G. F.
loons attached to jade bracelets.
N. G., Edna Esancy; V. G., Mary Berry;
manufacturers and financial magnates
After, the dinner the guests retired to S,;
Financial
fortunes
and
colossal
the
emare making
Dr. Hopkins’ laboratory in the basement, Recording Secretary, Helen Gushee;
Grace
ployes in the munition factories are re- where a wonderful professional vaude- Secretary, Mary Gushee; Treasurer,
Josie Robbins; Conductor,
Gushee;
Warden,
ville
was given, including a
unheard
performance
before
while
of,
wages
ceiving
picture show. A box office was Carrie Sherman; Chaplain, Callie Fuller; R. S.
outside of the sections in which these moving
erected and guests had to provide them- N. G„ Helen S. Gushee; L. S. N. G. Mary
industries are located business is poor selves with tickets before entering. One
Ness; R. S, V. G., Gertrude Waterman; L. S, V.
and stagnation prevails. The big war of the features was the presence of an
G., Grace Johnson; I. G., Inez Ames; O. G.,
contracts are ending now, and will not ancient Chinaman of occult accomplish- Elmer Sprague. After the installation there
ments, Lao Ise Muh Ya, pronounced tc
numbers which inbe renewed. The men and women to be
12u years old, who did and said won- were literary and musical
whom they have given employment will derful and wise
things for the edification cluded piano solos by Ora Bryant and Helen
have to look for work at lower wages. of the company. The souvenirs coitsistec Gushee, and readings by Nellie Johnson and
of well-equipped flashlights for the ladieE Evelyn Pitman.
A sumptious repast was
There must be a slump in the stock
and toy guns for the men. One of the served in the lodge dining hall before the
the
“war
as
what
arp
known
market in
features of the performance was a raic
guests left for their homes.
babies,” and the country will face a fi- of dragons, at the moment the lights
WEST FRANKFORT.
nancial and industrial crisis. This has | were suddenly lowered. The men shoi
and dispelled the dragons with their guns,
been foreseen and the emergency will no |
I and the ladies with their flishlights dis
Many of the farmers have completed hauldoubt be met. There are many other i covered and rescued the
pieces, and thi ing their ice.
come up for solution
will
that
were
all
souvenirs.
pieces
problems
unique
Miss Velma Grant spent the week-end with
An Hawaiian orchestra played through
when the war closes, concerning which
out the evening and for the dancing
friends in North Searsport.
predictions would be futile.
I When the vaudeville was over, then
Mrs. Charles Fogg spent a day last week
| were some animated cartoons shown am with her son, Fred Fogg, and family, in MonIt is somewhat of a surprise to read in a monologist entertained the company
roe village.
The dancing was then begun, in the li
the annual report of the State dairy inMiss Mabel Wood of Swanville is at [work
! brary, which had been cleared of tables
structor, J. H. Blanchard of Auburn, the A supper was served at 1 o’clock.
Mrs
for Mrs. Walter Lowe, who has been ill for
statement “that after a careful investi- Hopkins, who received, wore a charmini
the past few weeks.
of light blue tulle, and her debu
gation he believes that more than one- gown
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant went to Monroe
tante daughter wore yellow tulle ove
half of the dairy products of Maine are cloth of
gold and carried orchids and vio Jan. 12th to attend the joint installation of
produced at a Iobs, and that the price lets. Miss Frances Hopkins, a debutant the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs.
received is not commensurate with either of a later season, was in Chinese coatume
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs.
and acted as at
the cost of production or the intrinsic extremely attractive,
Charles Grant and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thayer
tendant to the learned Chinaman, La
attended the North Waldo Pomona Grange
value cf milk as compared with other Tse Muh Ya.
But at the 47th annual meeting
meeting in North Searsport Jan. 10th- It was
foods.
a pleasant meeting and was enjoyed by all
To Bar Mails tQ Liquor Advts.
Association
of the Vermont

tax deeds which

j

|

in

Dairymen’s
Burlington, Vt., Jan. 9th

Bradlee of the University of Vermont
showed from figures from eight counties
in the State that the average cost of
labor on 514 farms was

$400,

but

~

only

two-fifths of the 514 were making mors
than this, while three-fifths were makiny
less. One-fifth were losing money. Ths

high

while in this

Blanchard says that “the

State,
use

Mr

of oleo

margarine largely goverrs the price ol
dairy products,” and that a committee
was appointed at the last dairy confer
ence

J

cost of labor seems to be the troubls

in Vermont,

to ascertain the State institution!

Washington, Jan. 11. TranBmissio 1
WALDO STATION.
in the mails of liquor advertisements o r
circulars, newspapers or otherwise int
Mrs. Cora Elwell is spending a few weeks
States which prohibit such advertising o r
solicitation, is barred by a bill by Sens with Mrs. Hussey.
tor Bankhead of Alabama, passed toda
Miss Edna Seekins is stopping with Mrs. H.
by the Senate. It now goes to the House Littlefield for a while.
Senator Bankhead explained that th 3
bill was not aimed at newspaper advei
Miss Mildred Hanson of Citypoint was in
tising especially, but more particular! town recently visiting friends,
at wholesale liquor dealers to prever
Sidney Johnson is loading earB with cord
their sending liquor advertisements an ^
soliciting orders through the mail int 0 wood to be shipped ta Belfast.
Mrs. Hussey visited her cousin, Mrs. Albert
“dry” States which prohibit such ae
vertisement.
Damm, in Swanville last week.
Emery Hussey and Wesley Peavey are shipping potatoes to Chapin Bro’s, Boston.

■

ess

I

been quite ill the past
and unable to attend the store.

Cushman went to Waterville, Augusta and Gardiner on business last Monday
morning.
Chester

The Larkin Soap Club of 16 members, with
tneir families, met Saturday, Jan. 13th, with
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bean.

heavy rain all day Sunday, Jan. 14th
carried off a great deal of snow, injuring the
sleighing and leaving a crreat deal of ice, as
the lowlands were flooded with water.

and efficient manner. Nearly 100 people were
served with a supper, such as the ladies of the
can prepare.
Montville Tent of Maccabees were invited by Liberty Tent to their installation oi
officers Thursday night, Jan. 11th, but as ii
was a cold, stormy night* the installation wai
put off until Friday night, when a few fron
here attended. They were Mr. and Mrs. Har
den 'Erskine, Mr. and Mrs, Fred Gay and Mr
and Mrs. Chester Cushman. They reported
very enjoyable evening, with a supper o
hulled corn and milk and pastry,

grange
The

Only One Worry.
•'I do not fear the Germans,

installation of officers of Union Harvest

Grange took place Saturday night, Jan. 13th,
with James Cilley as installing officer, assisted
by Leonard Jackson and Miss Lura Bennett,
who performed the work in a very Interesting

makers.—Sheridan.

the President di ^

say,

“I do not fear the Germans for they

are

U

r

away;

“The Mexicans don’t trouble, they will kill an j
they will slay.
And one will do the other, if I let 'em ha\ e
their way;

“But those blamed old sutfragetists who ai e
hanging round ray gate,
“I wish they would take poison or would freer e
at any rate,— Portland Press.

Children ury
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORIA
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tax deeds are
of any
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first

a

to have a

hope
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change in

f

estate advertised for sale to be
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SEAKSMONT.
Through the courtesy of the Society o
Colonial Dames, C. H. Cunningham has at bii 1
home one of the traveling libraries from th<
Maine State Library. Tbs books may be takei
out, free of charge, by citizens of Searsmont
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EDWARD SIBLEY, Collector of
Belfast, January 15, 1917.
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterpoit.)
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C. M. Conant was at home from Augusta for the week-end.
Hon.

The

a

following

1

tram

I recorded in Waldo
for the week ending J
C. C. Clements was in Augusta Jan. 9th on
William Patterson, 1
business connected with the Partners Union j
land and In
Mrs. Mary Haley, who has been ill wit! j terson, do.;
I Carl C. Jenkins, Be!
bronchitis for two weeks, is slowly convalesce
kins, do ; land and bui;
ing.
William B. W orcest*
Mr. and Mrs. A T. Nickerson of SwanvilU
F. Howard, do.; land
and son Kermit were recent guests of C. C

Wellman

R.

entertained

Worcester, do; land an
S. W. Freeman, New
M. and Clarence A.
Belfast.
Marguerite M. Ri se

aevera

ladies at dinner Wednesday and while then
they kindly assisted her in tacking two puffs

Woodbury, do.;

Stimpson,
j

animal.

Whitney is
with

rheumatism.

a

The

community,

a

severe

THIS STOP

great sufferer at thi;
attack of muscula

familj has the sympathy o
his mother is unable b

as

chair without assistance, on accoun
accident a few months ago. Mrs. Juli
White is with them the present week.
leave her

of

Alice R

Knowlton, do.; land an
Irvin Grant Dc dge, Krj Elden Dodge, Burnhar
The
Unity Waldo Cow;
j
| E. B. Hunt, Unity; lan 1

C. Nealey had the misfortune to lose om
of his work horses last week. Dr. Darling o:
Belfast was called, but could do nothing t<

the

terport.

j

R.

C. O.

1

Carter, do; land and t
Percy Allen Dodge,
Elden Dodge, Burnhan
Sarah E. Davis, Bar
an, Lincoln, N. H.; lai:

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements and Mr. am
Mrs. G, H. York attended the meeting o
North Waldo Pomona Grange in North Sears
port, Jan. 10th.

writing

land
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Prescott D. H. Carl-

Virgil Linnell of Bangor, who has been
frequent visitor at the home of his mother
Mrs. A. G, Larby, started for the Pacific coas

relieve the

Howard.

Martha 1’.

Scarbort
Mrs. Geo. L. Clark,
for several weeks, is the guest of Mrs. C. B,
Jewett for the present month.
who had been in

A.

.1

pore.

Clements and family.

Mrs.
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date of sale.
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brush? They are nutbaldness and proof ilia’

;

an

germ is busy on your
Dr. Sangerbund, th»
first discovered tha;
are caused by a micr
covery of the value
(liquid form) in destr
and promptly prevent
hair. The effect of th>
Sage is simply marv
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SWANVILLE

The

bad as tale-

1

for taxes would be to have all the ta

Rowell and family of Mansfield, Mass.,
visiting his mother, Mrs. Ellen Rowell.

The

I

A

large attendance at
on Monday,. February 5, 1917, at 9 a
would please me more than to sell the
I

Penson Clement has

ty.—Puck.

present.

Thomas

purchaser

property regardless
ship.

Alton

He Reduced.
Willis—I took up golf to reduce. Qtl11s—Did you succeed? Willis—YeB. I
reduced my bank account, my hours at
the office and my reputation for veraci-

1
1

meet their

sale, and these

C. B. Cushman.

Edwina Berry has been visiting her
uncle, Joha Sanford, and family, >in Liberty.

.^A

collateral

as

posite'd with the city treasurer for two
ing interest at 10 °Io per annum from

Miss

as

held

on

real estate to tne

sold two heifers last week to

Press.
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After the sale the collector of taxe

CENTER MONTVILLE.

few weeks

Talebearers are Just

are

Jan. 9th.

suspended May 10. 1837.—Philadelphia

A
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obligations, and J shall
seii this property to people who will p
on the property sold.

hall below.

James Clement

,

i

the property deeded to the
ing this property does not give the ci*

the tax

Willard Twombly; L. S. S., Ephraim Haskell;
R. S. N. G., Isaac Curtis; L. S. N. G., Homer
Prince; R. S. V. G„ Nelson Curtis;^. S. V. G.»
Andrew Moore; I. G E. T. Gilbert; O. G., G.
A. Palmer. At the conclusion of the ceremonies remarks were made by the installing
officers, and a short program was given,consisting of a recitation by Maude Cooper; music,
Jessie Massuer; song, Maude Cooper; and instrumental music by Jessie Massuer, Carl
Whelan, and Horace Cunningham, after which
a
bountiful supper was served in the dining

A Great Wheel.
Laxey, in the Isle of Man, is the
headquarters of the lead mines of the
It is celebrated also for Its
island.
great wheel, which was erected In 1S54.
Its diameter Is seventy-two feet, and so
splendidly Is it set that there Is no oscillation, and it has been going practically ever since its erection.

m., the collecto'

being
adjourned from day to day till the sa
pleted. The City of Belfast has a large

G., May Curtis; L. S. V. G., Hattie M. Moore;
I. G., Lucy Dickey; O. G., Maude Ricker. The
work was most excellently performed by D. D.
P. Cora Bowker and D. G. M. Gertrude Bowker, of Belfast. Immediately afterward, the
Grand Lodge deputies, C. A. Rogers and James
Wentworth, of Searsport, installed the following officers of Monroe lodge, I. O.O. F.: N. G.,
Herbert Cooper;V.G.,Freeman Clark; Rec. Sec,,
A. F. Durham; Fin. Sec., J B. Palmer; Treas.
F. L. Palmer; Chap., C. B. Crocker; W Llewellyn Knowlton; Con., Leslie White; R. S. S

are

a.

the auctioneer and

A

be

mvdU

to say that the destruction of an article could not tend to reduce the price.
Nor did it, for flour at once went up
50 cents a barrel.
At a second meeting in the park a
few weeks later the crowd came bearing flags inscribed “No rag moneygive us gold or silver,” “Down with
chartered monopolies,” ‘‘We go for principle; no monopolies,” “We will enjoy
our liberties or die in the last ditch.”
A carpenter’s bench was used for a
platform, and mounted on this Ming
urged his hearers not to use rag money,
which was the foundation of artistocraey and monopoly. Another s|>eaker
advised the crowd to go west in a body,
buy land at $1.23 an acre, found a new
state and let the aristocrats build their
own houses.
This time the artillery
paraded', and no disorder occurred.
The panic of 1S37 passed into history
as probably the most severe monetary
crisis the country has ever experienced.
Banks all over the country failed, and
most of the notes in circulation became
valueless.
Many large busiiiess firms
also failed, and mills and factories shut
down because their products could not
be sold. Rich men became poor, and
poor people because there was no work
to be had suffered for lack of food. In
ho place was the panic more keenly felt
than in New York, where all the banks

A

Real estate sold for taxes must b
old
first Monday in February in the office

J to

can

I

Sold for Taxes.

j

mar.v articles “Made in Germany”
he manufactured, at home and give

UV|»W

When Mob Law Ruled For Awhile

money every sort ef business received
sudden and severe cheek. The price
it money rose, and none but those with
WINTERPORT~
the best security could get it at any
terms.
Capt. J. H. Thayer was a business visitor in ! The financial suffering was still fur
Bangor Saturday.
ther aggravated by tiie scarcity and
Mr, and Mrs. M. A. Haley of Monroe were high price of flour in the eastern cities,
business vis tors in town Tuesday.
rile Hessian fly had made such ravHarry Conent of North Searsport visited ages that the crops along the Atlantic
i-oast states were almost a complete
his sister, Mrs. G. H. Clement Jan. 9th.
failure. In certain sections it was recher
cousin
visited
and
Merrill
Mrs. Clara
ommended that tiie legislature estabwife, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Snow, Wednesday.
lish public granaries for the storage of
R. W. Lane, who -has been suffering with wheat.
blood poisoning in his hand, is able to be around
Affairs in New York were brought to
again.
a crisis by the leaders of the Anti-moJohn Cole spent the week-end in Bangor nopoly, Equal Eights or Locofoeo parwith his daughter and husband. Mr. and Mrs
ty, who plastered the walls and fences
of tiie city with a handbill calling a
John Green.
left on Thursday’s j meeting of the people to tie held in the
Mrs. Howard

auuso

our

INVESTIGATORS DISCUSS HIGH COST OF

1

an

careful

more

OUR FLOUR RIOTS

GOOD COURSE OF MEDICINE,
BUT HARDLY KNOW WHAT.

Let Us Recommend That Grand Com*
bination, Hood’g Sarsaparilla
and Peptiron Pills.

feeding and care has been made during
the year,’’ and sincerely hopes “that the
dairymen of Maine will investigate the
movement for higher priceB for a higher
grade of dairy products and render such
assistance as they fe=>l is needed for the
improvement of the dairy interests of
n.iici

taken
deed, many changes have already
In
place and others are ih progress.
women
and
Germany
France
England,
have largely taken the place of men in

a

A

the State.’’

may end, will make great changed—social,
political and economic—in the contending
Innations goes without the saying.

new

have resulted in

study and
■

■--

assist in keeping the prices of dairy products down by the use of any substitute
for the product of the herds. The cows
in Maine have steadily diminished for
the last decade, and they will only come
back when there is a living profit in the
business.
He believes that "the high prices for

grain

V

That the

YOU KNOW YOU NEED

to this he gays:

iELFAST, THURSDAY. JAN. 18, 1917
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As

that use this substitute for butter.

Republican Journal

The

Miss Annie Nickerson, who is teaching i
the Porter district, Searsport, was at horn
over Sunday.

1
s

people have

M. Chase
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Administrator’s Nonet

j

or Real Esta

H. M. Chase, Messrs. Nickerson & Damn
;
T. D. Nickerson, A. T. Nickerson, J, O. Pattei
Marden and Herma 3
son, M. E. Curtis, Joseph
Bachelder are among those who have harvest
ed their ice.

Children Ury

I

sive, daintily perfuni

■

Smelt fishing through the ice is quite in ev
dence just now. Walter J. Nickerson an i
Leon Merrithew built a large fish house lat t
week and there is quite a colony of the littl e
houses on the lake. The fisherwomen at e
quite as successful as the fishermen.

aw

can

and will surely cause har
and really seem twice as

will leave thi 9

Mr. and Mrs. H.
week for Everett, Mass., to spend the remain
der of the winter with their daughters, Mn
F. E. Nickerson and Miss Julia Chase.

now

be quickly
their hair by using 1
Parisian Sage is sold
and good druggists ever1,

they

The L. A. S. met last Friday with the presi
will mee t
dent, Mrs. C, R. Nickerson. It
Thursday, Jan. 26th, with Mrs. T. D. Nicker
son; if stormy, the next fair day.

Pursuant to a licens*
Judge of Probate for th>shall sell at public aucti
>•
February, A. D. 1917, at

*

on the premises. »>
w*
interest which John A
•>
dike, in said County, de
the following described re.
The homestead of the
situated in Thorndike, M
noon

1

>

side of Main street, tog*;
I ings thereon standing,
story building used for
j Masonic Hall, and anothert» f1
poolroom and dwelling.

I

1

Dated this ninth day of ;
B. O. NORTON-U
3w2p

,j

of the High
lVbb| sub-master
everal days last week and
substituted.

:ier

The Belfast Spiritualist Society will
meet iu
Memorial hall next Sunday at 2 30 and
7.30 p
m
Mrs. Ella Staples of this
city will apeak,
and a silver collection will be taken.
A still alarm at noon Jan. 12th
was for

Belfast.

;\e\vs of

|

a

chimney fire in the Cottrell house, No. 8 Conby Rev. Robert1
gress street, in the tenement occupied
by Mr.
with New Year wishes
and Mrs. Henry Collins. There wasno
The Journal and his
Raphnel A. L-avitc, principal of the Brick
ction reciprocate in full
school in East Belfast,
recently resigned to
page

or

go

Augusta, where he will c'erk in a hardware
was called
store.
Miss Charlotte E. Staples has
succeed-iday by the death of ed him in the school.
to

to Mid-

|
j

Mrs.

Reynolds.

well

There

..rtland arrived Tuesmother’s absence.

1

f

Perry,

]. L.

|

were

which is

a

member.

a

V.

A.

following is in the real estate transfers
in Piscataquis country: "Eliza A.
Bradbury „f
Augusta, by trustees under will, to Charles
of
Belfast, real estate in Twp. 1,
Bradbury
Range 13, and Twp. 1, Range 14, W. E. L. s.”

Augusta House in the
;idden of W aldoboro was

The annual

Aid,

cial

meeting

called for last

Universalist SoThursday afternoon at

1 f][

Frank I Wilson was
postof the storm, and w'll he
held this, Thursday, afternoon with
F
Mrs,
(I.
the home of Mrs.

1

poned

entertained last
Mrs. Charles M. Craig.
lain Rev. and Mrs. Walter

iab
,.

were

..

Mixer.

meeting with Mrs.
afternoon, when an O.
given and light refresh-

l

been

,ve

suspended

from

city gov*
regular meeting, and
before the

l

bred

and

j

carpenters are at work on the building ami il
is expected the house will be
ready for tne
plaster early in February.

have

Nason

night watch.

..he

closed temporiness of both" propriehas been confined to
»oak is

v

street for

Belfast relatives have received telegrams
announcing the arrival of a son, Jan. 10th, to
Lieut, and Mrs. Charles B. ilazeltine at San
Antonio, Texas. He has been named Charles
B
Jr.
Mrs. Hazeltine’s mother, Mrs Ralph
Emery of Kalamazoo, Mich is with thorn.
Lieut. Hazeltine, who is attached to the 14th
U. S. Cavalry, was recently promoted to the
signal corps, an honor for one of his age.

week, and
Mr. George R. Doak
>> cold
and threatened

I

a

attending physician

ino

It. Conner, with Mrs.
Louise H. Ferguson »3

n

hursuay at

their

and Mrs, T. Marshall Saunders of Rockland arrived last Thursday to spend the remainder of the winter at Mrs. Saunders’ farMr.

farm

irmeriy the Charles H.
onner

has added

wide

a

had been
land and Portland.

nvnsend entertain-

i!t.- i

on

the

run

between Ki

New

Helen
rite

Kittridge,

taxes
n.

■or

-t

dock

towed
for

were

spars
work

received here

begun
re-rigging her. Later
convert her into a barge and
was

on

the

>ry to

Rockland where the neeesmade and she has made
ne
ports in tow of the tug

the

the office

of

the

collect*.r

-n

at

tu

V

\?\

■

pleased

corset

..Id

lot

...

to

some

street all the

furnishings

of the former

own-

including much of antique style and design-The Edison Phonograph, “Tne Phonograph with a soul," $30, $50, $75, up to $6 000,
is sold by Carle & JoneB.
Call on them and
hear the New Edison, which re-creates the
I
J voices of the world's greatest artists.Big
ers

bargains

ere

owners

will

no

doubt

half way up the

Miss

Friday evening, her birthday.
pleasant evening was spent with

A

very
games and

some

|

last

prise party

a hand
music, and the guests
tablecloth as a reminder of the occasion,

left

j
|

meeting of the Boy Scou.s today,
Thursday, Roy Bradford will bo the presiding
At

the

The committee

•ffieer.

on

story

telling

not

graduated

Mitchell

the

Mr

Lynds

a

fre-

quent
her?,
registered druggist and is employed in Detroit,
Mich wher they expect to make their home
in the

near

N

future.

has h-»en set

as

will be able to

>

uncertain when

it is
come

wedding
Mr. Lynds

date for the

to Belfast.

fine music and witness

an

the

same

time hear

excellent

photoplay

Interesting
Sale

Many of the scenes were taken behind the
lines of the great Europaan armies, but
“The-D irk Silence” never impresses you as a
war story, the thread of romance is too strong.
Photoplay is unexcelled, settings rich, and
Clara Kimball Young’s personality dominates
every minute ^f the p'ay.

COUNTRY KNEW MURDERED MODEL

j

|

See

in

a

New Model Ford

advt. for particulars.

Concert

Touring Car.
Thelephone 175-12

company will
1/1 ill ii * he

>•'

--

and

; i-

con-

next

[o] r:.T. '~~3ocr±r=3fii=5' [o|

I

Fr^d

E. Ellis

and

hall.

corn

fresh

during

The

from

way to

printing,

of the

cake, candy

and

the machine will be

Notes.

A

B.

!jnl

Coai Bill, and other purposes.

1 Open
0

on

movement is

Membership Dec. 16
°

#

pop
sale

for
You

0

and

can

join any time up to

January 31, 1917.

d

evening.

Steamer

°i

Insures you money for Chnstmas next year,
for Taxes, Insurance, your Winter’s

0

cren< r-

p

under

steamship service between
Cape Jellison, Stockton harbor, and Norfolk,
Va. It is expected that at least one of the
Merchants & Miners Transportation Company’s
steamers will be used.
The project is an out-

|

! j

|

and W. L. Robinson of the music

Ice cream,

the

Christmas Club

—

charge is captain George tl.
Darby; foreman William A. Decrow and as
sistant foreman, Francis X Pendleton.
Fred

charge

Waldo Trust Company’s

era

week for the sale of tickets.

in

i jo]

for 1917

committee in

Nickerson is

sold.

<

House, Friday
• vr-n
J n. lifith, %ith rnusie by McKeen's
or, nestra.
Instead of the r* gular supper,
whi -h is omitted this year on account of he
high cost of‘foods, mere or less of which is
wasted, they will substitute a two-reel picture
entr.led “The Firemen.”
Messrs. Percy E.
Greer and Alfred E. Shute will begin a canvass
al

are

...

Washing-

Ball

have their annual

0{

Begins Thursday, January 18th,
CARLE & JONES.

i

leader; George Rand ill.
N"
•Read, Elmer Eiiis, aria Arnold, Ler.sy
Y\ iand Elmer Keene,

>•

Raincoats and Woolen
One-Piece Dresses.
on

Continues until Goods

firing

1

Prices

Satur-

assistant

l>r::df >:-»i

Odd Lot in Dress Skirts.

sterling

Fox feature, “Tne Ragged Princess,” with
charming June Caprice, is the attraction
Come early Saturday evening. Monday eve
ning. a play that wiif strike a responsive chord
in every human heart, “The Right Direction,”
with Vivian Martin, is offered. Tuesday eve
ning, the actres3 for whom you all have been
waiting, Clara Kimball Young, is offered in a
powerful love drama, “The Dark Silence.”

visitor in Belfast and made nuny friends
.who extend congratulations. He ij a

Frank Downes,George Randall, Nathan Read
and Kt nneth Colcord. The committee to present a new program consists of Karl Smalley,
Edwin Morse, Charles Robbins and Walter
i'here wiy be a debate on an interesting
Marr.
subject, v ith Wallace Pendleton and Walter
Omar i:t affirmative and Kenneth McCorrison

at

program should come Friday evening
day, matinee and evening, another

Belfast

has been

worthy institution and

Wool, Silk and Cotton Dress Goods,
Linings, Silkilines, Cretonnes, Etc.?
Odd Sizes in Waists and Corsets.

ling .Salesman,” and some short subjects, there
will be a concert by the Belfast Band. A certain percentage of the receipts will be given
to the band, and all who wish co help this

High school in the ciais of 1910, studied telegraphy and was employed in that work for a
time, but later by the City National bank.
Some years ago Mr Miteaell’s health faiied
and he gave up his business here and went to
Franklin, Mass., with his family, fnat was
the home of Mi. Lynds and there the acquaintance began which led to the announcement last

Thursday night.*

will be

from

In

author anl actor, who plays opposite
Miss Frederick in this Paramount feature.
The Hearst News, comedy cartoons and b lautif'ul scenes of the Yo3emite Valley will round
out this feature bill.
Friday evening, in addition to the Paramount feature, “The Travel-

present needed no further announcement. It
was a complete surprise to the members of the
club of which Miss Mitchell is a popular memsome

Short Lengths

Known

jing,

Join and get your trends to join.

establish

^

o

&

r

Cushing, City point bridge, Belfast_ growth of the existing conditions on the raiioner rig again, as there is a 1 See statement of the Searsport National bank
roads, congestion of freight and car shortage
such vessels for the off-shore ; of Searsport-Up stairs rent of 4 rooms, handicapping Maine potato growers in the
with water, toilet and large shed all on one shipment of their product.
It is expected
j
! floor, for rent to small family Chance for that potatoes and paper from Stockton Springs,
.i
Last Monday morning the
| garden.Chambermaid wanted at once at will comprise the bulk of cargoes shipped South
artment received a call for aid the Windsor
if the service is established. In all probability
Hotel.
|
.i Asst. Chief E. L. Cook, and
return cargoes of southern products will be
The
Daughter’s
of
Veterans. The regul ’-irby, with a crew, went to |
The steamer Castine made a speshipped
lar
of
Emma White Barker Tent, D.
meeting
'•be chemical engine, but there !
cial trip to Castine last Friday with members
of V., was held Wednesday evening, Jan, 10th
there on which to load the I
of the legislative committee on
Education.
with a very good attendance. One G. A. K.
passenger train returned 1
! who are making visits to the Normal schools
Comrade was obligated and two new members
ring one, The run up was
and institutes.
Senator W. A. Ricker is a
of the Tern were initiated.
Following the member of the committee and another
time and our Brooks corre- J
new

suspended

Mitchell’s bouquet was a rose and
in it was concealed a diamond engagement
and as she slipped it on her finger those

16-12

Philathea class of the Methodist Sunlay school gave Mrs Elizabeth Chamberlain
Linton, one of their members, a genuine sur-

t

skirts, and interesting prices on rain
coats and woolen one-piece dresses
Tiu
Dickey-Ivnowlton Real Estate Co will sell at
private sale Wednesday, Jan. 24th, from 1 to 5
P- m. at the E. R. Pierce house on Church

was

oere

of real estate, at auc
first Monday i;, J-, ru v

sale

f. e

eludes odd sizes in waists and

$30-

and

carnations from which white
place-'. The place cards,

were

OF

House. The Canadian woods
background for the thrilling photoplay, “Nanette of the Wiids,” in which the
famous Pauline Frederick is starred arid which
will be shown tonight at 7 and 8.30. It is a
tale of the cslebrated Northwest Miunted
Police, written by Willard Mack, the wellBelfast Opera

serve as a

ribbons. Miss

The

1 iukmen’s
«

of dress

887 tons gross and was
Me., in 1885. Some years

the

i:,

t.

to have all tin
advertised i\*r sab : u.i i. :
the date of sale, heb. 5th_t.
& J o
annual remnant sale is now on and will c»n
tiuue until the goods are sold. The sale .11

was

in

on

He would be

Owen,

Pendleton's

B

:

the real estate

-masted schooner Wm. J.
y sold by the Pendleton

ad been dismasted, she

cupids,

Remnant Sale |

E, Sherman house and made many friends.

realizing what this special
Mrs. J. G. Paul entertained the Saturday- meeting meant were not present. After the
bride-to-be was heartily congratulated by all
Night Club and substitutes Jan. 13th. Mrs
Brooks won the first prize, a silk present, 8dads, hot rolls, olives, cake and
Louise B
sewing case, and Mrs. 1. L. Perry the consola- coifee were served Those present were Mrs.
;ion, embroidered napkin rings. Cake, tea and ; Rena C. Dobson, Mrs. Louise A Dennett, Miss
Sarah M. Preston and Miss Frances Murch.
cocoa were served, Mrs. N. H. Small assisting.

■

Lighting"—and is prtpa/rd
it....Edward Sibley, tax e .MeeL

nounces

Martha

is said to have been

Tim Pennine

“Good

nish

enjoyed during

was

Advertisements.

Electric Co. has something
on

embers of the e ub are
;*-■!!, Annette Holt, Li 1
label and Lytle Townpresent. Other guests

tee

little

of

ANNUAL

resigned Kis position and returned home last Monday.
He was succeeded
by Richard F. Smith of Weymouth, Mass.,
who arrived last Saturday.
Mr. Murley took
j-the position ag linst his physician’s advice, as
he had recently undergone an operation for
appendicitis. He roomed while here in the C.

to the

led

|

has

.:

guests Wednesday
their home in Congress
.'--■rved at 6 o’clock, the
'.icKon salad, mashed po>i ruwb- rry jeflo, Cv-fLe
aud

ir!\

bouquets

ribbons

December,

on

Saunders

r

was

a

little

Specialists endorse
Bloomfield, N. J.

in

and sewing, and at
spent with cards
in the dining
dainty lunch was served
decorated for
room, which was appropriately
the occasion. A big ball of moss suspended
was covered with
over the center of the table

ning

Bridge street, while Mr. Saun- and Leroy Wing in the negative. The debate
d will have it ready for ders is employed ns engineer on the Belfast last Thursday evening resulted in a vote for
Notwithstanding the branch R. R, succeeding Charles Thompson of the negative side. A new patrol to be known
who had been substituting f,
party were comfortable Waterville,
as tot F x has been organized with the followChar'es F. Shaw, who is in Miami. Fla. .Mr.
n fire.
ing members: Wa’te Whitehead Fader; Roy
mer

i.shioned house, and built

a

home

Scott & liowne,

engage-

Mrs Elmer Keene, upper High street.
members of th? club to whiah Miss Mitchel) belongs were invited to the house, aii
thinking it was a regular meeting. The eve9.30

I Carle & Jones’

Frank J. Mur ley of Brockton, Mass., who
had been foreman of the stitching'room of
Leonard & Barrows’ shoe factory since early

of Mias Velma S.

ber, and

C. Wilbur of Bangor was in Belfast
last Friday on his way to Dark
Harbor, where
he is employed on the new Islesboro Inn.
The
lumber was bought of Cooper & Co. of
this
city and is on the site. Mathews Bro’s. have
the contract for finishing, and Goodhue & C„.
are now at work on the
plumbing. About 50

Toothaker

Throat

Announcement

week.

A. E. Clark (’amp, S. of V., Auxiliary will
give a public dance in Memorial hall this,
Thursday, evening, with music by McKeen’s
orchestra.

and

SCOTT’S EMULSION—Try It

the

Lester

,v

Harrison B.

The Aid earned and paid into
treasury the past year $275.

church

their

account

on

each

The

is helping thousands to strengthen
the tender linings of their throats,
while at the same time it aids the
aJ& lungs and improves the
iWb quality of the blood.

of the

The

Party.

is rushing at the Coe-Hortimer
are working three
eveninga

plant and they

the

Mitchell, elder daughMitchell of this city,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. M L.
of Detroit, Mich.,
to Charles Ernest Lynds
was announced at a very pretty party lhu-sday evening, Jan. 11th. at the home of Mr.

scorn
EMULSION

of

corrected in this

to

An
ment

The pure cod liver oil in

The

served after the

he

;

last week in the advt

Business

an

people of

later.

bundling wraps
during changing seasons.

issue. The l„t
Simmons should have beck
eessed to M. R. Knovdton.

sess.d

,-ity attended the annual
retail monument dealers
,<ta Jan 11th, which closed

|
l

need careful treatment
from within more than

municipal officers concerning the assessmerits of sewer taxes on
Bay View street,

afternoon in honor

.day
_

was an error

the

rtained the Saturday
her new home, No. 157

(

Sensitive Throats |

damage! they need

..

/

attractive play which the
Biraca and Philathea
have been rehearsing, will be present*
ed in the Methodist vestry Tuesday evening,
Mrs. S. A. Parker is coaching the
Feb 6th
will be published
cast, the personnel of which
Folks,”

“Our

young
classes

Waldo Trust Company p
8
BELFAST. MAINE,

F.

•

1

Iol.--3oi-izrzzSfol:p—

Iorr~

lo,

:

i! Ini

....

j

that the
;vai.

Belfast firemen did

The central

j

telephone

Codding operator, was in one |
burned, but the trunk line [
ugh Brooks w-as connected at
in working order about 9

was

j
|
|
I

The Unitarian Alliance
day afternoon at the home of
jrham. Miss Frances Chase
present and Mrs. Frank R.
-M

the

“Religious Intelligence

Work.”

It

was

voted

to

meet

business session the officers

were

mem-

very

grace- ber is
Ralph Brewster, Esq., one of the former
fully installed by Department President Mrs.
of the Castine High
school_Owing
Etta Piper Savery, assisted by Miss Alice E. ; principals
to the ice interfering with her rudder in the
Simmons, Department Guide. Both were letsevere northeaster last Thursday the steamer
ter perfect in their parts.
The officers installIsiesboro made but one trip Friday having tied
ed were as follows: President, Mrs. Emma J.
up in Jslesborq Thursday night. She left there
Brown; senior vice president, Mrs. Mary CarFriday morning for Camden and made her
ter; junior vice president, Mrs. Myra S. Dutch;
regular afternoon trips, leaving Camden at 12,
chaplain, Mrs. Georgia W. Juan; treasurer,
arriving in Belfast at 2 p. m. and at that hour
Mrs. E. P.

Savery; patriotic instructor, Miss
Alice E. Simmons; councillors, Misses Florence
Kimball and Annella Guptill; secretary, Mrs.

Isa

for

Capt

was

•lass., and waB very interesting,
days when Salem was the prinJ port of this
country and the
owned there and command-

■

ment of Mrs.

had served the Tent

sorts of

ginning,

as

a

-^^g&===>J|Qll51.c=±=5bi^^^S.E]

|

“THE—,

EDISON PHONOGRAPH
The

Phonograph

with

a

(!•

up to

o

Soul”

[

$6,000

n

f

Florida;

will appear

'

the

closing instalment,

which

week, is devoted to Charleston, S. C., and treats interestingly of that historic city—The City Care
Forgot. The St.
Charles Hotel in New Orleans has issued a
booklet with illustrations of the Crescent
City, to which it. gives the title Mrs. Dinsinure bestowed
upon Charleston, but which
seems

next

most

inappropriate for

a

city

which

ranks second

or third as a cotton
shipping port
wh.ch ban riles much of the trade of the
and
the
Mississippi valley
Gulf and Central
American ports. In an advertisement the St.
Charles Hotel calls New Orleans “the Paris of
America,” and that is correct, “Beto’ de
v*ar
New Orleans was as French a city as
Paris; the French people, language, customs
and cueine predominating. As to Charleston,

and

it happens to be one of the
very few Southern
cities the writer has not visited, but with
which he has otherwise been familiar through

of

a

church tower

trunk in

Re- g

cates the voices of the world’s
greatest

artists-! f]

CARLE & JONES

1

Bolfcist Opera House*J Qosyn
Comfortable
“

began to apper in the mind's
it was brought to light from a

the attic in

copy of Appleton's
1871, to which the writer
was in a fully
illustrated
a

Journal of July 15,
contributed. It
article on “Charleston and its Suburbs,'’,and
the picture in question was entitled “A
glimpse
ot Charleston and bay, from the tower of
St.
Michaels church.
The article itself is
mainly
devoted to the voyage from New
York, visits
to Fort Sumter and the suburbs and
descriptions of scenery, and adds little to our knowledge of the city itself.
had

W. L. WEST.

TONIGHT ONLY—Two SHO'A'S-7.00 AND 8.30 P. M.,

Pauline Frederick and Willard Mack
In “NANETTE OF THE WILDS”
A

THRILLING TALE OF THE NORTHWEST MOUNTED POLICE.

HEARST NEWS

COMEDY CARTOONS

Friday Evening Extra AttractionT
Concert by Belfast Band
FRANK MCINTIRE IN

_‘

he Band receives

“THE TRAVELING SALESMAN”
a

Saturday, Matinee and Evening
June Caprice in Fox Feature

7 and 8.30

RAT co/m,
lx Wr.U-1. taaM Mn.
Rail anph' dry n. No odor
caa.

DoHoar la lyxbaad

Monday Evening

RAGGED PRINCESS”
A Great Play and a Charming Star.

Clara

__

fiwRah!^ 2S<-, 50c.

VIVIAN MARTIN in

“THE

Tuesday
Evening

lUbdomr,*?*

bdHoa oolUn
mr-m_
Mb «d fcod a«l *•«"■* •"■TT-* **f"
•*
mm xd -» ud *•*>— »«■

•

b oacb

percentage of the receipts.

Belfast Water

*

"THE KIGHf DIRECTION”
A

in “The Dark

Kimball
YouriP
®

_

FOR

Beautiful Feature.

Silence75”

A Stirring and Romantic Drama
that all should see.
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES.

SALE i.Y

SWAN’WHMTEN-SMCKFOKD COMPANY

STORAGE and
PACKING
OF

Household Goods

FOR SALE
New Model Ford

Touring

3oods packed, stored or shipped by our expert
packers. Estimates given by calling.

Car.

reading, In ante helium days Charleston was
literary center; indeed, it might well have
been called the literary center of the South, as
Purchased October 1st last and housed December 5th.
Operated bv owner jusl
Boston has been of New England.
Many of long enough to get the engine in
splendid running order and car thoroughly limbered up.
her early writers have dropped below the literCost $475 with, all the extras. Will sell lor
$325 cash if sold before February 1st. as
ary horizon, but t^aul Hamilton Hayne, the
Demountable rims, oversize tires, extra tire and rim,
author of three volumes of poems, and William owner goes South on that date.
shock absoibers, speedometer, chains, clock. Will be stored
Gilmore Simms, poet, novelist, dramatist
and insured free until May
biographer and geographer, who has been 1 st, if desired by purchaser.
Telephone 175-12
called the “Walter Scott of the South,” must
still retain their respective niches in the
B, F. CUSHING, City Point Bridge, Belfast, Me.
Temple of Fame. After reading Mrs. Dinsmore’s description of Charleston the
picture
eye, and finally

Come in and^hear the New Edison.

The first instal-

a

"

S30, $50, $75, $100,

t>ITY LAKE Forgot.”

Dinsmore’s paper, published this
week, deals with the fashionable winter re-

treasurer from the be-

handsome mahogany serving
tray; Miss Kimball presented Mrs. Savery
ens sailed to the four
quarters with a beautiful bouquet of chrysanthemums.
:mir voyages often
lasting two ! The program included a song by Miss Ruth
ne days of witchcraft had atten- I
Kimball, reading by Miss Simmons and reMorne's birthplace and his oth- 1 marks by Comrades and Sons of
Veterans. A
ints, and the many famous old social hour followed, when cake, fancy cookies
■■scribed. Mrs. Stevens had many and cocoa were served
by Mrs. Whiting, Mrs.
several large photographs of Juan and Mrs. Nettie M.
Merrithew. Thomas
n:
to illustrate her
entertaining H. Marshall Post and Ladies of the G. A. R.
1
were guests.
with

1H

I have a lot of Canadian
horses, young, sound and
right out of work. Come
2tf
and see them.

_

trip to Camden.
pleas< d with his new

finds it much more satisfactory to
his terminal and make two round
trips between this city and Camden daily.
There is a large patronage at this season, the
traveling men finding it makes excellent train
connections at both ends of the route.

Miss Simmons presented Miss Florence Kimball with a past president’s jewel; Miss Kimball presented Miss Louise H.
Ferguson, who

B

return

is much

have Belfast

ursday afternoon to sew for
dated Charities,and all are re- bearers, the guard and assistant
guard were
this, Thursday, afternoon at absent and will be installed later. The folMrs. William b. Swan,
High lowing gifts were made in behalf of the Tent:
materials. The paper
by Mrs. Eugene L. Stev-

Bennett

route and

Ellis; guide, Mrs Ethel S. Whiting;
bearer. Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; musician,
Miss Ruth Kimball.
The other three color
H.

color

■

sewing

Isiesboro and the

Having posed frequently for advertisers of national fame, Mrs. Grace
Roberts, mysteriously murdered in Philadelphia, was well known to the public pictorially, though not by name.

FURNITURE SALE
On

Wednesday, January 24th,

Home

Furnishing

Government^

Of

Co.,

BELFAST. MAINE.

No

Sleep,

No

Lame

In wood saw outfits, cut off saws, kerosene
and gasolene engines, electric lighting plants,
water plants. Send for circular. It will save
you money.

THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY,
4w2
Portland, Maine.

WANTED

At once, a chambermaid at the
From 1 to 5 p. m.
Windsor Hotel.
The undersigned will offer for sale at the E. R. Pierce house on
0 hurch street, all the house furnishings of the former
owners at
MEN WANTED-Tu BRING OR MAIL
private sale. The house contains a large amount of furnishings,
their Safety Razor Blades to me to be
sharpincluding much of antique style and design. Everything in house- ened better than new. Single edge, such
as
25c.
Gems,
Gillettes,
Durham
36c;
Duplex
hold goods,
DICKEY-KNOWLTON REAL ESTATE CO.
50c.
dozen. C. E.
per

Belfast,.Me.

72 Main street

Company

Whereas the Belfast Water
Company has increased its rates to Individuals from Jan, 1,
1917; ai d whereas, the t ity
believing the said increase to be contrary to contract, has under advisement and investigation
the justice and legality of said increase.
1, therefore, as Mayor of Belfast, deem it
rny duty to suggest to the Citizens that in paying their Water Tax they do so un ier protest
as to said increase until the Citv
Government
is able to determine trie
permanency of said
increase, which determination will be* brought
about as quickly as possible and within a limited time at the most.
W. K. KEENE.
Mayor of Belfast.

Rest, No
or Aching

Peace

With

a

Back.

Weary the lot of many a kidney sufferer.
Fain and distress from morn to
night.
Get up with a lame back,
Twinges of backache bother you all day
Dull aching breaks your rest at
night

Urinary disorders add to your misery’
If you have kidney trouble.
Reach the cause—the
kidneys
Kid"ey P‘llB Bre f°'r the ki<iney«

only0-"'8

plui i i i ui ai i i i i i i i i i i i ni i i i i im^

f

Rough Experience

A

the Maine Coast

on

*

in Mid-Winter.
We had come up from southern seas
and brought fine midwinter weather to
the coast soundings and right along up
channel to the sight of Nausett’s triple

lights.

==

a

23

H

=

.m..

Read zvhat Daisy Baker’s Mother
says about Home-Made Bread
and how much she can save on
her household expenses.

|j

there

There are two situations either of
which is calculated, when oue is in it,
to chill one's blood. One is up in the
air, the other under water.

^

We went off on the port tack
no other way—and it seemed

was

wise to gain

might

offing

an

For

come.

before

the

Portland bark Mary C. Fox had been
tj our wake but did not longer
follow our lead; she tacked just under
our lee when but a few miles off Bhore.
It was a tragic movement for ship and
crew—the next night she was broken to

hanging

Rip Shoal.
We stretched away as

bits on Pollock

best

desired before the wind

far

as

fiercely

went

blinding snow.
ship and unwillingly reduced
would be right to lug as much
prudence might permit in order
the

could,

we

but were not able to reach off
with

east

the distance from

as

as

was

hold

an

lee shore.

a

The snow

was driving hard and every
gust of the wind became more
shrill and strong.
new

Our craft

was

rig, and sails

large

foresail

brigantine

a

small.

cut

The rather

hauled up and stowed
and then, with i'erease of

in season,

was

wind, the weather foreyard
up like
must

come

and at

in,

Ei

it

was

“All hands aioft” to smother its folds
and

silence

barking—leaving

its

but

three small sails set.

Under

dead lee-drift could be made.
It was a bitter night! to be followed

The craft
were

tight,

was

and there

good,

might

now

worn

||

Then too, it

_

legs,

bed for

blanket.

a

straw

and used

around his

wore

a

Even if I

saving

were not

good recipe.

a

good flour.

II
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H

See how much better your
baking will
be and see how much you can save!
You will like William Tell better
than,
any other flour you ever used.

B St
m

(

WILLIAM TELL FLOUR is sold under a Triple Guarantee.
It bears the Ohio Better Flour Label and is Guaranteed
by the
mill that makes it and by the grocer who sells it.

g g
g g

horn

B

=

on

my

M

—

It’s not

William Tell
Flour.

other bills, I am still saving almost half on the bread
itself.

|

All you need is

a

thing.

num-

fog
a

cutting down

jEE

| I
| |

thin feather-

had been lost overboard he made

m

|

into them

When tnc

big

a

bills because the
is
family eating so much more
bread. They seem to like it
better than the more expensive foods.

||

The Polander second-mate was a feather-weight of only two hundred and forty

am

means

same

The flour that I use is wonderfully
easy to work with. It’s made in Ohio
—right in the Miami Valley where the
soft winter wheat has an unusual
quality on account of the rich limestone
soil. It’s good for everything, and it
gives a most delicious nutty flavor to
your baking. Take my advice and try

my meat

on

s

2=

I

saving.

I

as

incidents of the work.

It’s

| I

down

fearless and strong and did not
whimper. To the Russians, snow and
ice seemed to be no more than pleasing

myself.

do the

can

hard.
and

very

1a

men were

I baked it

You

see

little trouble and it’s lots
better than I can buy.

strong as then —two score and five years
ago. But those were days when sailor

He

Yes,

||

sails and gear
an able crew

well wish to be half

pounds, in perfect form.
ber twelve boots, stuffed

||

|

morn-

was

Even this

of Russian Poles.
writer

wild

a

| |

If you could only actually
it, smell it and taste it!

| 2

conditions, and with seas
standing"on end, but little better than a
those

by a belated daylight and
ing.

=

topsail

midnight

jj

=?=

buckled

arn.

bow —hence the lower

a

II look at this Bread!

handy

of

p
W

H p

If
g g

wood-

one, as thin and resounding as a fiddle
back, and it served its purpose very well.
After thirty strenuous hours our fierce
gale let go, the sea went down and the
en

partly

weather

pitch

the

of the

alllllHMIllIMPIIIIIIIIIW^
..»|*W«|||f||linWII!|||flWIIIBIIHIinilHdlBIIIPIIIIMHIIIIIIiaUIBBIBI«BIIBIUIHIil

cleared away, [showing
no more than thtee

There was open water on the wird
ward side and ice along the lee.
A baf

close call: a few hours
drift and in spite of human skill
a

longer
or strength

Sing

of wind caused the

moment

veBse

to tall off from the course, catch in the
ice and become unmanageable. An anchor

not a very common destination for American vessels, in winter season.
After a calm and dismal day there was
half-hearted clear-off with but a sickly

At night it became more bitterly cold;
the running ice hardened up, causing the
chain to part and the vessel drifted upon

was

—

from the we3t.
coming
Our troubles were not over—they had

hardly begun.
We kept away

for the coast of Maine:
the wind backed around to the south-east
with a sure promise of troublesome
weather.

When

had reached down to Monit began to snow, thick and fast,

hegan
with

we

strong gale directly on shore.
was then nothing
possible to do
but to seek for a harbor of safety.
In those days there were but few hara

There

and

bor-cnarts

knowledge of the
narrow, rocky channels

my

smelt-brooks and

of the home-state-coast was limited inHad almost never sailed on Cuas,-1

deed.

ing vessels—the only
valued knowledge of

place
pilotship

where actua
may be

obtained.

Have

“Luck”, good
with

us

snow

strongly

always
or

believed

bad, and the good

in
was

afternoon. In the blinding
made a new bell-buoy, ahead,

that

we

off South

Breaker,kept

away and

in a

few

minutes made the snow on White Head,
followed a string of black ledges
aiong to the entrance of Seal Harbor,
then

ran

and

in and let go two anchors, in safety
a clear berth
just at the very dawn

of darkness!
It

happy evening,but perhaps we
fully appreciate our good fortune
midnight, when a blizzard came out

to

the

west

until

from the north with sleet in its claws. It
would indeed have been a wild night at
sea!
In that safe harbor we laid two days,
with ice making all around. There looked
to be some prospect of freezing in and

having

considerable

backed

delay.

The

wind

the Nor’west, bitterly cold but
fair overhead. If good judgment had
been in command the anchors would have
to

remained down.
and endeavored

But
to

we

pass

got underway
out and

Hazel

For

Oil

or
Hemorrhoids,
Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
or

Two sizes, 2Dc. and $1.00, at
all druggists or mailed.
Send Free Sample of Olt to

ffumphreys* flomeo. Medicine Company.

I'O William Street. New York.

SICK ANIMALS
A pKl BOOK on disease* of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Poultry, mailed

Humphreys’ Veterinary Medicines,
156 William Street, New York.

free.

Augusta.

Augosta, Me., Jan. 10.
Ex-President William H. Taft was the guest of
honor today at the annual meeting of
the Maine State Bar Association, end
this afternoon he gave an address in (he
House of Representatives on “Edward
and His Relations With John
Jefferson and Andrew

Jackson.” He was heartily applauded.
Hon. John A. Morrill of Auourn presided, Gov. Miliiken also being seated
Mr. Taft gave an
upo the platform.
informal reception to the members just
before the business session was resumed.
■

Tne Entente

These terms go far beyond any statement thus far set forth by the Allies.
On the third morning a welcome crowd
Their demands amount virtually to the
of twenty husky men came off, dragging dismemberment of Austria and
Turkey.
two light-weight boats, having a handTrey indicate intention to liberate Bofortable except in mind.

hemia,

sled under the two ends of each boat.
The relief party was headed by young
Oscar Crockett, who later became so

favorably

well known as

the

Bteamboat

a

captain along the coast of Maine.

trip

of

ter as

come

to

assistance.

our

ours

happened

well

as

one

to

be

a

This

experi-

cutr,

Capt. Crockett wisely

advised that in
the vessel should fill with water, or
break up in the coming night, the crew

case

of

men

could

safely

reach shore

ice.Jbut

that the young
taken off at once. She

was

of the boats and given

a

ship

to

a

woman

over

in

the
one

novel ride from

strange island-shore, and

well

as

Polish

Tyrol

and Trieste to

into

When you feel too tired to work, wake up
weary, have backache or pains in sides, when
you suffer rheumatic twinges you may be sure
the kidneys are disordered
Fay Shelhurg,All,
Mo., writes: “I had kidney trouble two years.
did
me
Nothing
any good until I got Foley
Kidney Pills, Two 50c boxes cured me
Sold

The two Maine Benators were divided
in their vole Jan. 9th on the Shepptrd
hill for prohibition in the District of Columbia.
Senator Fernalcl voted against
the referendum and for the Sheppard
and
Senator Johnson voted for ihe
bill,
referendum and against the Sheppaid
bill.

channel through the ice on her
way from Boston to Rockland and we
followed in her broad wake.
a

Upon landing in Rockland the first
was

man

leaking

She was not. Still without introducing himself, he advised that the ves
sel be placed alongside of Atlantic wharf
much.

Plans

are

Association

hy the Alumni
Colby Song Book
supply a long felt

announced
to

publish

a

this year. This will
need among graduates and alumni of the
college, and furnish an incentive for those
who propose to write songs in comuetition for the Hedman Memorial Song

a few days and if found not to be
leaking badly, when the weather became
more steady try to reach our destination.
He said it would be very expensive to
discharge cargo in the ice, haul the vessel
out for repairs and re-load.
It was good

for

committee.

FAIRFIELD PERSONALS.
Mr. and Wlrs.
end in Belfast.

Lee passed the week-

Mrs. John Reed has gone to
where she will visit relatives fur

Troy,
a

few

days.
Karl McK^chnie has entered the
of th“ American Woolen Co.

em-

ploy

Miss Marion Eastman has returned to
wnere she is employed, after a
week’s stay at her home in Benton.

Augusta,

George

Patterson

are

town

passing

on

and

son

employed in Belfast,

who

Western

the week-end at
avenue.

Harvey,
were

in

their home

Mrs. Mary Witcher of Rockland arrived in town Sunday, called here by the
death of her father, Charles Brown of
Benton.
Fairfield Journal.

Mothers--This Child IVuCured of Bed Wetting

The Maine Central Railroad has issued
an
attractive booklet entitled “Winter
Sports in Maine and the White Mountains.” It is a revelation as to the number of winter resorts in Maine and the
variety of entertainment which they
have to offer,

afterwards learned that the gentleman was a Mr. Farwell, of the shipwright
I

Srm of Snow & Farwell—the very
who would have bad a profitable job of
men

KIDNEY PILLS
FOLEY
fob backache kidneys and blaooeb
I

j
j

Mrs. C. W. Peters, Lancaster, Pa.,
R. 3., writes: “My six-year-old girl has
I
wet the bed since she was a baby.
found no relief until I tried your sample of Foley Kidney Pills. I saw they
were helping her, and bought two bottles of my druggist and she is altogether cured. Thanks to Foley Kidney
Pills for the benefit I have found in
them, as it takes a lot of washing off
me.
I have told a number of mothers
since I found the cure.”
Parents no longer scold or punish a
child for bed-wetting.
Instead, they
improve the little one’s physical condition, until the annoying and mortifying
act is done away with.
'A few simple rules aided by the use
of Foley Kidney Pills will stop any ordinary case of bed-wetting that Is not
caused by obstruction or malformation
of the parts. They are safe to take and
harmful
free
of
absolutely
drugs.
Foley & Co. 2S35 Sheffield Av., Chicago,
will send their leaflet on bed-wettn^
any one asking for it.

Prizes.

advice and all worked out that way—
cheaply and successfully.

work had it been found necessary to repair at that port.
Mr.' Farwell waa but one of a similar

executive

Worth Attention Oi Women.

given every care, courtesy, consideration
and entertainment that most kind and
generous hearts could offer—not to be

L met aBked if the vessel

Augusta,

—

the hands of strangers, where she was
left behind for an ice-bound week and

broken

Cook of Portland and Cyrus M. Blanchard of Wilton, vice presidents; Normal
L Bassett of Augusta, secietary-treasurer; Ralph L. Parker of Rutnford, Jo in
W
Manson of Pittsfield, Wallace H.
White of Lewiston,
Edwin Merrill of
Skownegan and Frank G. Farrington of

Italy.

A note from Germany, addressed to
neutrals, and made public the same day
declares the tone of the Entente’s reply
to peace offer precludes an answer, and
calls the demand for restitution, reparation and guarantees surprising.

should be

placed

as

and the return of Alsace-Lorraine to
Fr nee, with complete restitution of all
territory conquered by the Central Powers, are further purposes of the Entente.
The amounts of the indemnities are to
be announced in the peace negotiations.
In a separate note the Belgian government expresses its desire for peace, but
declares it could only accept a settlement which would assure its reparation
and security in the future.

bridal mat-

of strenuous

Galicia

Radical reconstruction of the Balkans,
Russian occupation of Turkey in Europe,
liberation of Armenia, Syria and Arabia,

He

suggested that he would walk over the
ice to the main land and thence drive to
Rockland where t.e could telegraph to
Bucksport for the new tug C. B. Sanford to

add

Piussia to a new Kingdom of Poland,
give Transylvania and Bukowina to
Rumania, Serbian Austria to Serbia and

her way down the bay and came alongside. The steamer Katahdin had just

Piles

External

Allies Reply to President Wilson's
Peace h ote and the Kaiser’s Rejoinder.

morning after Capt. Crockett
Everywhere.
telegraphed, the powerful tug had broken

(COMPOUND)

in

Tonight Mr. Taft was one of (he
Allies, replying to Presi- j speakers at ibe oar.quet of the associaBolid ice.
dent Wilson’s peace note in a joint com- I tion at
ihe
Augusta House.
0 her
There was no communication between munication, made public Jan. 11th, "x- speakers were Gov. Miliiken, Chiet Justice Savage Ex Chief Justice Emery,
us and the shore for more than two days.
press the Delta! that it is impossible at I
Dean W. E. Walz of the University of
On each low-water the vessel laid well the present moment to attain a peace Maine Law
School, Leonard A. Pierce
of Houlion a d Judge Joseph W. Sydown on the beam-ends. At high tides that will assure them reparation, restitution
and
monds
of
such
Portland.
guarantees as they conshe righied up and was pumped out.
sider are essential.
At the business session John A. MotThe cabins were dry, there was plenty
rill was elected president; Augustine
At the same tithe they accede to the
of food and fuel and no one was uncom- President’s
request to state their terms. Sitnmons of Anson, Charles Sumner

The next

HUMPHREYS’

Witch

IMPOSSIBLE.

j The

March, 1872. when the I
whole Penobscot bay became a field of
I
in

was

NOW

Taft

Marshal',, Thomas

CASTOR!A
PEACE

Ex President

Livingston

FEW FLETCHER’S

along forgotten!

through the channel.

generous and

OjHimren U? ;

of D x

and more than ha,U a mile from
any land. And the weather was yet to
become more intensely cold.
The ice
hardened up over the entire channel hut
was not immediately safe to travel over.
That

are

Ed. A. Richardson.

Island,
t

people

warm.

was a

did not

hearts of the

let go.

“Clam Ledges,’’

out

kind. All were friendly and our troubles
faded away like the mists after storm.
In times of such strife, Maine’s rocks
may be hard, the ice may be cold but the

f

we would have been scouring
in the sands of Cape Cod.
We were bound to Saint John, N. B

wind
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Cape

miles under the lee.
It had been

1

Children,

and

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Ca.+or
goric, Drops and Soothing Cyrups. It coni aOpium, Morphine nor other narcotic ,*.d
more than thirty years it has been in eousti-ni
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, V ii.
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising
and by regulating the Stomach- ami Bowels, ale
similation of Food; giving healtliy and nat!i>;<i
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

8
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yacht that had been overturned and
sunk in a gale with a view to learning
where the chains were to go under her
to lift her. [ was told that the owner

sail—it
sail

Infants

B
M

B
B
B

a

to

Wore

to

for

I have never been up in the air, but
I have been under water many times.
I am, or, rather. I was, a professional
diver.
1 didn't adopt the calling because I considered it dangerous, for
when properly done diving in armor is
not dangerous. The same may be said
of aviation. 1 became u diver in order
to make a living.
J ceased to be a
diver after receiving a shock under
water.
I was hired to go down to examine

change

a

days past

some

w

1

j

sting

a

the face.
—

s

S

wind then backed to the north
in its breath and a scowl on

The
with

n

g§ij!|i ....mu

Offshore and On shore.

scientific

man.

a

great student,

lie had invented n
number of scientific devices that had
made him a great reputation.
Tho
wrecking company told me that he was
determined to go down with me, rather for the sensation of breathing under
water than for being of service.
When we stood on the wrecking boat
putting on the diver’s uniform 1 cast
a glance at my diving companion, on
whose head they were about to put
the helmet.
Why I did not then and
there refuse to go down with him 1
don’t know.
1 suppose it was a dislike to do something unpleasant. Singular that I should have been willing
to risk a horrible death rather than do
II iwever, I
something unpleasant.
presume it is the same feeling that
compels a man to expose himself in
battle to certain death because be is
expected to do so.
Mr. Cheney, my diviftg companion,
went down by one ladder. I by another seme twenty feet distant from
bis.
The water was clear, and tho
sun was shining upon it. so that 1
could see almut me to a comparatively
long distance. I kept an eye on Mr.
Cheney, who struck the yacht at the
bow, I amidships. She bad settled on
her keel, and her masts were nearly
I was about to drop
perpendicular.
over the side to bunt for a place to
get a support under her when my attention was attracted to Mr. Cheney.
He bad mounted the gunwale and
stood with one band m lie ratlines.
Then be began to go up band over
band.
Ho stopped a short distance
from the surface and began to drop,
sliding bis band along tile upright
ropes.
i ins whs certainly
nut malting investigations.
It seemed to me that
he was amusing himself as a child
mi"ht do going up and down, being
nearly balanced by the density of the
water. Xot lilting his actions. 1 stood
whore I was, and when he lmd gone
up and down a few times lie let himself down oil the deck and came toward me.
Divers usually carry a knife, since
there is a probability of needing one.
At any rate. I had one in a picket in
my diving suit, and Mr. Cheney had
been provided with one.
He was
obliged to move slowly through the
water, and meanwhile 1 was wondering what his intention was in coming
to me. As soon as he reached me lie
gave me a pusifcuud at the same time
made a grab for my signal line. In the
tussle that followed I lost it. and lie
grasped it.
1 would not have believed that so
much strength and agility could be
utilized under water. My antagonist
got his arms around my body, and,
pulling his knife from his belt, cut the
rope connecting my waist witli (he
men above.
Then he began to dance
about on the deck, evidently delighted
that he could jump so high and come
down so gently.
I was some thirty feet under water,
with neither life nor signal line, at the
mercy of a madman, for his actions
confirmed that glitter in his eye I had
noticed just before his helmet was put
on.
Why the others laid not noticed it
I do not know, except that there are
things which, though plain to some,
are invisible to others.
The only article connecting me with the world
above was the air pipe.
I was getting
plenty of air. but the maniac had proved himself stronger than I—probably
on account of bis madness—and if he
interfered with the supply of air l
would suffocate.
Having danced to his satisfaction.
Mr. Clicney started for me again.
I
could see by the way he held his head
that he was observing my air tube to
see where he could cut it. for he held
his knife still in his hand, evidently
quite pleased whenever a beam of sunlight glittered on it through the water.
I drew my own knife, determined, if
necessary, to save my life by killing
him. When lie came within a few feet
of me he jumped and, catching the
tube above my bead, severed it.
He must have pulled ou his signal
line, for I saw him rise rapidly. There
was enough air in my helmet to prevent instant suffocation. I saw above
me one chance for escape, the feet of
my would be destroyer. L was just in
time, by a spring, to reach an ankle
with one hand. He tried to kick me off,
but I not only hung on, I clutched the
other ankle with my other hand. With
a death grip 1 was drawn to the surface.
That is all I knew till 1 came to rayself on the deck of the wrecking boat,
my helmet removed and a number of
anxious faces bending over me.
Mr. Cheney is now in an insane asylum. I am a retired diver. I have never sinoe been under water.
HALLDALE.
Miss Dollie Myrick was quite badly
hurt while sliding one evening last week.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Newell White has had electric lights
installed in his buildings.

PATTERSON’S

The friends here of Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Davis gave them a Christmas
present of $40 in cash.

MUSIC
47 Main Street,
MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

J.

a

LES

SHOP,
Belfast, tfalns
TEACHING

REPAIRING

PATTERSON. Proprietor.

In

investigator,

Word was received here last week of
the death of CharleB H. Poland, formerly of Montville, at his home in Massachusetts, of pneumonia.

FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS
FOR BACK.':.IS KSPNEYS ANO BIADDER

Use

At

Profitable Steamship business.

of the stock a few years ago when
selling around par h ve good
reason for feeling
hapov, having received
dividends during 1916 to the amount of
$250 on each share, which are now quoted
at over $1100.
Earnings for 1917 are expected to range somewhere between
$20 000,000 and $25,000 000, dividends of
$400 on each $100 share being expected.
The fleet now consists of 21 steamer-,
averaging about 10.000 tons each, the
majority of them commanded by Maine

■

a t a Pr
tor the

men.

Mrs. Charles Banks and Mis.- Faustina
called on friends in Frankfort

Jan. 6th.
Mrs. P. M. Ginn is gaining slowly and
her many friends hope for a complete
recovery.
G.

house.
ot

W. Silver is still confined to the
He is attended by Dr. Emmer-

Bucksport.

At a

Mother

CASTOR IA
Signature of
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Probate Court held at n
the County ol V\ aldo, on
of .lanuaiy, a. b. 1917.
ret lain instrument, pm |
will and testament aui
Lydia a. Hatch, late of Lel!a-t
o aldo. deceased, having
ot
probate, praying that said \\
lie proved and allowed and 3
mem ary be issued toiler >i
ker, she being theex-etitrix m.t
Ordered. That the said pel in
all persons interested by cam
aider to be published iliree uvt
t he Republican Journal, a
at Rellast, that they may
( ourt, to be hi Id at boliasi
Count v,on the 13th lay ol E>
o«
at leu ot the clock betore
if any they have, why the pi
tioi.t r .should not he granted.
HARRY I
A true copy
Attest:
( HAH E. .HdlS
•.

For Infants and Children

-

h

at

A.

J

Portland Press.

^
M*«*>*^r 7-Cc£s?i44

Probate Court held

and City of New Yoik.trup.
will of Mary Maude M il like n.
said ( ounty of Waldo, <te..
sent-(1 a petition pray ing t
nieut may be confirmeo and th
issue to them without, bon m
the provisions of sai will.
Ordered. That the said petit
all persons interested by can
order to be published three w.
to
lie Republican Journal,
li* bed at Re Hast, that they e
\
bide Hilt, to be lit*b! at Relit*
said County, on the 13th day ! !
1917. at tell ol tile Cioek net".!
cause, it any they have, why n
petitioners should not be •.rim
R aKUY R. ha
A true copy.
Attest:
( HAS. E. JiiltN.'

Goose.

Sm Use For Over 30 Years

l>. 1917

SHERMAN
IjiLMKR
County, and Set It M.

Old mother Hubbard,
She went to the cupbi ard
To get lu r poor d< g some bread.
But wh at was so high
She was unable to buy,
And now the poor doggie is dead.

Always bears

\

for the County, of YYaloo
•January, A. b. 1917.

C.’.aries Leake, who had been visiting
his wite and children for three weeks at
W. D. Harriman’s, has returned to Boston.
Modern

ourt t-eiu
ot \\ aid...

County

iU-TIN HEtKlMTI! ol
u
( ounty of Waulo, h. •
tiou pray tii) that Koiei: «.
>\\Miivi It*, oi some oti.f,
he appointed conservatoi n:
Ordered, 1 iial tlie said p •;
ah persons interesteo by
ortiei
to be published tlii•
in
be Rt publican Jourti.
ed at Kellasl, that they ipp,
|
Court, to he held at Relfast,
County,on the i3th day ot Pat ten oi tlie clock beloie ..
it any they have, why the jn.
er should not be granted
H -viiKY' E.
A true copy.
A tie si;
Chau. K. Jdh

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pierce and daughter Minerva of Sandypoint were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman.

—

bate

Janua y.

Harding

r,

<

was

PROSPECT FERRY.

at

oete/mine who are entitmtheir lesp it ve shares in.
and that tne same be (listi [*
Ordered, That the said pet
all persons interested by
order to re published 11 •.
in The Republican Journa
ed at Rcltast, that tin > in:*
< ourt, to he h Id at in
County, on the 13th d
1 917. t ten ol tin eloel. )>■
cause, it any they have, w n>
petitioner should not be m .m
IIAKHY
A true Copy.
Attest:
( HAS. K. .I< l!

some

son

Probate Court, field

a

ti i- the County of
'aV.,
Janu-ry, v. I) 1917
F UL \ M. " HIT KEl*.
Jj late of Luetta E Hat
in said County ot \\ atd".
sent d a petiion praying

Many American steamship lires engaged in fhe off-shore business are coi
i ig money as never before. The Am- r
ican-Hawaiian L:n foi' instance,^ m king‘enormous profits, and Maine par*ieB
who were fortunate enough to secure
it

I

For Over 30 Years

t a
»or

| A
i
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At a Probate c ourt, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues
day of January, a. I) 1917.

A

certain instrument, purporting t« be the
las’ will and test ament of Charles Clarence

Sylvester, late of Liberty, in said < minty of
Waldo deceased, 1 aving been presented for
probate, praying inal said will may be proved

d allowed ami tliat le’t rs testament n v be
issued to Bertha n. Sylvester, the executrix
named therein.
Ordered, that notice he given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
beheld at Belfast, within and for said ('(unity,
on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten'
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the same should not be
proved, approved ami allowed.
harry k. bangs, judge.
A true copy
Attest:
Chas. E, Joi nsUn, Register.
a’

At a Probate Court, heiu at Beltasi. within and
for the Countv of Waido, on the 9th day of
January, A I) 1917.
11 M. M1LLIKEN of New York, in the
County and State of New York, one of lie
executors of the last *vil! of Mary Maude Milliken. late of Belfast, in .•■aid County oi Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition Maying
that the actual market value oi the property of
said deceased now in his hands, subject to the
payment of the collateral inheritance lax. the
persons Interested in the succession thereto
and the amount of the tax thereon, may be determined by the Judge of Probate.

SET

|

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of thi*
order to be published three weeks
successively U
The Republican Journal, a newspaper publisher
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probat*
Court, to tie held at i-elfast. within and for sab
County, on the 13thjday of February, A. I). 1917,
at ten oi the clock before noon, and show caus*,
IT any they have.why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
HaRRY E. BANGS. Judge.
a true copy.
Attest:
( h
s E Johnson, Register.
11/ A! DO Sh—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel
TT fast, on th« 9r!. day of January, 1917. n.
F. Colcord, administrator of the estate or Prudence n. Phi k lare of Searsport, in said County,
decease
having presented bis first and final
account of adimnistiatmn ot said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProDate Court,to bejl eid at Bellas!,on the 13tl> day
of February next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be adowed.
H aRKY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
ChaS. e, Johnson, Register,
p
—•---1xyt ALDO sh—In Court ot Probate, held at BelVY last, on * lie 9iii day of January. 1917.
Horace E. McDonald, administrator, witn the
will annexed.on the estate of Lucius F McDonald, late of Bellas', in said County, deceased,
having presented his first and final account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said County
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13tli
day of February next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
HARRY E, BANGS, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas E. Johnson. Register.

NcTICK. The subscriber here
has been umy ap
st will aud testament

EXKCUTKIX’b
by gives uoiice that she
d executrix of the 1
point*

of

FERHUSON, late of Belfast,
County ol U a Ido, deceased. All persons
demands
having
against the estate of said ue
ceased are desired to present the same tor
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested te make pay ment immediately.
JANE W. FERGUSON.
Belfast, Me., January 9. 1917.
LYDIA S.

ii the

\JST \ LDO Ss.— In c ourt of
VV fast, on tlie 9th day r
■

t
.)

."thermal) and S' lh
will of .Mary Maude
Belfast- m said County, de<
seated their first and final a
(ration of said estate foi allow
Ordered, That notice then
weeks successively in i n 1 |
newspaper published in Bel.
tha* all persons intereMt•<: n,.
ha le Court, to he lielo at i*11 -i
of Februaiy next, and sl ew
have,why tlie said account v
HA It BY 1
A true copy. Attest:
Cham E J-m

iner a.
of
lhe

11 a 1,1)0 SS
In Court of t
V* last, on tlie Vth day
Charles W Barnes, gunnLnn
ley of \\aldo. in said < uni
his first and final account
allowance.
Ordered, that notice there
weeks successively in The in
newspaper published in Be :
that all persons inteiesteil in;
bate Court, to tie held at Bella
of January next, and show <
have, why the said account
lowed.
H A KHY K.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. K. John's
—

ITT ALDO SS.— In Court ot
V? fast, on the 9th day
Lucretia W Hipley, adniinisi;
tate of Aaron B Hipley. Iansaid Comity, deceased, havu>
second and final account ut
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice t.liei
weeks successively, in l he h
h newspaper publisfit d in IV:
tv. that all persons interest*
Probate Court, to be held at
day of February next, and sii
they have, why the said a
he allowed.
H A KKY K H
A true copy. Attest:
( HAS. E. J*
■

\

>s— In (ourt ot n
on the 9ili day
Wilniot L. Gray, guardian o
Troy, in said County, havti
account ot guardianship loi a
Ordered, that nonce them'
w eks successively, in 'lire l.t
a newspape published in l'»ty, that all eisons interest*Probate ( ourt. to he field ai B*
day ol February next, ami
they have, wliy tlie said accot

WALDO
Belfast,

1

allovveu,

A true

A
xi

copy.

HAHKY H I
Attest:
Chas E. Jons

\
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DM IN ISTR A TOR’S NOTH

er hereby gives notice th
duly appointed administrator * t
JOEL 11. GROUT, hit
in the County of Waldo, deee;t~-

bonds as the law dlrec's. An i
demands against the estate of sa
desired to present the same for -•
all indebted thereto are requested
meat immediate y.

v

t

FKEDW.HU-1''

Brooks. Me., Dec. 12, 1916.

NOTICE. Ththat he
ol the e>i:t'
JOHN R. SPARROW ot Ki

CONSERVATOR’S
hereby gives notice

appointed conseivalor

in Hie County of Waldo, and givei
law directs. AH persons having <■* n
the estate of saiu John K. span ow
settieinto present the same for
Indebted thereto are requested n
ment

immediately

Dated

A

M, SMALL,

■
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TITLES IN RUSSIA.

deaths.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

“•

f*ek«rd di«d J*n. 9th at Whart Thar* Ara Only Two Claaaaa,
Auburn »frer an illness of
Noble* and Peasant*.
"e*k,‘. »B«1 76 years. He wan
born in North
Contrary to the laws existing In EngAuburn, the son of Cyrus
a
Munro* Packard. He attended I land and Sweden, in Russia when
The
marthe pub ic schools of
Lewiston and L-wis- lady belonging to a titled family
ries a Russian gentleman without a
Since 1865 Mr
pITek.,1
Packard WJdera>had been engaged in the shite title she takes her husband s name enmanufacturing business. He was a tirely, and the only right leftito her of
member of the firm of
Fnaa-Packard Co., her former title is to write on her visitfrom its formation in 1885
until the firm
ing cards and official papers “Mrs. Sowas dissolved about
six months ago. and
born Princess, Countess or Barhe was president of ihe
and-so,
First National
Her children are
So-and-so."
Bank of Lewiston from
1899 until ii! oness
health forced him to
culled by their father's name. There
resign in July. 1916
to this rule.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. August,; are only a few exceptions
Gouid Packard; one
In Russia no middle class or gentry
sister, Mrs. Mary E.
Hawkes of Auburn, and one
daughter, are known. There are only nobles and
Mrs. George W. Goss of Lewiston
The czar, however, grants
peasants.
sometimes for special merit the right
Mrs. Ellen Shepard, wife of
Charles
also for
Perry, died Dec. 25th at her home in to be styled a nobleman and
tile same reason tlie titles of count and
Montville aged nearly 80
Sue
years
that of prince.
had been in poor health for a
long time baron and occasionally
but was able to be about her home.
All those merchants who have kept
She
suddenly grew wocpe and died quite un- their firms always flourishing for a
expectedly to her neighbors and friends. hundred years have the right to receive
She was the last remaining member of
the foreign title of baron. This law
Nathan and Sally Shepard’s family, who
was made by Peter the Great over 200
were one of the old families of the town.
She leaves a husband, one step-son, a years ago, but the merchants very seldom accept this title and generally deson in-law, Willis N.
Foye, and grandchildren, Margene F. Foye, Robert M. of cline the privilege.
Providence, R. I., Ernest A., Fred B., I In former days when the peasants
Carl A,,andRalphO.Foye,allof Montvili;.’ were still slaves they had no family
She was buried from her home, Rev. names, but were called by tbeir faThomas R. Pentecost officiating. Tha ther's Christian name. Peter’s son was
remains were placed in the tomb at called son of Peter—in Russian
Petrov;
Mount Repose cemetery.
so also Smirnov—Simon’s son; Ivanov
Elmer Hill died, Jan. 4th in Troy at —Ivan’s (John) son, and so on. When
the home or his parents, Mr. and Mrs. slavery was abolished and the emanciH. G. Hill.
He had been in failing health pation proclaimed by the Emperor Alfor some time.
The funeral services exander II. they all kept these names.
i.i*

THE SEARSPORT NATIONAL
BANK,
At

in

Searsport,

ill!?

held at the home Sunday afternoon, 1 Since then many of them have received
attended by Rev. William Snow. The the right to belong to the dass of noburial was in Fairview cemetery. The j bles.
deceased leaves, besides his parents, a
Tlie Russian clergy, belonging to the
brother.Charles Hill of Camden, a si3ter, class of
peasants, for it very seldom
Mrs. 0. D. Estes of Troy, and another
happens that nobles become priests,
brother, Walter, in Massachusetts. Mr.
Their
and Mrs. Chas. Hill and Mrs. Belsey have special family names.
Woodard and son Harold of Pittsfield names mean -always a feast day or a
precious stone or something connected
were present at the funeral.
with the church.
In former days the
George W. Chamberlain, a Maine clergy was a class apart, and a son of
Civil war veteran, died Dec. 26th at the a clergyman was bound to be a clergySoldiers Home in Los AngeleB, Cal. He man, and when
they first entered the
was born in
Bradford, Maine, Sept. 1, church
they chose a name for them
to
the
and
went
Soldiers’
Home
in
1840,
Answers.
Mr. Cham- selves.—London
the west about 16years ago.
berlain is eurvived by his widow, who
He was wounded
lives in Los Angeles.
HUUK Ur tiibriAL. I An.
in the war, and for years suffered from
injuries sustained in patriotic service for ; The "Key of the Mediterranean" Has
his flag. He was a member of Co. B,
Had a Stormy History.
He had hosts of
14th Maine Infantry.
England lias been in possession of the
friends in Maine who will mourn his
death.
rocky promontory of Gibraltar since
1704.
From that time to this it has
Frederick T. Homer died Jan. 4th iu# been a crown
colony under the adminBueksport. at. the home of his daughter," istration of a governor By reason of
Mrs. Albert Lowell, aged 82 years.
He
Its important strategical position It is
leaves to mourn their loss, two daughters, j
Mrs. Fannie Page and Mrs. Albert. called the "key of the Mediterranean."
Lowell; two grandchildren, Harry C. j Gibraltar has had a stormy history.
Page and Lulie Page; and one great In 711 the rock was taken by the Arab
granddaughter, Virginia Page, all of chief Tarik, who t ailed it Jebel-al-Tarik (Hill of Tarik) and built a fortress
Bueksport.
on the promontory. Part of these ruins
Charles Elwell died Jan. 7th in Clinis Still extant.
In 1309 it was taken
ton after a long period of ill health, aged
about 75 years.
Mr. Eilwell was for by the Castilians, only to be recaptured
In 1333. It was held by
many years a resident of Burnham, by the Moors
moving to Clinton village to reside last them until 1402. Following the takspring. He was a veteran of the Civil ing and sacking of Gibraltar In 1540
War and a member of Waldo lodge, K
Barbarossa, extensive military
by
of P., of Burnham. He is Eurvived by works were built there
by order of
his wife, two daughters and one son.
V.
Charles
*
JgjtJ
In 1704 the promonotory was capElbridge T. Churchill died Jan. 9ih in
Camden at the home of his daughter, tured by a combined force under Sir
Mrs. John Dailey, aged 82 years.
Be- George Rooke und the Trinee of ITessesides the daughter he leaves one son,
Darmstadt, fighting for the Archduke
Sidney, of Lincolnville. The funeral was Charles of Austria. The moment it fell
held Thursday afternoon, Rev. S. E. Fro- Into their hands the British
admiral
hock officiating, and the interment was
threw off the alliance with the Ausat his old home in Lincolnville.
trians and took complete possession of
the works.
British possession since that time has
been unbroken, although it was under
a Spanish siege for nearly three years
and eight months, beginning in 1779.
Twice the garrison was on the point
When children act listless, look of
falling because of the starvation of
frail, lose appetite, become cross and
Its defenders.
need
to
look
after
them
peevish, you
The dull eyes, coated
very carefully.
Line and Staff Officers.
toivjue, bad breath tell you that the
much is out of order, the liver mac
Broadly speaking, the distinction bet’ve. the bowels need attention, and
tween a line officer and a staff officer
perhaps worms may be making their is that between the fighter and the
troubles worse.
Whatever it is, you
nonfighter. The staff officer has nonmay be sure that “L. F.” Atwood’s
military duties. He may, for example,
Medicine will do them a great deal
be a member of the medical corps, an
of good, it acts surely on the stomInstructor at a military institute or
a'll and bowels, regulates the liver,
have charge of some administrative
and has a tonic effect which brings
department of the army or navy. The
back appetite, fills out cheeks and
makes them rosy. This medicine is
word Is also used for those men atsafe for the children, and you see its
tached to the staff of the eommunder
good effects in a surprisingly short time. in chief. A line officer is literally that;
he is the man in the field or on a batBuy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
or write to-day for free sample.
tleship to do the actual fighting.—New
“L F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me* York Sun.
were

tirst lord of the admiralty of Great Britain in the new
walking up to ins office with his wife. Sir Edward is
ites in tlie Irish home rule controversy.

arson,
'.net.

a

1'.si

el

EASTPORT ON THE MAP.
ihis region was lying on the border,
me at sixty-seven and his over out of
order,
made stood oeside him as his temperature rose,
i -or from getting mussed and make him tilow his nose.
ul iier, as he took tha comrade’s hand,
I' 1 could see again my own,
my native land,
xicans go hang, l truly would, old
chap,
at Eastport, dear Old Eastp.rt on the
Map.
rs
■n

and
the
:

companions, when they meet and gather round,
Battery, beside the circus ground,
battle here, was only drilled and cussed,

had to bite the dust,
i'liet and polite, liu' some were rough and rude,
ungrammatically critieiz-d the food.

me

we aie a

from

we

inconceivable mishap,
Eastport, surdy Eastport on the Map.

hi.-, .vrisi

•-

meal

watcn

that her other

—

—

comfort her old age.
the stage,—
I'll find out how it feels
•iirse, the movie stage.
•o Is tojr times a
day in six or seven reels.
as a farmer, hut I’d like to have
you note,
reiher took his share in cash, I got my father’s goat,
and such foolishness, 1 never cared a rap,
at round Eastport, lively Eastport on the
Map.
r

"Ul ot

son

must

this, Em going

on

ter not to weep for me and sob with
head,
mur tfiat the new
School is nothing but a Shead,
ler half an hour inrough the byways of Lubec,

drooping

High

not to tumble off the wharf and break her blooming neck,
a comrade seek her
love, please tell her that I wish her,
affairs of sentiment, to favor the militia.
an officer might be a feather in her
cap,
•:.e could swell round Eastport, festive Eastport on the
Map.

*"

IM

s another, not a sister, in the
happy days gone by;
will know her by impediments existing in one eye,
for
too
fresh
for idle flirting,
impudent
coquetry,
'nend, I fear the lightest head gets sometimes heaviest hurting,
r the last night oil this
job, because if nothing wrecks us
another sun has set, we’il all be out of Texas,—
ed that in her parlor she was sitting on my lap,
my legs were sound asleep, at Eastport on the Map.

Your Children Become
Rosy and Robust

■

-ard the clock strike nine and ten, but still she sat thereon,
•art her fatf r lock the door, supposing 1 had gone;
she sat and talked, and talked the silliest of gush,
ally interspersed with undulutea mush.
the old folks go to bed, we heard her father snore,
1 couldn’t get away, for he had locked the door,
c. iight when I shinned out through the cellar bulkhead
flap
for home at Eastport, ancient Eastport on the Map.
hv I

the army, to prevent tnat little peach
and suing me for Breach,
w if I should wed her, life would be just one long
scrap,
an other girls in Eastport, lovely Eastport on the
Map.
ra le who had heard him, as he stood there by his side,
dl intents and purposes the beggar simply lied,
tped upon his broncho and remarked to it. “Giddap.
.ried thence for Eastport, good old Eastport on the Map.
■

ng

joined

a

hamster

—

A

Quincy Kilby,

in the

Eastport

Sentinel.

REVERIE

IN VIEW OF SONOMA COUNTY HILLS AND VALLEYS.

Ye

wering hills that guard the plainB
Where countless hosts abide,
Sky-kissing peaks where gods might dweli,
And satyrs furtive hide;
Ye laughing, shadowy, fruitful vales,
Where willing hands may find
The fruitful earth, the verdant fields
That feed our human kind;
Who gave your giant frame and thews

and after Oct 1. 1916, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through train.
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:
FROM

^

What To

TO

If ,0,
0

,

“nt
8ure

8

cough

medicine that

gives

action in healing colds, coughs
Foleyi Honey and Tar. It heals
Hit; tot me[nbran® in throat, chest or bronbr*aks up tight coughs, loosens
MUegm
es
breathing easier,stops tickling in
ktcJt Contains
,,
no opiates, bold
Evsry where
vr ,P

7 58

Boston. 10 00

j

PM

2 2C
t2 26
t2 35
2 47

12 59
1 05
1 13

t2 59
3 06

4123
1 36

23

3 00

3 29
5 50
8 00

3
t3
3
5
6
6
5
8

13
35
06
11
20
26
25

BKI.FAST
PM

AM

3 CO

AM
PM

Portland.

12 00

7 00

Waterville...'. 7 16
Bangor. 7 00
Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. 48 45
Unity. 8 64
Ti orndike. 9 02
Knox. t9 10
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. f9 35
Citypoint. t9 45
Belfast, arrive. 9 60
tFlag station.
»

DON’T MISS THIS. Cat out this slip, enfive cents to Foley & Co., 2836 Sheffield
Ave„ Chicago, 111., writing your name and
address clearly. You will receive in return a
trial package containing Foley’s Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colds, and croup;
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Sold Everywhere.
close

/]

m.

10 02
10 08
10 17
10 30
tlO 40
10 56
11 05
til 15

11 35
til 46

til 55
12 01

|

Where Eating Is a Trade.
“Maccheroni” eating Is a trade with
the street beggar of Italy and apparently a satisfying one to men and boys
gifted with copper interiors immune to
heat. One of the most familiar cries
of the beggar is, “Signore, dame cinque
soldi, mangia maccheroni:” (“Mister,
gimme a nickel for macaroni'”) And
usually the plea ends with a lugubrious whine, “Oh, muori di fame!” (“Oh,
I am dying of hunger!”)
National
r»

1

*

A

Cold Calculation.
"Quality Is more to be desired than
quantity,” said the man of artistic inclinations.
“Not always.” replied the practical
“A diamond is pure carbon,
person.
but you can't get the action from it
that you can from a ton of coal.”—
Washington Star.

12 25
3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
r4
4
»4

15
6C
24
34
50
00
09
17
25
40
50
t5 00
5 05

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

Made a Home Run.
Willis—I played golf yesterday for
the first time.
Gillls—How did you
make out? Willis—Pine. Made a home
run right at the start.
I hit the first
ball into the tall grass in lsft field and
ran around the whole eighteen holes
before they found It.—Puck.
A Cutting Retort.
"I wish you were more like Mr.
Green. He never has any business engagements downtown at night.”
“That’s so. But you don’t see Mrs.
Green riding around town in an automobile of her own, do you?”—Detroit

Free Press.

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam*
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical,
Hu extraordinary dearning and germicidal power.

In 1908 the tonnage produced was 614,000 and in 1855, when the American merchant marine was the largest in the
world, American yards turned out 580,000 tons of wooden ships..
Reports show that the United States
is leading all the world except Great
Britain in shipbuilding and that American yards are close behind the British.

DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS tor Rheumatism and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe.

of

(!»'«•'VaVuV)::::::::::;:::;;;:
'piedg'ed to'eecure'u.'S 'deposit.'.3 ooo 00

siot0Hidudes°tond8to
..

...n..: ..b!ndf'(not

includi,,g

stock8

°wne<i»-

)

Total bonds, securities, etc... . 129,974 73
Stocks, other than Federal Reserve fUn'k stock'.
atoca of Federal Reserve Bank
(50 per cent of subscription)'."
V
Value of banking house (if

unencumbered).
Equity in banking house.
.
Furniture and fixtures.
Real estate owned other than
banking 'houie'.'.'." “1.

*" °th6r 'e8e"e
Net amount due from banks ami
.
Outside checks and other cash items
Fractional currency, nickels and cents.....
.
Notes of other national banks.
Lawful reserve in vault and net amount due
from'Federal'
Reserve Bank
fund
w.th U. S. Treasurer and due
Redemption
from U. S. Treasurer

Total...
..

~

..

2 250 00
OO
2*260

3,000 00

(undcer'a**’6”^

THE

I3?'re«

q nm w
nn

..

.«»«
o,

91

5^

»

6,818 66
„„„

91

„„

639 70
90

2.5M 00
379

.

631 iO

liabilities.

JOURNAL

C ipital stock paid in.
Surplus fund. ..
Undivided profits. ..
Less current expenses, interest aid 't'aic'ea
Net

__

SO.nOOOO
25,900 00

piidI.'.'J.*.*

Circulating

amount

5 3u 14
0.J14

notes outstanding.
due to banks ana bankers..

14
i4.2ta
215 u
11
-us
o oao

Dividends unpaid.
.*.

Certificates of deposit....
Other time deposits.
Total of time

uv qko
*

Total...
State

TO SEE

Maine, County

of

“®

100’750 59
ln ,QQ

....

neni’iftrt1^ d°,
Subscribed ar.d

to

sworn

before

Every

la

®
$379 634 40

Waldo ss-

of

ua

r“" °®

deposits...V.V.V.V.V.”V.'".."‘""’'”.V.'.'.$1S3.043 82

LIKE

do

32 00

deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 davs..!.
*
Cashier’s checks outstanding
Postal savings deposits...

Demand

WOULD

S°Iemn'y

th“ ‘he ab°Ve State‘

19H.**’ NICH®LS’

Uashier

this 8th day of January,
HARRY E. BANGS, Notary Public.
Correct. Attest: B. F. COLCORD,
)
D. C,NICHOLS,
> Directors.
WM. C. PENDLETON, )
me

immmmuMi uita-MMi amaMN

PRESTON’S

*

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

Business

Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have
single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers
desired. Your patronage issolicited
Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-1.3.

Iy28

W. G. PRES I'ON. Proprietor.

MAN

j

I

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE
They will

In Belfast

J

tell you to use E.
in the Rest Equipped

)

JACKSON

Manufactured
Factory in the Country a! liel/aat, Maine.
& HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

f

Miller’s Fur Roams

Locations
Mill

Yov will find

Sites, Farms,Sites
and

LOCATED ON

fur frimminj Gut tu Order.

Camps
THE.LINE

Muffs, Scurfs and Garments

OF THE

i>N

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

it iso.

hair

goods.

When you want furs would be pleased to have
you call.
44tf

give opportunity to those desiring^ to
make a change ir location for a new start
in

Phoeiix R > v, opposite the
House.

on

Court

for Summer Hotels

In Its

]

FURS

Factory

Columns

>

MiE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

{

ADVERTISE

\

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.

Vuarries,

/.

life.

v. MILLER.

_

Undeveloped

it is

Witer Powers

Unlimited Raw Material

a

I

AND

Good

TRUCKING

prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano
moving a specialty.
Have just added to
my equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade
by the Cadillac con-

Good Farming Land

am

Leave orders at toe
stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and
they will receive prompt attention.

cern.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications

Business

regarding locations

Telephone

attentions
addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
invited and

are

will receive

connection.

when

Policy

W. W.

Keep

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

Eastern

Steamship Lines

PORTLAND. MAINE.

ALL THE WAV

YOUR

James H Uiira, C. E„
Land

BANGOR LINE
TWO TRIP SERVICE.

Surveying,

2<MnVemBf,far
MrlaP and Thursdays at
P'
,/ur Da.nden, Rockland and Buston
Timberlands,

I

|

O
Uave Belfast
Wednesdays and Saturdays
a. m for

^.30Return:

Searspoi

Engineering Work.

liicliT

Bucksport

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Direct between Portland and New York,
!
Paesenger service dioeuntiuued tor the seaj
son.
Freight service throughout the year.

METROPOLITAN STEAMSHIP LINE

DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND
NEW YORK
Passenger and Freight Service throughout
the year. ( Passenger Service
temporarily
diaJ
FRED W. POTE,
Agent,
Belfast, Maine

advance:

n

jo of
Knuds

WELCOME
YOU

every de-

specialty,

hay.;

ferent addresses.

postal card and you will reclive
now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Cu.,

n- n ana

scription.
Kurnlfnre. bedding, carpels, stoves, etc
A"l"l'ie furniture
a

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to dif-

Send in your subscription

£

Winter^

Winder-

The Journal and Farm and Home,
$2.00
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
2.10
The Journal and Woman's Magazine, 2.25

WE

and

d“ys

The following clubbing offers are only for
continued.)
subscriptions to 1 he Journal paid one year
n

t.

Leave India Wharf,
Boston. Tuesand Fridays at 5.C0
p. m. Leave
port Mondays and Thursdays at 10 00 a in
for
1 Boston and intermediate landiubs.

Topographic and

General

THE PUBLIC

WATER.

Turbine Steel Ste
imshipmBelfast

Hydrographic Surveys,

BEFORE

BY

SEARSPORT. MAINE,

Valuation of

NAME

BLAZO,

Vino Vvenuj, Belfast.

tar

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

To

American Shipbuilding in 1916.
American shipyards in 1916 put out a
tonnage exceeded but twice before. A
bureau of navigation statement shows
the construction of 1,164 merchant vessels with a tonnage of 520,847, and 50
vessels of 40,000 tons for foreign flags.

at the close

discounts.RESOURCES.

—

Geographic Magazine.

Maine,

December 27, 1916.

on

Dollars. Cts
Loans and
35
Total loans
.’ ....*.$141,303 35
141,303
Notes and bills rediscounted.**..*.*..*'*
$141,303 35
Overdrafts secured, none; unsecured,
$ 88 20*.
“•
circu‘ation
50.00000
50>U°° 00
Bonds other'than U. S.'bonds

8 5(

AM

This—And Five Cents,

Do For Bad Cold*.

PM

12 £0
tl2 26
tl2 35
12 47

Winnecook. t8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Bangor. 11 45
Clinton. 8 39
Benton. 8 48
Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 11 50
! Boston, pm. 3 20

Weird, lonely sentinel.
Frail language halts, the spirit shrinks!
Who seeks the futile role!
For none can sing, as none may paint,
The beauty of the whole.
Abashed, deep-awed, and all amaze
At taBk too vast for man,
We pray the gift to clearer sense
The Great Creative Plan.
pynght pending.
Rev. Robert G. Harbutt, Kenwood, Calif.

|

AM

7 05
!
Citypoint. t7 10
t7 20
Waldo.
Brooks. 7 32
Knox. t7 44
7 50
Thorndike..

Unity.

That sky’s unfathomed blue?

And who, forsooth, has power to tell
The myriad things he sees.
The chattering, play time joy and mirth
Of black-birds in the trees.
The blinding radiance of the day.
The silent charm of dark,
The wonder of the eagle’s flight.
The love song of the lark?
Or yonder redwood’s stately height,
That oak’s majestic spell,
Nor less, the blue gum’B quaint appeal,

BELFAST

Belfast depart.

But God it is the rain must send.
With light and warmth of sun,
And thus the miracle complete
So well by men begun.
With thought and skill and wise resource
Man schemes and tills and plows,
But Heaven alone the increase gives
And harvest’s wealth allows.
Then e’en the deserts burst to bloom,
In wastes the flowers spring,
And from the very mountain sides,
Men fruits of labor wring.
On yonder hill the crimson vines
Yield up their luscious stores,
And on the plains the vast expanse
For man its fruitage pours.
What hand could shape that sunlit crest;
That vineyard’s glorious hue;
Or dares to vaunt its skill to paint

|

|

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
On

Their might-resistant strength,
Or filled with quick, abounding life
Each valley’s fertile length?
From out your rocky heart men draw
The founts that nurse the soil,
That earth may give her glad
response
To those who plan and toil;

!

business

ti

MAINE CEN1KAL RAILROAD

in the State of

4

Telephone 249-3

M liu

a

if you

anything to

prompt’caT
DiIMBB,

*

*,reH- “•‘Ifast.

Belfast, Maine.

Administrator’s Notice of Sale
of Real Estate.
Pursuant to

a

E. H.

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF^

license from the Honorable

Judge of Probate for the County of Waldo, I
shall sell at public auction on the 19th day of

BOYINGKR

BOYINUTON OPTICAL

CO.,

February, A. D. 1917, at ten o’clock in the foreon the premises, all the right, title and
44 Smtli Mila Strait,
interest which John A. Tweedie, late of ThornWintarmrt. Mains
iike, in said County, deceased, had in and to
OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS AND
TUESDAYS
the following described real estate, to wit:
The homestead of the late John A. Tweedie,
situated in Thorndike, Maine, on the southerly
side of Main street, together with tbe buildings thereon standing, consisting of a threestory building used for store, dwelling and
Masonic Hall, and another building used for a !
poolroom and dwelling, together with sheds, I
ate.
at
j
Dated this ninth day of January. A. D. 1917. I
B. O. NORTON, Administrator.
3w2p
noon

Seth W.

Attorney

ROOKS,l

Norwood,
Law,

MAINE.

Daniel M. Nichols returned Saturday from
two weeks business trip to Brooklyn, N. Y.

a

Belfast Monday tc
John Kelley
work in the Coe-Mortimer fertilizer plant.
Barge Exeter arrived Tuesday from Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to the P. C. &
went to

W. Co.
arrived Tuesday from
tons of coal to the P,

Greenwood

Barge

Elizabethport

1,000

with

C. & W. Co.
toi
Leroy D. Littlefield began harvesting ice
local use Tuesday and will put about 1,000 tone

fiis

in

I
!

houses.

Story arrived Friday from
Boston, called here by the illness of her uncle,
Everett

Mrs.

Chesley Mathews.
arrived Thursday
of fertilizer tc

703

Lehigh Valley Barge

1,800

from Carteret with

tons

Barge Waccamaw arrived Thursday from
Weymouth, Mass with 500 tons of fertilize*
to the A. A. C. Co.
and Mrs. Samuel Peterson

Mr.

receiving

are

congratulations on the birth, Jan, 14th, of c
•
daughter, 10 pounds.
Irving Rich has been appointed night operaof the

tor

office

on

N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., at the centra!

Main street.

Maude E, Savery, who had been visiting her aunt, Mrs. A. f. Stevens, in New Yorli
city, returned home last week.

Joseph

Stephenson of Westbrcok is at the
Searspurt House and is buying apples and poFrank

Orr of

care

Thursday.

infant son of Capt. and Mrs. Manley
Grant, Water street, is at present under the
care of Dr. G. A. Stevens, suffering from a
very severe and prostrating cold.
Williard M. Berry, Gilmore street, is at
present the guest of her daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Doyle, in Caribou for a six weeks' visit. She has been absent since Jan. 1st.
Mrs.

still

present slowly improving, although
confined to the house and very hoarse at

Eliza L. Averill, who has been confinec
to her home for several weeks, is now improving daily although still very weak.
Miss

this

writing, Monday.

u^r.iT

(wtArlonn

foot,

treatment for his

which

large
Cbesley Mathews

injured

was

W. Co., by

weeks ago at the P. C. &
piece of coal falling on it.

some

j

confined to hie
home for the past two weeks with internal
troubles. He is the last survivor of the oldhas

of

ship carpenters

time

been

Searspoft.

Carl Howard, who has been with the Penobscot Bay Electric Light Co for the past three
electrician ol
years, has been appointed
the American Agricultural Co. at their plant
at Macks Potot and began his new duties Tues-

day.
Capt. Melville Nichols, who had been visiting his brother, Capt. Daniel C. Nichols, for
'two months, left last Thursday for his home
in Seattle, Wash., where he has resided for
many years and has holdings in real estate and

steamship

interests.

Capt. Nathau F. Gilkey, who remained at
home while the Ship Timandra made a voyage
to Buenos Ayres in command of Capt. Richard
Lee, left Thursday for New Yoric to resume
command of the ship, which arrived at that
port Jan. 8th after
linseed.

a

ine

able

8

days

passage of 54

with

a

:

rriaay

ana woman

ing

at the

s

cnuos

home of

cau a

profit-

bandages

started, also
3.30.
The following were the members present:
Friday Club, Mrs. James Parse. Mrs. W. M.
Parse, Mrs. James Butman, Mrs. W. R. Goodell, Mrs. F. K. Sawyer, Mrs. S. L. Fairchild,
Mrs. G. R. Wilson, Mrs. James Duncan, Mrs.
C. L. Bailey, Mrs, S. C. Pattee, Miss Mab< 1
Griffin, Miss Harriet Erskine, Miss Lucy Sargent and Mrs. Leroy Dow.
several eye

knitted bath mits.

Tea

were

was

served at

birthday party was given to Mr. Charles
E. Green, the popular agent of the B. & A. R.
R. Co., at the Searsport House Thursday evening, January 11th, by several of his friends.
A birthday cake with 42 lighted candles was

presented
evening

Green and

Mr.

to

was

a

very

enjoyable

spent.

il '.al >1-4. F• i C il/j entertained the
following friends Ihursday evening, Jan.
11th: Capt. and Mrs. James Parse, Capt. and

Joseph

Mrs.

Mr.

bweetser,

Mrs. W. M.

and

Parse, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Trundy, Mrs. N. F.
Gilkey, Miss Henrietta Gilkey, Jrmes P.
Nichols. Ice crtam, cake and coffee were
served.

ioilowing

The

the Honor Roll of the
the First

piac^u

names nave oeen

uyuu

Juvenile Department of

Congregational Sunday

school:

Pri-

mary class, Alice Gray; boys’ and girls’ Junior
class, Inez Gray, Henry Rogers; Juuior Helper
class, Isabel Closson, Frances Rogers, Edith
Parse, Isabel Frame and Minerva Gray.

Friends of the Kanetota Camp Fire Girls

(.Congl. church)

may aid them in

meeting

the

organization by giving them
catalogues and magazines.
Any of the following girls will collect the
27th: Eleanor
papers if notified before January
Closson, Annie Rogers, Isabel Frame, Edith
Parse, Frances Rogers, Isabel Closson, Minerva Gray and Marjorie Towers.

expenses of the
old pamphlets,

The house
been

on

had
Capt. Daniel S.

West Main street which

the home of the late

Goodeil, Jr., and was sold by his widow to C.
W. Giikey, has been completely renovated and
will be occupied by Mr. and Mrs. James P.
Scully. Mr. Scully is superintendent of the
American Agricultural Chemical Co., in Sear6port, and since his marriage a few months ago
has been living in the house formerly occupied by E C. Pike.
at 2 p. na., the
sale of home-cooked

Woman’s

Today. Thursday,

food in
Club will hold a
the store of Mrs. C. E. Adams. Miss Mabel
Griffin and Miss Harriet Erskine will be in
charge. All sorts of delectable dainties will
be

on

etc.

sale—^ake,

cookies, doughnuts, rolls,

Please remember that the money will be
charity. All patronage will be great-

used for

ly appreciated, and we are
with well-cooked edibles.
Last

Friday

and

sure

Saturday

well rewarded

were

disagreeable

Ihe News of

Crown Temple, Pythian Sisters, has
following resolutions of resptet:
Whereas: The hand of death has again entered our circle, taking frem us brother, John

Mannucciu; therefore, be it
Resolved, that Silver Crown Temple, Py thian Sisterhood,mourns this lost link in the
bind
ing chain of friendship and brotherhood.

Resolved, that we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved widow ai d daughters

all

were

buildings

were

the thermometer

was

low.

Saturday evening
tollowed Sunday by a

from

zero

snow

Thousands of Children
Have Worms
Their Parents do not know it.
Symptoms of worms
ranged stomach, swollen

in

children

upper

lip,

Destom*
hard and

are:

sour

ach, offensive breath,
full belly with occasional grip
ings and pains about the navel,
pale face of leaden tint, eyei
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids, itching of the nose, itch
ing of the rectum, short drj
1
cough, grinding of the teeth
Tradel&ark little red poin ts sticking out or
Blow fever.
tongue, starting during Bleep,
Grown folk, are subject to worms also.
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s Elixir the
Gooc
Family Laxative end Worm ofExpeller. Tex
Houston,
for adults also. Mrs. Curtis
she
will
b<
that
ee, believes this »nd writes
benefits she tain
glad to tell her friends of the at
your dealers
received. Get a bottle today
36, 60c and *1.00. Advice free.
Write me today.
—

Auburn, Milne.

as

usual after the arrival

as

They
formerly.

exertions

on the part of the crowd which soon
gathered the adjoining residences were all
saved, though lor a time it was felt that sev era
were doomed.
An engine and crew from Bel; fast arrived in time to wet down the ruins and
j makj sure of no revival of the fire. Nearly all
O- Mr.Roberts household
goods were saved and
I fi part of Mrs. Godding’s. Both were partly*
j covered by insurance. Mr. and Mrs, Rjberts.
| haved moved into the Rolfe house, now owned
•by Mrs. E. A. Ear pen ter.

A very pleasant occasion was
tion Wednesday evening, Jan.

the installa-

Marion Rankin
Flye Jan 14th.

social dance

!

days with

several

Mr. and Mrs. Frank B
Jackson, Church
street, left by boat Monday afternoon for Boston, where he will again enter the Massachusetts General Hospital for further treatment
by a mouth specialist for the extremely painful trouble from which he has been a
great
s ufferer for the past
eighteen months. Much

locality.

is

visiting

her

daughter

the

was

for

Dirigo

friends in

thp village.

W. R. Sparrow

Mr. and Mrs

Knox Jan. 11th to

Sparrow,

John

see

Mr.

were

who is very

sick

suffering
an

a case

infected thumb.

of blood

Nichols visited her father, George
W. Nickless, in Unity recently. Mr. Nickless is
almost FI years old and has been very sick,

gaining slowly

at this

poisoning

from

..

..

■■■■■

L

noon.

the village Friday evening.

Saturday morning
tered

16° below

zero

the

thermometer

regis-

at Grant's store.

J. Williamson of the Norris Piano Co.'
Boston, was a recent business visitor here.
B.

Miss Ruth Merrithew from the village was
the £iiest of frierds here for several days the
past week.

Sawyer of Medford was the guest
aunt, Mrs. F'. F. Perkins, two days the

Lawrence
of his

past week.
Miss

Laura

Blarchard went to Frankfort
with Bachelor for
dance that

Charles

iT>n

iiniirnT

Sargent,

SHIP NEWS.

Several trim here attended the installation

I

Staples.

Barbour. In Deer Isle, Dec 10, to Mr anc
Mrs Emery J Barbour, a daughter
Billings.
In Stonington, Dec 29, to Mr and
Mrs William .1 Billings, a son.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, Dec 29, to Mr and Mrs
John K. Eaton, a son.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, Dec 28, to Mr and Mrs

Rockport; sld, sch Mary Lancdon. Belfast; 15, I Prescott J Eaton, a son.
Hazeltine.
In San Antonio, Texas, Jan 10,
sld, sch Annie and Reuben, Stonington.
Philadelphia, Jan 14. Ar, sch Governor Pow- to Lieut and Mrs Charles B Hazeltine, a son, 7
Chas
B, Jr.
pounds,
ers, Perth Amboy.
PETERSON. In Searsport, Jan 14, to Mr and
Ar, sch Helvetia,
Newport News, Jan- 10
Mrs. SamUvl Peterson, a daughte
10 pounds.
New York
Pendleton. In Islesboro, Jan 15, to Edward
Ar. sch Lavolta. Bangor.
Bridgeport. Jan 9
Jacksonville, van 9. £>ld, sch Fred W Ayer, H and Bertha Dodge Pendleton, a son, Edward
Oliver, weight 9 pounds.
Savannah.
Staples In Belfast, Jan 44, to Mr and Mrs
Pascagoula, Jan 9 Sld, sch William E LitchClifford Staples a son and daughter
field, Hudson, Havana.
BucksStaples. In Brooksville, Jan 4, to Mr and
Norfolk. Jan 9. Ar, stm Bella (Br)
EdMrs Norman Staples, a daughter, Alice.
port, Me, (and cld for Kingston;) 13, ar, sch
Thompson. In Deer Isle, Jan 5, to Mr and
ward H Blake. New York.
Sld, stm Ruth. Norfolk; Mrs Howard A Thompson, a son.
Searsport, Jan 10
Boston.
No
and
700.
Weed. In Deer Isle, Jan 2, to Mr and Mrs
Waccamaw
11. ar, barges
Charles E Weed, a daughter.
rvr, sch Kate L Pray,
Stockton, Jan 16.
Wing. In Montville, Dec 25, to Mr and Mrs
light, for lumber.
Clinton Wing, a daughter.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Brighton, Trin, Dec 29. Sld, sch Horace A
Stone. Port Bolivar.
Shelburne, N S. Jan 9. Ar, sch Wawenock,
Liverpool, N S (and cld for New York.)
Martinique. Jan 10. Sld, ech Samuel W
Hathaway. Trinidad.
Sld, ech Augusta W
Port Spain, Jan 10.
Snow, Mobile.

MARRIED.
BlaCK-Babson. In Brooksville, D. c 30, by
G N Pierce, Herbert G Black and Miss

Rev

Clarissa C Babson, both of Brooksville.
Belfast, by automobile, last
10th, of the of- County Hospital,
conary-Eaton. In Deer Isle, Dec 3, by Rev
Thursday, where he is being treated and apficers of Happy Valley Chapter. O. E.
The
John H Wales, Frank B Conary and Miss Vesta
installing officers was Past Patron Elmer G. parently continuing the gain begun at home.
M Eaton, both of Deer Isle.
MISCELLANY.
French-Phillips. In Belfast, Jan 13, by
Roberts, assisted by Mrs. F. A. Merritt as
Mrs. Hattie (Clifford) Hichborn, West Main
Six men. sailors from Rev J Wilbor Richardson, at the residence of
New York, Jan 15.
Grand Marshal, both of whom performed their street, left by Mondays boat for Boston, en
Rockof
Mr
and Mrs Andrew Drury, High street, Harold
Annie
Ainslee
schooner
the American
duties in a very pleasing manner. The officers route for Brooklyn, N. Y„ where she will visit
land Me,, which went ashore at Antegada M French and Miss Elizabeth M Phillips, both
of
arrived
here
installed were as iollows: Worthy Matron, her son, Capt. Harry F. Hichborn, and wife,
Belfast.
Monday
Reef. Porto Rico, Jan 3,
Golden-Hamlin. In Stockton Springs, Jan
They said tne
Erma Barker; Worthy Patron, Clarence Ham- for several weeks. Capt. Hichborn was last
on the Steamship Carolina.
was a total loss. The schooner sailed | 15, by Rev Ashley A Smith, Newton Leroy
schooner
Associate Matron, Evelyn Gibbs; Secre- year placed in command of the new and larg- Ava M. Ellis Gives a Straight
lin;
lumof Boston and Mrs Carrie Mae Hamlin
with
Dec
Golden
11,
I
from St. Andrew’s Bay, Fla,
! tary, Lettie Tarr; Treasurer,
of Stockton Springe.
ber for Arecibo, Porto Rico.
Mary Staples: est steamer belonging to the Red D Line.
Talk
Shoulder
the
From
Haskell Eaton. In Deer Isle, Dec 2, by
j Conductress, Addie Fogg; Associate Con- A merited tribute to efficiency and close attenRockland. Jan. 13. With two new schoouere
Rev George Smith, Vernon Haskell and Miss
in frame, and the keel laid for a third, the
Mabel
ductress,
on Tanlac.
Fogg;
Chaplain, Isa- tion to business obligations through several
Eaton, both of Deer Isle.
Jennie
ons
is
shipyard of Francis Cobb Company today
bel Boody; Marshal, Estelle Roberts; Organ- years of service to that company. He is the
In Malden, Mass, Jan 2,
MOOR-HRADLEE
of the busiest on the New England coast, and
Moor of Providence, R 1, and Jessie
Dr
son
of
the
late
Henry
Lena
D.
Hichborn of Stockist,
Jones; Adah, Grace Bachelder;
Capt. W.
owners are bemoaning the scarcity of labor,
the
and
“I am recommending
endorsing Tanlac
Frances Bradlee of Malden, formerly of Rockbut for which their work would be much furthRuth, Annie Brown; Esther, Frances Merritt* ton. and grandson of the late Capt. William
because its honest and its great,” declared Ava er advanced. They are employing 75 men and land.
Martha, Martha Lane; Electa, Mabel Roberts; Hichborn of this village.
Smith-Gray. In Stonington, Dec 29, by Rev
comM. Ellis of 10 Cumberland street, Bangor, to could use half as many again. Nearest
Getter, the famous Tanlac Man.
“Its straight irom the shoulder clean cut
statements like this from honest men and
women that have made Tanlac so popular in
Maine that it has become a household word,”

E

E.

of the vessels on the stoc vs is the threemasted schooner Frank A Morey, named for a
former mayor of Lewiston, and being built for
a .single
Rogers & Webb of Boston. Thi3 is will
have
deck craft of about 500 gross tons, and
will be
She
tons.
of
850
a carrying capacity
launched in March, and will be commanded by
Capt. C eorge Torrey of Deer Isle, formerly
master of the five-masted schooner Magnus
Manson. Early in June there will be launched
a
four-masted, Bingie deck, lumber schooner
with a carrying capacity of 900 tons. She is
being built for Vane Brothers of Baltimore.
The keel is stretched for a four masted schooner of 1600 gross tons, which will have a carrying capacity of 2200 tons. She will be a double
deck craft, measuring 240 feet over all, and
will be launched the latter part of the summer
The builders are said to be figuring on another

pletion

G P Sparks, Ernest R Smith and Miss
M Gray, both of Stonington.

in Belfast. J
75 years, 3 mm
In Belfast, Jan i;

Sargent, aged

BORN

AMERICAN ruRTS.

Ar, ship Timandra. Lee,
New York, Jan 8.
Buenot. Ayres, Nov 15; 12, ar, sch Abenaki,
Stockton; sld. sch Flora Condon, Norfolk; 14,
via Barbaar, sch 1) H Rivers, Buenos Ayres,
dos- 15, ar, sch Telumah, South Gardiner,
Ar, sch Ella F Crowell.
Biston, Jan 12.

nun

attention, which it was impossible for Dr. Stevens to give so far from his
office, and he took Mr. Heath to the Waldo

M. Ames, Church street, returned

1

Bay Electric Company

Penobscot

F'red Shute was in Bangor Thursday to have
his eyes treated.

most constant

Albert

I j
i

■.

J. Patterson went to Bangor Friday after-

j

|

at

is Life! Live

writing,

Jordan returned from Bangor Saturd; y

J. P.

—

#

SANDYPOINT.

from this

It needed close' and al-

Light

with pneu-

Mrs. Fred

but is

!

called to

.Sparrow's fathef,

monia.
»

Lighting”

Therefore, implies the existence of poor lighting.
Light is one of the universal necessities of civilized
man, and the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. thus contributes to the welfare of the people by its labor to
show what is good lighting. If you will cail on us we
will endeavor to “prove all things” and enable you to
“hold fast that which is good” by showing the difference between the good and the bad.

Harry Woods, principal of F'reedom Academy, will give a short talk before the grange at
their regular meeting Jan. 20th on the pure
food law.

Heath, who has been ill the past
treatment.
week with an infected thumb, went to the
Dr. George A. Stevens was called to Sandy- Waldo County Hospital last, Thursday.
He
point to attend Charles Heath and found him was accompanied by Dr. Stevens.
from

“Good

guest of Etiie

Berle Edwards has returned to his home in
Jackson alter passing several weeks with

Friday to play
neighbors, evening.

sympathy is felt for him by all
who are hoping for favorable results

The word "good” owes its signifiance entirely to an
applied contiast. If it were not for the existence of
the bad, there would be no occasion to characterize a
”
The word denotes progress. That
thing as “good.
which is bad signifies ignorance, prejudice and stagnation; that which is good implies the intelligence to
choose and the desire to improve
The term

Mrs. Harry Cunningham from Troy is visither parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Knowiton.

be sent to

her.

“Prove al' Things, Hold Fast that which is Goo

a

ing

was

McLaughlin recently spent

|

to meet

William Thompson will be janitor
Grange through the year 1917.

of the paper

will

Mrs, trank Boynton
Liberty,

Miss

J. H. Wardwell, Main street, announces to
patrons that he hss discontinued ihe local
disiribution cf the Sunday papers through
the winter, although they will be on sale at his
from Winterport.

Searsport

Lewis G. Flye is in Brooks, the guest of
Berton Lane.

his

participants,

awakened

totally consumed, but by heroic

in

Mis. Carrie
the home of her sister and
Mrs. George C. Fletcher, Church street.

team

in

FREEDOM.

marriage to
evening at
hutband, Mr. and

store

was

and successful work in that

nest

and be piesent at his
M. Hamlin on Monday

and all sorrowing: relatives, and that these
Mr. and Mrs. John M. McLaughlin, School
resolutions be spread upon the ncords of this
Temple, a copy transmitted to the sorrowing street, have been feeling much anxiety for
family and also to the local papers for publi- several weeks past over the illness of their
cation,
| daughter, Mrs. Allen Burse of Costigan, who
Respectfully submitted,
Cassandra L. Austin,
| has been confined to the bed with a severe
Grace Dow Bachelder,
| stomach trouble. Although better, she is still
May L. Huxford,
under the care of a nurse and unable to sit
up.
Committee on Resolutions.
We hope reports may continue favorable. Mrs.

Early Monday morning

Staples

beginning the rtquired work. Dainty refreshments were served by the hostess, Mrs.
J. D. SweetBer. All indications point to ear-

of every lover of sweets.

held in Denslow hall,
Tuesday evening, Jan. 9th, under the direction
of the Knox brothers, with refreshments
served at midnight at the Knox bakery in the
Colcord building, East Main street. The music
by Chas. Green of Searsport, Miss Lauia
Blanchaid of Sandyj.oint accompanying, was
good and a pleasant iffair is reported by all

the

Mrs.

for

again invited to meet this, Thursday, afternoon
with Miss Nellie Hichborn, West Main street.

Silver

to 8 beWarder, Abbie Djw; Sentinel, W, S. Jones,
began falling, After the
installation coffee, sandwiches, cake,
j
s mtherly gale and
! etc., were served to the members and invited
of
48
with
a
rain
above,
temperature
heavy
| guests and the following program was premaking travelling slippery and dangerous sented: Music
by the Jones Orchestra; recitaat
a
stream
ran
high pitch during tion. Rev. W. E.
Opeechee
|
Streeter; piano solo, Miss
the
the storm. -Monday morning
temperature
Faustina Roberts; recitation, M. S. Stiles;
dropped to 18 above with fair weather, which piano duett, Misses Erma Barker and Gertrude
continued Tuesday.
Hogan; recitation, Grace Bachelder; music,
Searsport A. A. won from the Fairfielc | Orchestra.
Braves, 59 to 26, in a rather slow game her*
CLERK OF THE U.S. DISTRICT COURT.

days

Golden,

GOOD LIGHTING

party of ladies to organize Red Cross work in
village under the auspices of the Woman's Club, where she found great enthusiasm
and a large preparation of collected material

Mr. and Mis. Lewis Parker of Boston arrived Monday night to join her twin brother, Leroy

7

their

Owing to the inclemency of the weather—a
boisterous snow storm—last Thursday, which
no one cared to brave
unnecessarily, the meeting of the Ladies’ Aid society of the Universalist parish was deferred and members are

Brooks.

by the dreaded cry of "fire” and the home of
Atiie Godding, used as central office of the
N. E. Tel. & Tei. Co., was found to tie in flames
The fire engine was was out of
repair and useless and the flames soon
spread to the adresidence
o; Forest K. Roberts.
joining
Both

day

poorly and is confined to his bed, suffering
from kidney complicated with other troubles.
We are hoping of visible improvement soon.

A

adopted

nerve

7.^

the

Samuel H. West, Railroad avenue, who bag
been ill for more than two weeks, is still very

Cape Jellison,

cargo of
A

gustatory

Delegates to the congress of scientists, assembled in New York at the convention of the American A--nr,'..,
For the Advancement of Science, saw the voices of Caruso, Tetrazzini and Amato dance before their p■,,
walls o; a darkened room. The phonodeik, a recently invented machine, consists of a supersenSitive
dinphr;.,,, f
a gauzelike material, through which the sound waves pass, causing vibration. A series of
highly polished
fleet the vibrations to a revolving triangular mirror disk, which in turn reflects them upon a screen
,/*■
™'
to shows the phonodeik and ha k of It a chart denoting differences between voices. Top record is Cam*
to it is Signora Tetrazzini's, and below i; Amato's

meeting last week wtuh the Misses
were present and great
interest was evinced in si) quarters
Last Fri-

H. Waidwell is still displaying seme oi
“Hughes” Christmas confectionery, fui
which he had a large sale during the holidays.
| These candies never disappoint, but tickle the

Mrs.

de-

Colcord, twenty-three

J.

Joseph
Sweetser, a member of the former club, Jan.
x2th. Mrs. Everett Staples of Stockton Springs j
was the guest of honor and brought with her j
samples of dressings, pillows, cushione, etc.,
showing the material desired by the Surgical
Dressings Committee of the Peter Bent Brigham hospital, Boston, for the Allies hospitals.
Mrs. Staples very clearly explained the method of making the dressings and the clubs are
very grateful to her for her help and interest.
At present, it is impossible to determine how Ij
much of the work can be undertaken as the
Woman's Club is sewing and working for charity at their weekly meetings. At the meet-

meeting

At

his

Mondav foi

to Rancor

wont

a

Brent Brigham Hospital, Boston. The next
meeting will be Wednesday afternoon, .Ian.
24th, with Mrs. Everett Staples, thurch street.

Saturday night and Sunday.

her

after which

carritd^out,

was

sary material ami finishing many articles to
be ferwarded to the authorities at the Peter

H. Gerrish, West Main street, Superintendent of the B. & A. R. R., at Cape Jellison
piers and Kidders Point dock, was in Brown-

this vi- Lodge, No. 22 of Deer Island; H. S. Conary and
W’ood choppers are very
! Calvin Stinson; Piscataquis Lodge, No. 44, of
cinity as many of them are employed in the
Milo, C. A. Weir; Felicity Lodge No. 19, of
fertilizer plants in Searsport and Belfast.
Bucksport, Melville Robbins,

program consisting of music

a

was

company of ladies in Stockton engaged
Red Cross work, under the auspices of the
Current Events Club, are displaying much enthusiasm in the cause, collecting much neces-

J.

in

readings

The

Au invitation
supper served after Jhe work.
J. P. Waiker and daughter, Miss Alice Wal- had been extended to Marsh River Lodge No. j ville, Greenville and adjacent towns last week
ker, of Bangor, were in town Friday on busi- | 102 of Brooks, and it was represented by the returning Thursday afternoon.
ness, returning on the afternoon train.
Percy Kneelard of Cape Jellison is employfollowing members: W. S. Jones, E. Brown |
ed at Pensirs’ mill at Sandypoint, and his wife
A meeting wil be held this, Thursday, even- I Ed. Small, Harry Hutchinson, Harry Staples,
1
is with her parents, Mi. and Mrs. Sidney
ing, at 7 30 p. m.. at the selectmen’s office, tc E. G. Roberts, F. K. Roberts. There were,
several other lodges
represented: Marine Fayle, Seaview street, where he can oe with
talk over a budget system for the town.
scarce

ceremony,

in

weeks is at

tatoes for the western marKet.

the
and

served in the banquet hall,
rendering the occasion a most pleasant affair,
from beginning to ending, so pronounced by
all participants, members and invited guests.

Leora Partridge, Church street, the
victim of a very severe cold for the past two

Tuesday evening, Jan. 9th,
Mariner’s Lodge No. 68, worked the Third Derefreshment
gree upon one candidate, The
committee, James H. Duncan and Maurice Dolliver, received many compliments on the fine

Although suffering

a severe

licious supper

Miss

Searsport.

_

Mrs. Mary J. Heath; Asst. Conductress,
Mrs. Lena T. Sanborn; Chaplain, Mrs. Annie
K. Harriman; Marshal, Mrs. Eleanor B. Colcord; Adah, Mrs. Edith G. Ginn; Ruth, Mrs.
Emma A. Prescott; Esther, Mrs. Junita E,
Snow; Martha, Lelia Thompson; Electa, Mrs.
Melvina Littlefield; Warder, Miss Luella La
Furley; Sentinel, Mr. C. A. Snow. Following

The

At Masonic Hall

~

FF7

ress,

and

returned

i

Last Friday evening the following officers of
O. E. S., were installed by
Mrs. Lelia C. Thompson, Past Matron: W. Matron. Mrs. Maria B. Howes; W. Patron, Mr.
Frank L. Blanchard^Assistant Matron, Mrs.
Rose A. Blanchard; Sec’y, Mrs Alice M. Hichborn; Treasurer, Marietta Fletcher; Conduct-

Mrs. W. H.
Morrison, Church
street, went to Castine Jan. 10th, he for business matters and she to call upon a friend.

They

~

F~

Bethany Chapter,

Dr. H. E. Small, West Main street, recently
installed a new violet ray electric machine in
his office. Electric lights have also been added
throughout the house.

came

!

winter in Florida, the snow storms of Maine
may seem a little chilling to our friend.

Leroy Golden of Boston and Mrs. Carrie M.
Hamlin, Church street, Bpent Monday in Bangor, for shopping, returning on the 5 p. m.
train.

Mr.

among them.

MACHINE PORTRAYS VOICES OF GREAT

cold upon her arrival it is hoped
no further ill turns m»y follow her home-combg i mid-winter. All are glad to see the
upen again and to welcome our neighbor
once more in our midst.. Having spent last
trom

lots

M rs. J. H. Ward well and son Stanley, Church
street, returned last week from visits in Boston, Moneham, Mass and Hanover, N. H.

Mr. Fitzmaurice has visited Searsport many
times during his vacations in the summer seasons, and-his wife was formerly Miss Fannie A
Orr.youngest daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs

Sebmen’s Friend Society.

Miss

surprised

appearing

of the cemetery
are
now due the trustee, Mr. S. B, Merrithew. One
dollar per season tor each lot is the price.

Payments for

to Boston in 1884 as a
telegraph operator for the old New York &
New England road, and has been identified
with the New Haven systepi since that time.
He began his railroad work on the Intercolonial
railroad at the age of 16. George A. Poore, of
the general manager's staff, takes the place of
Air. Fitzmaurice.—Boston Paper.

the First ConThe offering next Sunday
gregational church vill be for the benefit of
the

Mrs. Faustina P. Gillia of Cape Jellison will
leave today, Thursday, by train, to join her
husband. William Gillia, in Boston.

The annual meeting of the First Congregational church, was held in the vestry Wednesday evening, Jan. 10th with a good attendance,
It was voted to have three Deacons. The following officers were elected for the ensuii g
year: Deacons, Capt, James P. Butman, Dr.
F. K. Sawyer, Mr. James H. Duncan; Clert>*
James H. Duncan; church committee, the pastor and deacons; Church treasurer, Capt. D. C*
Nichols; Missionary treasurer, Dr. F. K. Sawyer; ushers, Mr. F. B. Smith, Dr, S. L. Fairchild,
Mr. G, R. Wilson; music committee, Mrs. B. F.
Coicord, Mrs. Charles Adams, Miss Harriet

Fitzmaurice first

at

^

The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist pariah
will meet Friday afternoon with Mrs. Humiston at The Stockton.

Roulstone, the pastor, Dr. F. K. Sawyer.
R. D. Fitzmaurice, who has been superintendent of the Providence division of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford railroad, with
offices in Providence, has assumed his new duties as assistant general superintendent of the
eastern grand division of the New Haven system, with offices in the South station. Mr.

the A. A. C. Co.

Libby boarding houae. East Main street,
opened her West Main street home Saturday
night, as soon ss the furnace pipes, water
pipes, etc., could be prepared for use. Her
son, Lester M. Bragg, having left Boston unexpectedly for Key West, Florida, she abandoned her intention of spending the winter in
the city and
her Stockton friends by
the

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

last Fridays night. The summary:
Braves (26)
Searsport (59).
Vaughan If 12.rb Danforth
Rich If 1.rb Pooler
Gtikey rf 4..lb Waldron 2
Wilson c 7 (1).C Patterson 5
If Blakney 2
Sargent lb 5.If Mason 4
Delano rb
Referee, Trundy.

SfcARSPORT.

Elizabeth

Mr ar.d Mrs Clifford Staples.
Titus.
In Bucksport t en:
A Titus, aged 81 years. 6 mon

BELFAST

PRICE

\
)

1

Cl!

Corrected Weekly for I
t’KODUCE

MARKET.

I'A

Apples,per bbi.l 00n2 00
dried, per IK. 7
Beans, pea,
6,50

Ha\
HideiLamb

6 75 Larin
Beans, Y, E.,
Butter,
35a37 Muttr
Beef, sides,
9alOOats.
Beef, forequarters, 9al0 Potau
Barley, bu,
60|Roui„:
Cheese.
30 .Straw
Chicken,
20a22Turki
Calf Skins,
35i Pall.

Duck,
EgKS.

I
\

20|Vea;.

44 Wool,
18a20 Wood.
18 Wood.

Fowl,
Geese.
RETAIL

PRICE.

u:

Kt

Beef. Corned,
18 Lime.
Butter Salt, 14IK, 18u22 0at M.
Corn.
1 21 Onions.
Cracked Corn,
1 16 Oil, k.
Corn Meal,
1 16 Pollock.
30 Pork,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
2 30 Plaster

Codfish, dry,

10'Rye Mlolshortr.

Cranberries,
Clover seed,

Flour,
H. G.

Seed,

Lard.

11

24ISug«r

j

j
i
!

10 00all50 Salt.
4 hOiSwect

20|W'hea'

Pay Highest

RAW

Pr.ces I

FURS

SENU FOR PRICE LIST.

W. D. HINDS,
31 Plum St., Portland, Maine
4w3p

TO
Up

stair

l

LET

“coins, l;--rk
warn ana sur

rent,

4

from Augusta last Thursday night and was
Water, toilet,
All on one floor.
Reasonable
joined by his wife Friday, who had been spendChance for garden. Enquire
El).
L>1
ing the week with her aged grandmother, Mrs,
or City Drug Store.
Gooding Grant, in Prospect. After spending
Jan 6, Mrs CorSunday with his mother, Mrs. Mary Ames, declared the Tanlac Man.
| liEKDEEN. In Stonington,
delia A Berdeen, aged 81 years, 11 months and
School street, they left Monday afternoon
and
nervousness
from
stomach
“I suffered
18 days.
for Barigor, where Mrs, Ames will spend the
In Rockland, Jan 9, Herbert A,
Beverage.
trouble,” continued Mr. Ellis. “I was in an unweek with Capt. and Mrs. Oscar Ellis and Mrs.
son
of Urman L and Mary Snow Beverage,
condition.
WI could
easy; worried, restless
A No. 36, Broadsides, Noyetaged 1 year, 9 months and 17 days.
Manley Lancaster, Mr. Ames going to Au- sleep only mighty poorly and this made me
horizontal, box stove. Take:In Brooklyn, N Y, Jan 9, Mrs
Gumming
v>
to
attend
to
his
of wood.
legis- fidgety.”
New a year ago
gusta Tuesday morning
James D Gumming, sister of the late Mrs
6 hours: Cost $18 50.
Must
lative duties. They will probably return to
James A Creighton of Tnompston.
“That is just exactly what nine out of ten
LEON K
terested write
Chandler. In Bucksport, Jan 8. Mrs Helen
Stockton the latter part of the week.
overworked, run down men and women say,”
2tf
R. F. D. 1. 1
Frank Fellows, Esq., has been appointP Chandler, sged 73 years. 1 month and 26 days.
H
Jan
Friends of Mrs. Silas B. Adams of Portland interjected Mr. Getter.
5,
Alice,
Closson. In Roxbury, Mass,
ed^ clerk of the U. S. District Court in (nee Miss Orilla Patterson, daughter of the
widow of Charles H Closson, formerly of SedgAnd Mr. Ellis continued: “What I heard
Portland. This is a promotion, since be late
2 months and 28 days.
important
job.
68
years,
wick.agpd
of
this
will
like
business.
I
Patterson
Elias
village)
about. Tanlac sounded
thought
Capt.
Conners. In Bar Harbor, Jan 3, Mrs Alfred
"That is a sample of th^ condition of the
had served for the past year and a half
htar with regret of the recent accident it would do the work for me and it did,
market at the present time,” reE Conners, aged 75 years and 28 days.
shipbuilding
as assistant to the late clerk James E
In Stonington, Jan 5, Ethel E
which /befel fcer mother, Mrs. Myra Pat“Now I am as steady as anyone can be, or marked Nathan F. Cobb, manager of the
COUSINS.
interest.as he showec Cousins, aged 4 years and 1 day,*
Hewey. Mr. Fellows is 27 years old and terson Morse. She fell from her chair, to even wish to be. I've got a perfect stomach Francis Cobb shipbuilding
The following clubbing offers ■>'
The letter
tte.
Freeman. In Bangor, Jan 14, Dr Ralph
received his education in the University which she has been confined for several years and can enjoy eating because I can digest any- a letter to The Courier-Daze
42 years.
to The Journal Pait*
called for proposals for the building of five
Freeman,
aged
subscriptions
of Maine and in th§ Law school, finish- from the effects of a shock, and broke one leg
"1
schooners of 1500 to 2000 tons capacity.
Goodale. In Bucksport, Jan 10, Preston A
thing/*
n advance:
ing his studies in the office of Felletters this week,
similar
four
her
the
illness
of
have
received
of
the
is
Goodale.
above
knee,
cent
completely
rendering
today
“Ninety per
lows & Fellows, a well known Bangor just
added Mr Cobb, “but our y.rd is full up, liki
Gross. In Deer Isle, Jan 1, Julia E. wife of
The Journal and Farm and Home.
in bed at the home of her daughter,
caused by stomachtrouble,” explained the Tanlaw firm, of which hiB father, Hon. Os- helpless
all New England yards, and we can’t take oi
A O Gross, aged 66 years, 3 months and 4 days.
under
her
for
made
has
home,
stomach
the
The Journal and McCall's MagaziiR
she
the
where
goes wrong
years
lar Man. “.When
car F. Fellows, is the senior member.
another ounce of business.”
Hopkins. In Hsmpden, Jan 13, Capt Warren U Hopkins, aged 81 years.
The Journal and Woman's Mag.''11"
He also served in the Maine House and the continual care of a nurse. At last reports whole system gets on the down grade. Tanlac
Moore. In Swanville, Jan lo, Herbert T
the Senate as one of the pages, which received by the Patterson relatives she lay in is designed to build strength while it tones up
In 1
The publications included
What To Do For Bad Colds.
Moore, aged 46 years.
gave him an extensive acquaintance and a comatose state, physicians considering her sick stomachs. It is a reconstructive appetizer
M
Arno
to
Jan
18,
In East Oriand,
Perkins
clubbing offer may be sent
a knowledge of the workings of the legisrecbvery very doubtful, although uncertain as and invigorant for weak. pale, nervous, run
If you want a cough medicine that givei
Perkins, aged about 68 years,
lature. At the time of the first appoint- to the length of time the system might endure
ferent addresses.
Lamfher. In Bucksport. Jan 6, Velma, indown men and women who need more streogth, quick and aura action in healing colds, coughi
ment be was a member of the la w firm of
fant daughter of Mr and MrB Mott Lampher,
the strain. Sympathy is extended to the in- better digestion and revitalization of the ner- 0r croup, get Foley’e Honey and Tar. It heal;
Send in your subscription now
aged 4 months and 22 days.
Fanning & Fellows, with an office in Portaonbron
and
or
cheat
anxious
in
the
daughter
throat,
inflamed membranes
vous system.”
In Belfast. Jan 17, Alfred K Paul oi
B
PAUL
land. He is married, bis wife being jured mother,
REPUBLICAN
Boston and Searsmont, aged 71 years,
Tanlac it being specially introduced in Bel- ebial tube*; breaks up tight coughs, loosem
Eleanor Maling of Brewer, and they have in-law.
Jan 12, Mrs Mary E
Belfast,
In
ii
Thompson.
there
Maine
and
ia
a
TanStore
Belfast,
two children. His many friends in this
phlegm.makea breathing eaaief,stops tickling
Mrs. Jennie Morse Bragg arrived from Ban- fast at the City Drug
Thompson, aged 74 yeara and 4 months.
section of the State extened congratulaMaine town.—Advt.
throat. Containa no opiataa. Bold Every where
and after remaining two days at lac agent in every
11th
Jan.
gor,
tions.
.’
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Stove for Salt
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